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Welcome to Everything Goat Milk: The Ebook! 

I hope you enjoy this offline version of the website with all the 
same great information on all topics related to goat milk. You'll be 
notified by email when updated versions are available for 
download.

The website is growing rapidly, and even though you have the 
ebook, you'll need to check the website between versions to catch 
all the latest articles and shopping opportunities for everything 
from cheesemaking to milk processing to health information to 
supplies.

Thank you for supporting this project, and I sincerely hope the 
information will help you in some way.

Maria
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How to Use this Ebook

This ebook is a slightly modified version of the website www.everything-goat-
milk.com. The content is essentially the same; some formatting and editing has been 
performed to provide a better ebook reading experience.

To navigate directly to an article, use the bookmark feature of the PDF viewer 
software. Bookmarks appear along the left side of the document in the viewer. Each 
article is individually bookmarked.

At the end of each article is a link that says, “View live web page.” Clicking on the 
link will open a web browser with the corresponding article from the website. This 
is useful to see if the article has been edited or updated since the production of the 
ebook, or to use live links that are not included in the ebook, such as for newsletter 
and blog subscriptions, or for navigating to other articles on the site.

For your convenience, the Sitemap at the end of the book has a listing of live links 
by category of all the website pages.

You have permission to make a backup copy of this ebook, and to print copies of 
this ebook for your own personal use. To request permission to use any of the 
contents of this ebook for any other purpose, please use the contact form at 
www.everything-goat-milk.com/contact.html.

Affiliate disclosure:  Managing a website is time-consuming and costly. In addition 
to donations, the costs associated with maintaining Everything Goat Milk are 
partially funded through affiliate sales of quality products through reputable 
merchants. By purchasing products through the links in this ebook or on the 
website, you are helping to support the free dissemination of this information. 
Thank you for your support!
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About Me
Why goat milk? That's the question most people ask. And my answer?

Because I believe in it. 

I'm a natural skeptic and life-long self-learner, and put these traits to good use as a 
professional researcher and associate professor for many years before leaving my 
university position to start a business with my husband. 

Besides my "real" research job, my hobbies have always included research, too. Whatever 
the topic, I don't believe anything just because I see or hear it; I believe it when the facts 
leave no other alternative!

And, my research into goat milk made me a believer.

My experience with goat milk started in 2001, when I purchased two Nubian does. Of 
course, by the time I actually got them, I had already researched the best fence to have, 
the best feed combinations, how to milk them (it would be several months before I had to 
put that into practice), and other topics related to dairy goat farming. 

Some of my original does. 
And, as in other parts of life, some of the "book" knowledge was very helpful in real 
situations — and, some was not! Nevertheless, I persevered, even through the first 
milking season when I had to get up at 4:30 am to get the milking and feeding done (I had 
seven does to milk by then) so that I could get the kids to school and myself to work by 
8:00 am. 

Now, I don't mind getting up early, but that was pushing it a little!

More than any other hobby, I've enjoyed raising dairy goats and creating delicious recipes 
with the milk. At the largest, my herd had 25 does and kids, and 2 bucks. Maintenance on 
a herd that size is nearly a full-time job, with worming, hoof-trimming, milking, and of 
course, fence mending to keep them from escaping and becoming coyote food. 

The herd grows! 

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!

http://passion.sitesell.com/mynewlife0.html
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Despite the hard work and time commitment, I loved it all. The bonus was the never-
ending supply of wonderful, fresh goat milk that the whole family loved — especially 
when I made it into herbed chevre! 

I experimented with numerous recipes and uses for goat milk, many of which you'll find 
on this website. And, it was only after we started drinking goat milk that I found out 
through research about all of its unique properties related to health.

I often remarked to my husband that I wish I could find a way to earn a living from 
dairy goats and goat milk. 
Yes, of course I researched it, but, the numbers never added up in my favor. 
It seemed that even if I ran the farm ruthlessly as a business, which I could never do 
because I loved the goats too much, I would still do hardly better than break even. 

Now, this website allows me to live out that dream — just in a different manner. 

I get the joy of living the "low-tech" lifestyle I love, the satisfaction of knowing that the 
information I provide helps people, and the benefits of using the most popular "high-tech" 
media — the internet — to reach those people and also provide an income for my family. 

(Read more about my story of building this website and the incredible product I use that 
GUARANTEES your success with a website such as this one.)

I built this site to inform and educate visitors to the potential of goat milk for nutrition, 
health, and good taste, and to help dispel the groundless stories that goats are dirty and 
goat milk tastes "nasty."

There are so many aspects to goat milk: the nutritional qualities, handling and processing 
for those who buy locally, or own their own goats, making cultured dairy products, 
recipes for those products, supplies...well, you get the picture.

However, I could never locate any one website that had everything related to goat milk 
in one place. 

Sure, you can find recipes at recipe sites, and there are a few sites that describe how to 
process your own milk or make cheese. But, you would have to go practically around the 
world (wide web, that is...) to find all the information you would need.

So, if you're interested in goat milk, and want to know about its properties and qualities, 
how to find it, why you should use it, how to cook with it and make cheese and other 
products, and learn insider tips that only a real goat milk enthusiast can give you — 
you're at the right place!
This site already has more information about goat milk than I've found at just about any 
other — but, there's much more to do!

I currently have close to one hundred additional pages planned, and I'm working full-time 
to get them up as soon as possible. So, check back frequently, because you're sure to find 
something new!

Or, you can subscribe to our blog or newsletter to keep up-to-date.

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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No, goat milk won't cure all the world's diseases, but it really is a remarkable food in 
terms of health benefits. And, notwithstanding the nutritional value, the world of goat 
cheeses and other products is nothing less than a taste of heaven!

Of course, as a natural skeptic, I would expect you to be skeptical, as well! 

Do your own research. Browse around the site. Read the articles. Read other sites, too. 
But, most importantly...try it yourself!

Thanks for coming, and best wishes for a healthier, tastier life...with goat milk!

Maria 

View live web page.

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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The Story Behind Everything Goat Milk...and How YOU Can 
Build a Successful Website, Too!

Background...

As with most things in life, my journey to building a successful website about a topic I 
love was a long and winding road. 

When I tell you that I have a Ph.D. in computer science, you may think, "Well, naturally, 
she knows all about web programming and the internet." 

However, nothing could be further from the truth! In fact, our teenagers know more 
about the specific details of computer and web applications than I do...
You see, my specialty was in the realm of data modeling, which means I do the 
theoretical work, and then hand off the results to others to do the hands-on programming. 
And website design and programming? That was something I never did, and was actually 
afraid to try because it was "new," and I never had any training in it. 

Just like a dermatologist probably wouldn't have a clue how to do open heart surgery, in 
spite of being a "doctor," I was a computer scientist who knew hardly anything about 
internet business! 

The transition...

After twelve years of teaching and research work, I left my university job to start a 
business with my husband. That dream ended rather quickly, however, when he took ill 
with a rare sickness. Now, we needed an income, but I also needed to be available for 
him.

Many times, as he saw me sitting at the computer (usually researching treatments for his 
disease), he would comment, "I know you can make money on the internet, if you just 
try!" His confidence in my abilities certainly exceeded mine, but I wanted to believe he 
was right. 

Even though I had had a wonderful job, I really always desired the freedom to work from 
home and spend more time with my children and farm (the hobby that my real job 
supported!). 

And, though my training and career were high-tech, I'm 
really a country girl at heart who loves all things related to 
nature and animals. Staying in a windowless, air-
conditioned office all day for me is like keeping a horse in 
a house...I couldn't wait to get out in the fresh air at the 
end of each day. 

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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There's one born every minute...

With his encouragement, our current need for me to be at home, and my longtime desire 
to be financially free from an office environment, I started researching ways to make 
money on the internet. 

If you've ever had this dream, then you've probably seen and heard about the same 
products and promises that I found, like: "Your computer does all the work...make 
money while you sleep or play golf!"
Of course, these ridiculous statements are only meant to help the people selling them 
make money, but, hey, doesn't everyone want to believe it's that easy? 

The emotional draw of a promise to make your dream come true is so strong, that...
After weeks of researching different products, I finally ordered one that cost about $60 
and had a money-back guarantee. This product was listed and reviewed on many of the 
"Top 10 Ways to Make Money on the Internet" sites that I found (you've probably seen 
them, too), so I didn't feel like I was really taking too big of a chance.

Well, the "product" turned out to be a poorly organized conglomerate of ebooks about a 
vast array of different ways to make money on the internet. 

I was determined to either make it work, or get my money back, though, so I quickly 
read every ebook (struggling through the misspelled words and poor grammar) and laid 
out a step-by-step plan of action — the best that I could make it out, anyway, from the 
poor set of instructions.

The basic parts of the program were to select some affiliate products (products that 
companies pay you a commission for sales), set up a web page with an internet service 
provider, "review" the products to convince people to buy them, pay for internet ads to get 
people to your page, and then collect all the money that would start rolling in.

After experimenting with this system for about two weeks, I noticed that the main product 
the program wanted you to sell is theirs. 

Since then, I learned that this is how most internet marketing "courses" work. The content 
itself is horrible, and you would be hard-pressed indeed to try to really build an internet 
business with it, but if you can convince others to buy it (just like you yourself were 
convinced) you can make money by selling it to other "suckers." 

Now, I'm a horrible liar, and the idea of writing glowing reviews of products I'd never 
seen or used, or really didn't believe in, just to make money from people who trusted me 
went against every moral business principle I had. 

If that's what I had to do to make money from the internet, it certainly wasn't for 
me!
Oh, and the reviews kind of neglected to say upfront anything about all the costs it would 
take to get things up and running, like web hosting fees, advertisement fees and keyword 
search fees to begin.

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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There was an upside though...in a way — this course did introduce me to the concept of 
"affiliate marketing." The idea is that anyone with a website, or even just email, can make 
sales commissions from providing a unique link to a product. Computer software tracks 
purchases made from that link, and the commission is credited to the seller. Seems like a 
pretty typical business model, but like anything else, it can be used for good or evil!

Unfortunately, what I took away from this course was that affiliate marketers were 
evil!
I learned how to recognize affiliate links from regular links by the special characters in 
the file names. Then, I went back and looked at the product "review" websites I had 
trusted. Guess what? That's right...they were all "affiliate marketers" of the products being 
reviewed, just trying to sell me something.

Because of the methods this course taught, I believed all affiliate marketers were greedy 
liars just out to make a buck. Harsh, I know, but that's how I felt. 

I promptly asked for my refund (and got it, thankfully), and from that point on I avoided 
affiliate links like the plague! 

Now, it was time to pick myself up and wipe the mud off my face. 

Maybe a blog....

I thought my internet business dreams were gone with the disappointing education I had 
received in that course, but about a year later I started reading about how people were 
making money by blogging — writing short, frequent articles on various topics and 
publishing them on the web. 

Hmmm...I loved writing, even the dry technical writing that I had done at work for many 
years. Recently, though, I had compiled, just for fun, a nice collection of interesting (to 
me, anyway!) articles on farm life and various, curious animals that we had. That was a 
lot more fun than writing about a data model!

When I discovered a website that gave a genuine, in-depth explanation of how to make 
money blogging — no short cuts; it's hard work —, I thought, "This is something I can 
believe in and enjoy doing!". 

Besides, the evidence was there — this person had a wildly successful blog that he had 
started from nothing, and he was simply sharing the information he had learned the hard 
way.

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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But, the real selling point was this: The key to success is on giving not getting. You give 
something that genuinely benefits people, and in return, you're rewarded for it. This was a 
180 degree turnaround from the get-rich-on-the-internet schemes I had seen.

Now I could finally see that affiliate marketing wasn't inherently evil, and that there are 
people who might make money off a product, but they are honest people who really 
believe in the product and want to help people MORE than they want to make a buck.

So, instead of skipping over every (evil) affiliate link even if I wanted to buy a 
recommended product, I began to intentionally purchase products from affiliates who had 
truly provided me with valuable information as a way of saying "thank you." 

I realized that affiliate marketing was no different than a retail store: some were just there 
to make money and did it at the expense of value and customer service, but others went 
over and beyond to provide the best for their customers — and THOSE are the ones 
who succeed in the long term.
Now, that was something I could believe in. Just maybe this would work...
I set up my blog. I learned all about the WordPress software, spending a LOT of time 
learning the technical aspects of HTML programming, using the templates, etc. I posted 
my articles and wrote more. 

I spent a LOT MORE time trying to learn how to get the search engines to pick up my 
blog so I would have traffic. I read tons of search engine optimization (SEO) websites and 
posted to carnival blogs to get more exposure, as well as learning about website 
directories and how to get included. 

My computer background came in good use here, even though I was treading in waters I 
had never been before. I told my husband several times that I really didn't see how 
someone with no programming experience would ever be able to succeed at this. I wasn't 
even sure I would be able to!

I felt like I was on the right track, but, man, was it a lot of work! I was going in dozens of 
different directions at once. And, most of the work was in areas that I didn't particularly 
care for — like learning programming techniques and worrying about how to use 
keywords effectively. 

It was like trying to pull weeds with my teeth. I would eventually get the job done, but 
there had to be a better way... 

After all, I just wanted to be able to write my stories for people to enjoy, and hopefully, 
make some money from people who would click on ads or buy products...this time, only 
products that I actually used and knew would benefit people. 

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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Same philosophy, MUCH better way...

About three months into my blog, I stumbled across a product called Site Build It! (SBI 
for short) that both piqued my interest AND raised my warning flags. 

Why? Because it looked like another make-money-on-the-internet product, and I had had 
enough of those! But, something was different about this product: it sounded genuine.

The explanation of the difference in building a website, blog and a real e-business 
REALLY got my attention, as I was currently struggling and spending extraordinary 
amounts of time trying to figure out all the pieces of the puzzle to make my blog 
successful.

Now I knew why it was so hard: the critical components like traffic and monetization are 
not factored in from the beginning, and there is no integrated toolset to handle all the 
essential day-to-day tasks of running and monitoring a website business. 

I couldn't stop reading the testimonials and looking through hundreds of real, successful 
websites people had built — people with NO computer experience and with every 
imaginable topic under the sun. 

And, better yet, there were no promises that you'll "get rich while you sleep!". These 
were all people who put time and effort into their sites, but Site Build It! gave them 
EVERY TOOL they needed to do it themselves, and to be SUCCESSFUL! 

This product promised to deliver its part, but only if you put in your part too: brains and 
motivation! 
Still, I thought, this could just be an emotional sales technique, so...
When I finished the testimonials, I read every page of the technical details about what Site 
Build It! provides. One thing that impressed me the most was the four-step process that 
guarantees the success of SBI sites. 

I knew after my previous attempts at internet "businesses" that SBI's approach was right 
on the money! No shortcuts, no gimmicks — just a proven method, ALL the tools needed, 
and hard work.

Then, I tried out the free tools, like Search It. Even if I didn't buy Site Build It!, this one 
tool would be a tremendous benefit to my blog work!

The more I read, the more my skepticism faded...this certainly didn't look ANYTHING at 
all like the "internet marketing" get-rich-quick schemes.

In fact, it was exactly what I had wished for with my blog. Site Build It! takes away ALL 
the technical aspects of programming and managing a website, as well as managing 
search engine optimization techniques to make sure you get traffic to be successful. 

As a computer scientist, believe me when I say Site Build It! is an AMAZING set of 
software tools, and after my brief exploration of "doing it myself," followed by a full 
year's worth of experience with Site Build It!, I can say with confidence that I would 
never recommend anyone build a website business any other way!

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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And, the best part to me is the premise that Site Build It! is based on — the only one that I 
can fully support for any business: 

Provide a truly valuable service or product, and never violate your visitor's 
(customer's) trust in you. The rest will take care of itself.
SiteSell does exactly this with Site Build It!: they provide an incredibly fantastic product 
and support at a terrific price — and this inspires Site Build It! website owners to do the 
same for their visitors! It's a win-win situation.

The difference is that Site Build It! isn't about "making money on the internet." It's about 
creating a real, credible internet business. And, everyone knows that any kind of 
business will only succeed if it provides true value to its customers, and puts their 
interests first. 

But enough about me...what about YOU?

If this sounds like a philosophy you can believe in, why not take a look to see if Site Build 
It! can help you accomplish your dreams? 

No, you won't be rich in a month or two, but if you want to create a real, long-term 
business on a topic you love, there's no better way!

You don't need computer or programming skills, or even writing skills. Site Build It! 
holds your hand every step of the way. If you can click and type, Site Build It! can help 
you build a successful website business. 

The only two requirements? A topic that you're passionate about, and the willingness to 
work for your success!

• Do you want to turn a hobby that costs money into one that makes money 
(like my goat farm!)? 

• Do you have an interest that you love to share with others? 
• Do you want to start building an income to transition to retirement, or just to 

work at home? 
• Do you want to satisfy the desire to own your own business, without risking 

everything or leaving your current job? 
• Do you already have a service or retail business that you want to expand 

through a website presence? 

Then Site Build It! may very well be the key to unlocking your wish!

Want proof that Site Build It! works? Start right here! The fact that you found this 
website of about 100 pages that I built with Site Build It! proves that the system works. 

But there are plenty more! Read testimonials from real Site Build It! owners, or watch 
their videos.

When you see a Site Build It! website, you'll notice instantly there's something different. 
That difference comes from the SBI philosophy of putting visitors first. SBI websites are 
personal, informative and friendly. 

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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You KNOW there's a real person behind them that will answer questions, and respond to 
emails or problems. You can also feel that person's passion about their subject, and their 
joy of being able to share it with others.

I waited a full year after building my website before deciding to inform my visitors about 
Site Build It!, because I will NOT recommend any product or company I don't fully 
believe in. (That's why I promote only a few hand-picked affiliates on this site.) And, how 
can I believe in something until I've thoroughly tested it?

Yes, I receive a commission from sales of Site Build It! from this page, but more 
important to me is to be able to help people transform their lives in the same way that I 
was looking for over the last few years, and to avoid the time-wasting internet marketing 
scams that promise tons of money from the internet with little work. 

And believe me — they ARE scams. 

There is still no short-cut for building a business through time, dedication and hard 
work.
I started this site a year ago, and went from nothing to 100 pages. From no visitors to over 
100 new visitors a day.

It's far from the point I expect it to go, but I know it WILL get there, because the process 
works, Site Build It! has all the tools I need, and I'm committed to providing my visitors 
with something of value to them. 

Where will you be one year from now? 

Still wishing for a way to follow your dreams, or the proud owner of an online business? 
Only YOU can make your dream come true, but SBI has provided the way for MANY 
people to make money doing what they love best.

If you're still reading at this point, you probably DO have that desire to follow a certain 
passion and control your future — maybe you've even considered an online business. 

That was just an overview. If you're as cautious as I was about 
what's REALLY involved in building an SBI! site, you can view 
the ENTIRE Action Guide up-front, for free. 

The Action Guide is the "owner's manual" for SBI!, and it tells 
you every step to take in building your website, so there's 
absolutely no way there can be any hidden (unpleasant) surprises.

And, if you STILL have questions about SBI after viewing all the information from the 
links? No problem — you can ask any question here. You'll get fast, friendly, accurate 
information to help you decide. Trust me, it's the SiteSell way! 

And, you have nothing to lose, because, just as you'd expect from an outstanding 
company like SiteSell, they offer a no-risk, money back guarantee. 

So, even if you "skip over" my affiliate link (because affiliates are evil ) or just decide 
Site Build It! isn't right for you, I hope you've learned a little about what an internet 
business is all about — and what it's not!

Whatever your endeavor or dreams in life, best wishes, and thank you for visiting my site!

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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Maria 
P.S. A BIG thank-you goes out to my husband for believing in me and "forcing" me into 
an internet business! 

View live web page.
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Milk Nutrition Facts and Information for Goat Milk
Basic milk nutrition facts are widely recognized through daily media advertising: high in 
protein and calcium, etc. But, beyond that, what's really important to know about the 
nutritional value in milk? 

And, what do we really mean when we say that milk is "nutritious"?

At the basic level, "nutritious" simply means that a food provides nutrients, which are any 
substances needed by the body for growth or maintenance. These nutrients are categorized 
into six groups: carbohydrates, fats, protein, vitamins, minerals and water. 

Theoretically, then, any food that merely supplies any of these nutrients is nutritious. Of 
course, with this definition, nearly anything we put in our mouths could be labeled 
nutritious! 

Mandatory nutritional food labels, along with organized 
educational efforts, have made the names of many nutrients very 
familiar to most of us, even if we're not always sure of the 
implications of the numbers we find. (E.g., "Is 1000 mg of sodium 
a lot?" asked my daughter as she was reading a food label recently. 
Yikes!) 

And, if you search the internet for facts about goat milk, you 
usually end up with something very general, like, "Goat milk is 
high in protein!" Or worse, you're shown a table for milk nutrition 
facts that's full of meaningless number values for words like 
"manganese" and "pantothenic acid. "

Now, can you tell me--honestly--What has manganese done for 
you lately? If you can't answer that, then it really doesn't matter 
whether I tell you goat milk has a lot of it or a little of it, does it? 
Or that the USDA published content of manganese for goat milk is 
0.044 mg per cup...

What most people mean when they say "nutritious," is really "healthy"--not merely 
supplying nutrients, but actually promoting good health. 

The Bottom Line

You probably came to this page for an answer to the burning question:

"Is goat milk nutritious?"
...meaning, of course, "Does it promote good health?"

The short answer is -- yes. 

But, I don't just want you to take my word for it. I want you to know for yourself the facts 
behind the answer.

Turn YOUR hobby or passion into a profitable website!
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So, on this page, we'll look at the overall set of goat milk nutrition facts by exploring:

• Goat Milk Composition
• Goat Milk vs. Cow Milk
• Elderly Nutrition and Goat Milk
• Milk Pasteurization and Nutrients, and
• Infant Nutrition and Goat Milk

Goat Milk Composition

Let's get started! This headline article will give you a good look at the overall composition 
of goat milk, how it varies, and why.

Then, you can read a more detailed article on each of the categories of nutrients as they 
relate to goat milk nutrition by checking out Goat Milk Ingredients.

Or, if you'd prefer, you can go directly to each nutrient category by choosing one of the 
links below. Each link will give you an overview of the nutrients for goat milk in that 
category and how each relates to your health. (Yes, you will find out why you need 
manganese! It's in the "minerals" section.)

• Carbohydrates in Goat Milk 
• Goat Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications 
• Protein in Milk and the Unique Properties of Goat Milk Protein 
• Vitamins in Milk: Goat Milk Compared to Cow's Milk and 
• Natural Minerals from Goat Milk 

After reading the information at the above links, it should be apparent that goat milk 
supplies many important nutrients in significant amounts--so, yes, it is nutritious by 
almost any definition!

You may also want to read about "Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk."

Then, if you're interested, you can check out the Goat Milk Table of Nutrient Values. That 
will show you information that was generated by the USDA's National Nutrient Database, 
a pretty cool site to find out the nutritional content of just about any food.

Knowing the basic milk nutrition facts is a good start, but nutrition covers a lot of 
territory...Keep reading for related information on this topic... 

Goat Milk vs Cow Milk: A Quick Comparison

In industrialized countries, cow's milk enjoys a far greater popularity than goat milk. This 
means that when most people ask about the nutrition facts for goat milk, they are 
primarily interested in one thing:

How is it different from cow's milk?
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Read this article for an overview of the nutritional differences between the two. 

Elderly Nutrition and Goat Milk

Goat milk can play a substantial supporting role in the nutritional needs of the elderly. 
Click on this title to read about the benefits that goat milk provides in the special needs of 
nutrition for the elderly. 

Milk Pasteurization and Nutrients

Raw goat milk vs. pasteurized is a debate that may never see an end. Which side is right? 
Click here to read about the effects of pasteurization on the nutritional quality of goat 
milk.

Coming soon! 

Infant Nutrition and Goat Milk

The appropriateness of goat milk for infants is another hot topic. Does the information on 
goat milk nutrition facts support feeding goat milk to infants? You can read the issues 
related to this controversial subject here.

Coming soon! 
View live web page.
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Goat Milk Composition
The study of goat milk composition follows centuries, if not millenia, of reported health 
benefits of goat milk versus that of other dairy animals. Many of these studies have, 
indeed, been able to provide a substantial scientific connection between the molecular 
components of goat milk and purported benefits. 

In other cases, however, studies are "inconclusive" or even seem contradictory to widely 
held cause-and-effect relationships between goat milk and related health claims. This does 
not discourage goat milk proponents, however. 

The lag behind scientific validation and "common knowledge" has been seen in other 
attempts to prove longstanding, commonly held relationships, particularly in the field of 
herbal and natural medicine. 

In recent years, however, scientists have begun to be more receptive to the idea that not 
every benefit can be pinpointed to specific components; rather, the overall properties and 
interactions of those components also provide benefits that are less amenable to analysis 
by scientific methods.

Perhaps, one day, scientific methods will "catch up" to even more proofs of health 
benefits from the study of goat milk composition, but, while we wait...we can be enjoying 
our own taste-testing studies!

Pass the garlic and dill goat cheese, please!
In this article, we'll look at both naturally occurring factors in the composition of goat 
milk, and deliberate actions to influence and improve goat milk nutrition properties.

The composition of milk is a variable factor. Although the publication of standardized 
tables, might lead you to believe that all goat milk is the same, this is far from the case. 

In fact, you will probably find some significant discrepancies in milk composition 
statistics from various sources.

It's well-documented that fairly large differences in composition occur naturally, by 
factors such as genetics, breed, stage of lactation at the time of milk collection, and both 
the quantity and quality of feeds. For this reason, most quantitative analyses of the 
composition of milk are the results of either herd averages or breed averages over a period 
of time.

These studies are particularly interesting, as documented factors affecting milk 
ingredients can be used to tailor goat milk composition for specific health concerns. 

For example, there are goats who genetically produce milk absent in a protein known as 
alpha-s1-casein. This is good news to the portion of the population who suffers from 
cow's milk allergy related to this particular protein.

(It's not so good news for cheesemakers, though, as the alpha-s1-
casein protein is also the ingredient that helps make a firm curd 
for hard cheeses.) 
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Factors other than naturally occurring variations are important, too. In the article, 
"Composition of Goat Milk and Factors Affecting It," George Haaenlein, of the 
University of Delaware, summarizes the results of studies on the effects of various 
dietary changes on the resulting composition of goat milk. A few of the findings 
include: 

• Decreasing forage-to-feed concentrate ratio decreased milk fat and increased 
protein. 

• Feeding of sodium bicarbonate buffer improved the percentages of fat and total 
solids. 

• Later stages of lactation are associated with an increase in the content of fat, 
protein and many minerals, and with a decrease in lactose, potassium and citrate. 

At the extreme end of manipulating factors to affect goat milk composition is the 
controversial area of transgenic research, in which goats are genetically altered to 
produce milk with certain qualities. 

Two reports that demonstrate the use of transgenics to affect goat milk ingredients include 

• Goats Supply Controversial New Drug through Genetic Engineering  , and 
• Transgenic Goat Milk Could Prevent Diarrhea in Developing World   

The first report involves goats that were genetically altered to produce large amounts of a 
protein known as antithrombin in their milk. The antithrombin is collected and used in a 
drug called ATryn which acts as a blood thinner for humans. 

The second report documents a study in which goats were 
bred through gene-transfer technology for the purpose of 
producing milk with lysozyme, a component found in 
human breast milk that contributes to intestinal health by 
inhibiting the growth of harmful bacteria, while 
encouraging the growth of beneficial bacteria. 

The researchers anticipate that such milk could be used to 
prevent deaths from diarrheal illness in developing 
countries. 

Even without genetic "super-charging," goat milk 
provides many health benefits based on its unique 
composition. 
You can read more about the individual components in 
goat milk and their impact on health in the article, 
"Goat Milk Ingredients." 
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Goat Milk Ingredients
Goat milk ingredients may be the last thing you think of when you 
reach for a tall, sweet glass of cold goat milk, or as you're spreading a 
creamy, soft goat cheese on your cracker. 

However, it's those ingredients that give goat milk its unique texture, 
flavor, and health qualities. So, let's take a look at these overlooked 
components that work together to make goat milk a nutritional 
powerhouse.

 

Ingredient Overview

In overview, roughly 87% of milk ingredients is water, with the remaining 13% broken 
down as

• lipids (fats) -- approximately 4%
• proteins -- approximately 3.4%
• carbohydrates (lactose) -- approximately 4.8%, and
• minerals -- approximately 0.8%

Milk salts, consisting of sodium, calcium and magnesium, in various forms as chlorides, 
phosphates and citrates, play a minor role in the composition of milk, accounting for less 
than 1% of the total. Although minor in terms of amount, the salts are an important 
influence on functional properties of milk, such as coagulation rate. 

Vitamins contribute the final factor in the ingredients of milk, almost negligible in terms 
of actual composition percentage, but vital in terms of health contributions.

Total fat content is higher in goat milk than cow's milk, with roughly 10 g/cup in goat 
milk versus 8 g/cup in cow's milk. The most significant difference from a health 
standpoint is not in the amount of fat, however, but in the ratio of fatty acids known as 
medium chain triglycerides (MCT). 

You can read about the special health benefits of MCT in goat milk in the article, "Goat 
Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications."

Protein is also found to be higher in goat milk than cow's milk, with comparison values of 
8.69 g/cup to 7.86 g/cup. Again, however, the numbers are not the most important aspect 
to the health benefits of goat milk protein; rather, the unique structures of the proteins are 
the key attribute.

Details of the health implications of the special aspects of goat milk protein can be found 
in "Protein in Milk and the Unique Properties of Goat Milk Protein."

Goat milk has fewer carbohydrates than cow's milk, at 10.86 g/cup versus 11.03 g/cup. 
This difference in milk composition is almost exclusively in the levels of lactose. 

The significance of this is explained in the article, "Carbohydrates in Goat Milk."
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Goat milk is rich in both vitamins and minerals, with the levels of many exceeding that of 
cow's milk. The vitamins and minerals, though minor in terms of percentage of the 
composition of milk, are major players in the area of health benefits. 

These differences, along with their health implications are outlined in the articles

• Vitamins in Milk: Goat Milk Compared to Cow's Milk, and
• Natural Minerals from Goat Milk

Summary of the Special Characteristics of Goats Milk Ingredients

The information below is a summary of that found in the linked articles above. For more 
details, check out each of the recommended articles above.
Proteins and lipids are the two most significant categories in terms of providing 
important health benefits related to goat milk nutrition.

For protein, the following factors are considered significant:

• higher levels of the essential amino acids
• higher nutritional value due to the structural differences of proteins in goat milk 

versus cow's milk
• potential for less allergenic reactions
• much lower levels, and potential lack of, the alpha-s1-casein protein, promoting 

digestibility and less allergenic reaction
• absence of the protein agglutinin, which causes fat globules to stick together

For lipids, the benefits are primarily derived from:

• smaller fat globule size, promoting digestibility
• fat globules remain homogenized, due to lack of agglutinin
• significant proportion of medium chain triglycerides (MCT), which are recognized 

as highly beneficial to a range of health issues

Regarding vitamins, goat milk is considered a better source than cow's milk for vitamin 
A, niacin and B6. Commercial goat milk ingredients typically contain added vitamin D, 
just as cow's milk does.

The minerals in the composition of goat milk are seen as significant in the areas of 
calcium, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, manganese and selenium. Levels of other 
minerals are comparable to those in cow's milk. Minerals in goat milk seem to have better 
bioavailability, however.

As you can see by now, goat milk ingredients contribute to the special qualities that 
make it a super food in terms of health benefits and nutritional properties.
Got goat milk? You should! 
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Carbohydrates in Goat Milk
Carbohydrates ("carbs") have become a well-recognized nutrient class in recent years, 
thanks largely to the abundance of popular low-carb diet plans. This nutrient group 
includes foods typically recognized as sugars and starches, and supplies the main sources 
of energy for the body. 

General nutritional guidelines usually recommend that about half, or slightly more, of a 
person's calorie intake for a day consists of carbohydrate-rich food sources such as 
products made from grains, like bread, pasta, and cereals, or starchy vegetables, such as 
beans and potatoes.

Unfortunately, the abundance of overprocessed, nutrient-lacking "junk food" in Western 
societies serves as a major source of excess calories, causing most people to think 
negatively of carbs in general.

The process of digestion converts these molecules into glucose, a simple sugar, which is 
ready to be used as an immediate energy source by body cells. Energy that is not used 
immediately is stored for future use.

However, carbs from natural, unprocessed sources, such as whole grains, fruit and milk, 
provide nutrient-rich fuel for the body, and shouldn't be associated with their derelict 
"junk-food" cousins.

Carbs are classified as either simple or complex, a reference to the molecular structure. 
The term simple denotes carbs that are composed of only one or two molecules, while 
complex refers to longer molecular chains.

An overabundance of carbs can easily lead to weight gain, as a small amount of carb-rich 
food sources provides a sizeable supply of energy that the body can readily use. 

You may have read or heard how many professional athletes utilize a high-protein diet 
during training, and then "load up on pasta" right before a competition. That pasta is a 
high-carb food that will supply an abundance of energy almost immediately.

That's good if you're an athlete--but, I don't recommend it if you have a desk job, because 
when the energy from those carbs goes unused, it is stored in the body...and you know 
what that means! 

Carbs provide an immediate source of energy.

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hamed/ / 
CC BY 2.0

Carbs in milk are in the form of lactose, also known as milk sugar. Lactose is the 
ingredient responsible for the slightly sweet taste of milk, and is made up of two sugars, 
known as glucose and galactose, making it a simple carbohydrate. 
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The exact difference in lactose content between goat milk and cow's milk is hard to 
quantify because of the number of different analysis techniques used; however, it's widely 
accepted that goat milk is lower in lactose than cow's milk. The USDA nutrient tables list 
goat milk as having 10.86 g/cup and cow's milk with 12.83 g/cup. 

That translates to about 15% less lactose for goat milk.

This lower lactose level has the most profound implications for individuals who are 
lactose intolerant. You can read more about this issue in the article, "Lactose Intolerance 
and Goat Milk."

Lactose, or milk sugar, in goat milk, provides a ready supply of energy, and 
combined with the other nutrients in milk, makes goat milk a wise choice for a 
quick, energizing drink!

View live web page.
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Goat Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications
The milk fat, or lipid, content of goat milk ranges from 3% to 6%, with the variations due 
to factors such as breed (Pygmies and Nubians generally have the highest milkfat 
content), feed and lactation stage. 

This nutrient category, which includes cholesterol and the fatty acids, has taken on a 
negative public image, due to extensive health problems associated with the typical high-
fat, high-calorie Western diet, combined with other unhealthy food choices. 

Not all fat is created equal! 

Photo credits (left to right): 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/thedalogs/ / CC BY 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sidewalk_flying/ / CC BY 2.0

However, both fat and cholesterol are essential nutrients for the body. Cholesterol is 
obtained through the diet exclusively from animal products, such as meat, eggs and dairy 
products, and is also produced by the liver. Because of this internal production, dietary 
reduction of cholesterol has a limited effect on overall cholesterol levels.

Cholesterol is needed by the body for building and maintaining cell membranes. It also 
aids in cell transport functions and nerve conduction.

Looking at the USDA nutrient table for goat milk, we see that the cholesterol content of 
goat milk is 11 grams/100 grams of milk, which is slightly higher than the 10 grams found 
in cow's milk, although some reports list goat milk as having less cholesterol than cow's 
milk. The percentage of saturated fats for goat milk is also analogous to that for cow's 
milk.

In the category of monounsaturated fatty acids, known to be associated with 
cardiovascular health, goat milk has higher amounts.

At first glance, then, there seem to be only marginal benefits to goat milk in the fat 
category, as we are conditioned to look at "low saturated fat/low cholesterol" as being a 
major determining factor in comparing foods for health benefits.

However, as you'll soon see, there are probably healthier ways to cut fat than by 
eliminating goat milk from your diet!
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Two qualities regarding lipids in the composition of goat milk fat are very significant at 
differentiating the special health qualities of goat milk. These are:

• the percentages of medium chain fatty acids, and 
• the fat globule size 

First, we'll look at the issue of fat globule size. Fat globules in goat milk are smaller than 
in cow's milk. This smaller size, combined with the lack of agglutinin, a protein that 
causes fat molecules to clump together, and which is present in cow's milk, has several 
implications.

One, because these two factors cause the fat to be more evenly dispersed in goat milk, it 
has a creamier texture in the mouth (and I personally recommend it as a creamer for 
coffee!). 

Two, it means the fat (cream) does not easily separate from the remaining ingredients, 
causing the milk to remain naturally homogenized. 

It is theorized that the smaller fat globule size, combined with the fact that the globules do 
not clump together as in cow's milk, also contribute to the higher digestibility of goat 
milk, and the better tolerance of it for individuals with certain digestive disorders.

Next, we'll consider one of the most important components of goat milk in terms of 
proven health benefits: the percentage of medium chain fatty acids. 

Medium chain fatty acids, also known as medium chain triglycerides, or MCT, are the 
lipids in the nutrient chart from 6:0 to 14:0. A triglyceride is a combination of 3 fatty 
acid molecules with a glycerol molecule.

The first three of these MCT, 6:0, 8:0 and 10:0, are known as caproic, caprylic and 
capric acid, respectively. If the roots of these words seem familiar, it's because they're 
derived from the word caprine, which means goat! 

These three fatty acids comprise 15% of the total of goat milk fat, versus only 5% for 
cow's milk. It is also these three compounds that give improperly handled goat milk its 
characteristic off-taste and smell. No wonder they named them after the goat!

As a whole, goat milk has about twice the MCT as cow's milk--35% compared to 17%.

Now, for the big question: Why is that important? 

First, MCT have the recognized ability to provide energy without being deposited in fatty 
tissue of the body. And at the same time, they have the triple effects of:

• lowering cholesterol 
• dissolving cholesterol deposits, and 
• preventing cholesterol deposits 

The health benefits of MCT are widely known by the medical community, which uses 
them as treatment for a variety of conditions, including:

• malabsorption syndrome 
• coronary diseases 
• cystic fibrosis 

• intestinal disorders 
• pre-mature infant nutrition 
• gallstones 
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and many others. 

Furthermore, the already naturally supercharged content of MCT in the composition of 
goat milk can be further enhanced through simple dietary control of the goats' feed 
consumption. It's been shown that goats fed a higher level of pasture forage versus feed 
concentrates produce milk fat with higher concentrations of MCT.

This simple controlling factor can change something good into something even better...

(See "Goat Milk Composition" for more information on factors influencing nutrients in 
goat milk.)
As you can see, not all fat in milk is a bad thing! 
Concerning health benefits, MCT and the unique digestibility properties of goat 
milk fat provide more than a compelling reason for including goat milk in your diet! 
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Protein in Milk and the Unique Properties 
of Goat Milk Protein

Protein in milk and milk products is a significant dietary component throughout the 
world. Protein is one of the six major nutrient groups and is essential to life--it composes 
the muscle and organ tissues, and is used for processes such as manufacturing hemoglobin 
and antibodies. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oakleyoriginals/ / CC BY 2.0

It is so significant, that when dietary intake of protein is insufficient, 
our bodies will begin to utilize protein from our muscles in order to 
maintain life function.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, too much protein is also 
harmful. Since the body can not store extra protein, it is converted 
by the liver into urea, which is then excreted by the kidneys. 

Healthy kidneys can handle the extra workload occasionally, but people with kidney 
disease are typically advised to lower their protein intake. Long-term, high-protein diets 
have also been criticized for this potential health concern.

Now that we know the implications, I think it's easy to see that protein isn't just something 
we should take for granted! 

So, let's start learning more about protein (specifically, protein in milk), how our bodies 
use it, and how goat milk protein fits into the picture.

In this article, we'll cover:

• Protein Basics
• Protein and Food Allergies
• Digestion and Bioavailability of Protein in Milk
• Goat Milk Protein and Health Implications

Protein Basics

To better understand the implications of nutritional protein, let's look at some of the 
basics, first. At a structural level, protein is composed of building blocks known as amino 
acids. 

Out of 20 total amino acids used by humans for building protein, our bodies are capable 
of manufacturing 11 of these, called nonessential amino acids. The essential amino 
acids comprise the remaining 9, which must be supplied through the diet. 

The amino acids are joined together in different combinations to form the various types of 
protein in our bodies. With the proper supply of essential amino acids, our bodies are able 
to synthesize the necessary protein for our cells to grow, maintain and function properly. 
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Since we've already established that essential amino acids must come from dietary 
sources, let's look at the classifications for these. Dietary protein, is typically categorized 
as either complete or incomplete. 

Complete protein sources, which include animal 
products such as meat, eggs and dairy products, contain 
sufficient amounts of the essential amino acids for 
protein synthesis. Protein in milk, therefore, qualifies 
as a complete protein source. 

Incomplete protein sources, on the other hand, do not, by themselves, 
supply all of the essential amino acids. These incomplete protein sources 

are comprised of plant foods. 

However, as most vegetarians well know, particular combinations of plant products, such 
as a legume with a grain product, e.g., beans and rice, will supply a complete set of the 
essential amino acids. 

Note: You can read more than you ever wanted to know about protein and amino acids in 
nutrition in the World Health Organization Technical Report, Protein and Amino Acid 
Requirements in Human Nutrition. 

Protein and Food Allergies

Although protein is a vital component for life, it unfortunately can also cause problems 
for some people. Food allergies, ranging from mild to life-threatening, are actually the 
result of the body's rejection of one or more proteins in a particular food. 

Symptoms can include swelling, hives, abdominal pain, nasal congestion, and shortness of 
breath. The most severe allergic reaction is known as anaphylactic shock, a whole-body 
response that can result in death.

The allergic symptoms are a direct result of the body's immune system response to the 
protein. The immune system incorrectly identifies the food protein as being a "foreign 
invader," and sets in motion processes to destroy it. 

Food allergies have also been hypothesized, though not proven, as the cause of other 
medical conditions, such as arthritis, fatigue, headaches and irritable bowel syndrome.

There is no cure for food allergies. The treatment is to first correctly identify the 
triggering food, followed by avoidance. Allergy symptoms seem to worsen with each 
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exposure to the allergenic protein, so early detection can potentially lower the risk of a 
person having an anaphylactic shock episode or other severe allergic reaction. 

Protein in milk products is one of the most common allergens, particularly among 
children. Milk allergy is sometimes confused with lactose intolerance, a much less serious 
condition in which the body lacks an enzyme needed to properly digest milk proteins. For 
more information, read the article, "Lactose Intolerance and the Role of Goat Milk."

Useful information on dealing with food allergies can be found at The Food Allergy & 
Anaphylaxis Network. 

Digestion and Bioavailability of Protein in Milk

Protein digestion is accomplished by enzymes that break down the protein into its 
constituent parts. The digestive process begins in the stomach and continues through the 
small intestinal tract. Different forms of protein are digested at different rates, and to 
varying degrees of completeness.   

Protein in milk is nearly completely digested and absorbed before 
it passes through to the large intestine.
A rating scale known as the Protein Digestibility Corrected Amino 
Acid Score (PDCAAS) is used by the FDA as a method of evaluating 
protein quality for humans. The highest possible score of 1.0 implies 
that the digested protein provides 100% of the essential amino acids 
for humans. 

The protein in milk, with each of its two constituent protein classes, 
whey and casein, is among the few that are rated at a 1.0. Whey is a liquid by-product of 
the cheesemaking process, and is used as an additive in quite a few processed foods. 
Whey has been linked to health benefits, such as the regulation of blood sugar levels for 
diabetics. 

Whey protein, collected from liquid whey, is considered to have the highest 
bioavailability rating of all protein, and is sold as a nutritional supplement. Whey protein 
supplements are particularly popular with bodybuilders, who take it before workouts to 
help build muscle mass.

In liquid milk, casein exists in the form of suspended particles known as casein micelles. 
The addition of a coagulating substance, such as rennet for cheesemaking (or digestive 
enzymes in the body), causes the casein to form clots or lumps--the "cheese." Casein 
accounts for about 80% of the total protein in both cow's milk and goat milk.

In contrast to the rapid protein absorption from whey, the gelatinous lump of casein 
causes it to pass much more slowly through the digestive tract, providing more of a "time-
released" supply of amino acids. The slow entry of the amino acids into the system means 
that they can not be used as efficiently for building protein as those from whey. 

However, bodybuilders typically use casein protein in conjunction with whey protein, 
because the slow release of amino acids from casein is said to prevent muscle breakdown, 
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while the rapid absorption of the whey compounds is beneficial for building muscle. Used 
together, then, both classes of protein in milk provide a two-fold benefit. 

Goat Milk Protein and Health Implications

Now that we have a basic understanding of protein, along with its role in the body and 
relationship to food allergies, let's take a more in-depth look at the composition of goat 
milk protein.

Goat milk provides around 9 grams of protein per cup, compared to about 8 grams of 
protein per cup for cow's milk. Protein for both are composed of approximately 80% 
casein and 20% whey. 

Of the 18 amino acids listed in the USDA's national nutrient database, goat milk contains 
higher amounts than cow's milk of 14 of them. Of the remaining four, tryptophan, aspartic 
acid, glutamic acid and glycine, only tryptophan is an essential amino acid. 

The higher levels of amino acids in goat milk have been linked to several health benefits. 
For example, the higher cysteine level has been directly implicated in an increased 
absorption of copper in rats with malabsorption syndrome. 

It's not, however, the amount of protein or amino acids in goat milk that is the focus of 
most of the health benefits of goat milk protein. Rather, it is the difference in the 
composition of the proteins from that of cow's milk protein.

Remember, we said that protein is composed of amino acids...Well, many different 
proteins can be formed by slight variations in the combinations of the amino acids. 

Think of a child's construction set, such as Legos. If you choose 20 different pieces from 
the set, think of the great variety of constructs you could make by varying the 
combinations of those 20 pieces!

It's the same for proteins. Since goat milk and cow's milk are complete proteins, we know 
they each supply all the essential amino acids (the Legos pieces) for humans. However, 
the structures of the proteins (your Legos creations!) that supply the amino acids are 
different.

They are not all different, however. Goat milk and cow's milk share a great percentage of 
their protein structures. It is the small percentage of proteins that are different that has the 
implications for health benefits.

A nutritional study [Morales, et. al] cited the protein in milk from goats as being higher in 
nutritional value than cow's milk, in part due to the different nature of the proteins, 
together with the different fat compositions.

This small set of different proteins also has a direct implication on considerations for 
individuals with cow's milk allergies. Since we know that allergies are direct reactions 
against proteins in food, we can easily see that goat milk may or may not be helpful in this 
case. 
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Because a large number of the proteins are shared between the two types of milk, it does 
not look very hopeful, at first glance. If a person is allergic to a protein in milk that falls 
into this group, then goat milk will be an equal offender with cow's milk.

However, it seems that the alpha-s1-casein protein, the major protein in cow's milk, is a 
primary offending agent for people with adverse reactions to cow's milk. 

Goat milk contains much lower levels, and some goats genetically produce milk with no 
alpha-s1-casein. Studies show that around 40% of people allergic to cow's milk are 
able to tolerate goat milk.
In summary, protein in milk is a valuable dietary nutrient. Differences in the 
amounts and structure of goat milk protein, together with digestibility factors, give it 
an advantage over cow's milk protein.
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Vitamins in Milk: Goat Milk Compared to Cow's Milk

Vitamins in milk can play an important part in helping to meet daily 
nutritional requirements. Many of us take vitamin supplements to 
help round out our diets, but it's well-recognized that vitamins act 
synergistically, and offer more benefits when obtained through food 
sources. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/houseofsims/ / CC BY 2.0

In this article, we'll look at each vitamin, its role in human health, and how goat milk fares 
as a food source. 

Vitamin A

Vitamin A is a fat-soluble vitamin that acts as an antioxidant, and aids in a variety of 
functions in the body. These include, in part: vision (particularly, the prevention of night 
blindness), bone metabolism, maintaining skin health and reducing the risk of heart 
disease. 

Vitamin A is one of the most plentiful of the vitamins in milk. Goat milk is a rich source 
of vitamin A, containing up to 47% more than cow's milk.
Another notable difference is that vitamin A from cow's milk is primarily derived from its 
precursor, beta-carotene, which lends a yellowish color to the milk, while vitamin A from 
goat milk is present in the vitamin form, rather than beta-carotene. This means that if you 
place goat milk alongside cow's milk, the goat milk appears much whiter in color than the 
cow's milk. 

B Vitamins

Next in the alphabet--Vitamin B consists of a family of nutrients that are known by both 
number and name. They are:

• B1(thiamine) 
• B2 (riboflavin) 
• B3 (niacin) 
• B5 (pantothenic acid) 

• B6 (pyridoxine) 
• B7 (biotin) 
• B9 (folic acid), and 
• B12 (cobalamins) 

The B vitamins are water soluble and play an important role in cell metabolism in the 
body, including regulating metabolism, maintaining healthy skin and muscle tone, 
enhancing the immune and nervous system function and promoting cell growth. 
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When consumed in food, the B vitamins have also been linked to a reduced risk of 
pancreatic cancer, one of the most deadly forms of cancer.

The B vitamins are yet another important component of the overall composition of 
vitamins in milk. Of the B vitamins, goat milk significantly exceeds cow's milk as a 
source of niacin (by 350%) and B6 (by 25%).

Goat milk is lower, however, in folic acid and B12. Despite criticism of these 
shortcomings, the lower values are actually much closer to those found in human milk for 
infants, than is cow's milk.

Of the remaining B group, thiamine, riboflavin, pantothenic acid and biotin, values are 
comparable to those of cow's milk. 

Vitamin C

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is probably the most well-known of the antioxidants. It reduces 
free radicals in the body that can induce a variety of conditions, including cardiovascular 
disease, hypertension, inflammatory diseases and diabetes. 

There is not a considerable amount of this vitamin in milk, and the content of vitamin C in 
both goat milk and cow's milk is comparable, both being considerably less than what is 
found in human milk. 

Vitamin D

Vitamin D is most noted for its role in promoting calcium absorption. A deficiency leads 
to a disease called rickets, in which skeletal deformities occur. A sufficient supply of 
vitamin D and calcium can also help prevent osteoporosis in the elderly. 

Humans and many animals have the ability to produce vitamin D from exposure of the 
skin to sunlight. However, vitamin D from dietary sources becomes important for people 
who live or work primarily indoors or without the opportunity for sunlight exposure. 

Vitamin D is probably one of the most well-recognized vitamins in milk; however, 
naturally occurring vitamin D in milk is only present in fairly small amounts; therefore, 
milk as a source of vitamin D is largely the result of commercial fortification, a process 
that was initiated in the 1940's, after studies showed the crucial role this vitamin played in 
preventing rickets. As such, the content of vitamin D in any milk is dependent for the 
most part on the added amount--read the labels to find the exact amount present in any 
milk you are considering. 
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Vitamin E

Vitamin E shares the status of vitamin C as another of the better known antioxidants, 
helping to prevent oxidative damage to cells and preventing cancer. It is fat-soluble, and 
the highest quantities in food are found in seeds, nuts and leafy vegetables. 

There are small amounts of vitamin E naturally occurring in goat milk and cow's milk, but 
this quantity represents only about 1% of the recommended daily allowance, and so is not 
a significant source. 

Vitamin K

Vitamin K is best known as a blood-clotting agent. While we normally want blood to clot 
to stop bleeding from a cut, etc., people on blood thinning agents, such as warfarin, due to 
previous clotting problems such as strokes, are usually advised to restrict their intake of 
vitamin K. 

Vitamin K also helps prevent cancer, and serves a vital role in the factor of bone density 
by helping to bind calcium to the bone. It also helps prevent hardening of the arteries.

The richest sources of vitamin K are green leafy vegetables, although dairy products, 
including goat milk, do naturally contain small amounts of vitamin K. 

Because dairy products are consumed daily in many societies, these small amounts, 
combined with vitamin K from vegetable sources, are usually more than adequate for 
maintaining healthy levels of this vitamin. 

Summary

Vitamins in milk provide a substantial nutritional component to our diets. In particular, 
milk is high in vitamins A, the B group and D (from fortification). 

In comparison to cow's milk, goat milk: (1) supplies more vitamin A, and does so in the 
vitamin form, rather than as beta-carotene, (2) has substantially more niacin and B6, and 
(3) is lower in folic acid and B12.

So, the next time you think about the vitamins in milk, think goat milk!
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Natural Minerals from Goat Milk
Natural minerals don't receive quite the same attention from the general public as do the 
other nutrient categories. In fact, many people are not even familiar with the names of the 
essential minerals in milk, much less their role in human health (with the notable 
exception of calcium).

So, let's take a quick look at these underrated elements, and see why they're important. 
Along the way, we'll also see how goat milk fares as a supplier in the area of minerals 
nutrition. 

First, calcium. Almost everyone knows that calcium is important for the healthy growth 
and maintenance of bones. 

However, calcium also has equal, or more significant--though lesser known--roles in other 
health issues. When it comes to minerals nutrition, calcium is a real powerhouse. 

Here is a list of some of the other proven benefits of calcium:

• helps protect against colon cancer 
• improves blood clotting ability 
• helps maintain healthy blood pressure 
• helps prevent muscle cramps/contractions 

Calcium stored in our bones will be utilized by our bodies if our calcium intake is not 
enough. This is obviously not desirable, having the effect of weakening the skeletal 
structure.

Goat milk is a good source of calcium, containing approximately 13% more calcium per  
serving than cow's milk, and making it one of the predominant natural minerals in milk.

Phosphorus works in conjunction with calcium and vitamin D to help build and maintain 
strong bones, but also plays a role in activities of the brain, kidney, heart and blood. Goat 
milk has a higher phosphorous content than cow's milk.

Zinc functions as an antioxidant and is also important for a strong immune system and for 
healthy skin and production of hormones. Zinc levels in goat and cow's milk are 
comparable.

Sodium in the body is important for maintaining fluid balances, but too much sodium has 
been implicated in high blood pressure for some people. One cup of both goat milk and 
cow's milk provides about 1/5 of the recommended daily intake for adults, with reports 
varying of which product actually contains more.

Goat milk has a substantial advantage in potassium content over cow's milk, containing 
about 134% more. Potassium is important in maintaining a healthy blood pressure and in 
muscle contraction.

All milk is notably low in levels of iron, a mineral used in the production of red blood 
cells, and copper, which is important for healthy skin and hair. However, in comparison, 
goat milk does contain more of these minerals than cow's milk.
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Magnesium is particularly beneficial to the heart, helping to maintain a regular 
heartbeat, preventing the formation of blood clots and raising good cholesterol levels. It 
also works with calcium and vitamin D to maintain healthy bones. Goat milk has a 
higher content of magnesium than cow's milk.

Manganese is probably the least known of the minerals, but it too has important functions 
in the human body. Along with some of the other nutrients, it is an antioxidant, and it also 
complements digestion by helping the body convert protein and fat to energy. Manganese 
also helps the body absorb thiamin, one of the B vitamins. Goat milk is significantly 
higher in manganese than cow's milk.

The final of the natural minerals we'll look at is selenium. Selenium is generally accepted 
as a powerful cancer prevention nutrient. In addition to its inclusion in antioxidant 
enzymes, it also is essential to helping the body produce its own antioxidant, glutathione  
peroxidase. 

Selenium also strengthens the immune system and plays a role in keeping the heart and 
blood vessels healthy. In a comparative study of human, cow and goat milk [Debski, 
Picciano and Milner, 1987], researchers found that, although the amounts of selenium in 
each were comparable, selenium from goat milk resulted in more than twice the 
peroxidase activity of that from human and cow milk. 

Summary

Goat milk as a source for minerals nutrition is an often overlooked benefit of this dairy 
treat. In fact, when it comes to calcium, potassium and selenium, goat milk is a real 
champ. 

It seems, however, that the amount of mineral is not the only nutritional factor. In a study 
on iron deficiency reported in the article, Goat Milk Prevents Iron Deficiency - Study, it 
was concluded that goat milk both prevents iron deficiency and combats softening of the 
bones. The article states that 

...regular consumption of goats' milk aids mineral metabolism.

Now that you know the facts, don't let vitamins take all the glory--think about how 
much your body depends on these natural minerals, and then...
Go grab a glass of goat milk!
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Goat Milk vs Cow Milk: A Quick Comparison
Goat milk vs cow milk benefits is a nutritional topic that has slowly been pushing to the 
forefront of the health scene, as goat milk begins to take on a more commercially viable 
share of the milk market. 

Although, worldwide, goat milk is consumed by more 
people than cow's milk, in Western societies, cow's milk is 
still the hands-down winner at the check-out counter. Goat 
milk is, however, increasingly forming its own set of 
dedicated consumers.

Formerly relegated to backyard dairies, goat milk is now 
showcased in nearly every major grocery store, and comes 
in a variety of choices that includes added flavors and 
nutrients, just like its big-time competitor, cow's milk. 

One difference you'll notice right away, though, is the price. Goat 
milk is still a niche market, and doesn't enjoy the cost-cutting 
practices of mass production techniques; thus, that quart of goat 
milk from the market may cost you quite a bit more than a quart 
of cow's milk. 

For now, in the checkbook category, goat milk loses this battle in 
the goat milk vs cow milk debate!

Many goat milk drinkers take the price difference in stride, 
however, not only because of the additional health benefits of 
goat milk, but also because of the more natural methods 
employed by dairy goat farmers. 

In general, dairy goat farms are smaller, goats are allowed more free range, antibiotic use 
is kept to a bare minimum, and hormones, such as the highly controversial bovine growth 
hormone (rBGH), are not used.

Goats are also a better environmentally-friendly milk producer. Goats can survive and 
thrive on less pasture, and with much lower quality of natural forage than cows. Goats are 
also suitable for hilly, rocky areas in which cows could not be kept.

Now, let's look at a comparison of goat milk vs cow milk in terms of nutritional qualities. 
The information below is only a summary. For complete details, check out the article, 
"Goat Milk Ingredients" and its corresponding links.  

Nutritional properties of goat milk vs cow's milk

Property: fat (lipid) content

• Goat milk is higher in total fat. 
• Goat milk is much higher in medium chain triglycerides (MCT), associated with 

numerous health benefits. 
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• Goat milk has a smaller fat globule size that enhances digestibility. 
• Goat milk fat does not clump together, keeping it more homogenized and also 

aiding digestibility. 

Property: protein content

• Goat milk contains more protein per serving. 
• Goat milk contains higher levels of essential amino acids. 
• Goat milk contains a percentage of proteins with different structures than cow's 

milk proteins. These differences enhance the digestibility of goat milk protein, and 
cause fewer allergenic reactions. 

• Goat milk does not contain agglutinin like cow's milk. Agglutinin is what makes 
the fat in cow's milk separate from the other components. 

• Goat milk contains much lower values, and in some cases, none, of the protein 
alpha-s1-casein. This protein promotes the formation of a hard curd from the milk, 
slowing digestibility. It is also a major allergen in cow's milk. 

Property: carbohydrates 

• Goat milk has a lower carbohydrate level, almost all of which is due to less lactose 
in the milk. The inability to digest lactose is a common condition, and milk with 
less lactose is helpful for those individuals. 

Property: vitamins 

• Goat milk supplies more vitamin A. Vitamin A in goat milk is not in the form of 
beta-carotene as it is for cow's milk. This different form of vitamin A is what 
makes goat milk whiter in color than cow's milk. 

• Goat milk supplies substantially more niacin (B3) and B6. 
• Goat milk is lower in folic acid (B9) and B12. 
• Goat milk has comparable amounts of the other vitamins. 

Property: minerals 

• Goat milk is higher in calcium. 
• Goat milk is higher in phosphorous. 
• Goat milk has substantially more potassium. 
• Goat milk has more iron and copper. 
• Goat milk has more magnesium. 
• Goat milk has substantially more manganese. 
• Selenium in goat milk has been shown to have more antioxidant activity. 
• Goat milk has comparable levels of zinc and sodium. 

So, don't be put off by a higher price tag at the grocery store. In comparing goats 
milk vs cows milk, you can see that you're actually getting more! 
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Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk
Lactose intolerance and the use of goat milk as an alternative treatment have a 
longstanding tradition. But, is goat milk really a beneficial alternative to cow's milk 
for this condition? 

In this article, we'll look at the root cause and whether the properties of goat milk make it 
better suited than cow's milk for people with this condition. 

By topic, we'll examine:

• Background Information
• Standard Treatment
• The Role of Goat Milk

Background

For many — up to 75% of the world's population, in fact — drinking a glass of milk is 
not a very pleasant thought. These people suffer from lactose intolerance (also known as 
lactase deficiency or milk intolerance), the inability of a person to effectively digest 
lactose, commonly called milk sugar. 

This inability to break down lactose is fundamentally caused by 
the lack (or insufficient amounts) of an enzyme normally found 
in the small intestine known as lactase. 

Note: This is not the same as a milk allergy, which is a much 
more serious condition.
As lactose accounts for up to 8% of the constitution of milk by 
weight, persons with a lactase deficiency must usually refrain 
from milk and milk products, or supplement their diets with 
lactase before eating or drinking dairy products. 

Because the lactose remains in its 
whole state, rather than being broken 
down by lactase, it accumulates in the 
gut. Intestinal bacteria then digest it in 
a process that produces a large amount of gas. This results in the 
typical symptoms: 

• excessive intestinal gas 
• abdominal cramping 
• bloating 
• nausea, and 
• diarrhea 

Milk intolerance is not a dangerous or life-threatening condition, but it can be very 
inconvenient and uncomfortable. And, because dairy products are a prime dietary source 
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of important nutrients, lactose intolerant persons usually must actively seek a 
supplemental or other food source to replace them. 

Fortunately, the condition is rarely seen in babies, who depend upon milk as their primary 
nourishment for the first year of life. After the age of 2-3 years, however, children may 
begin to demonstrate the classic symptoms--the direct result of a decreased production of 
the lactase enzyme. 

The inability to produce lactase is primarily a hereditary condition. It's been noted that 
cultures associated with a longer history of dairy farming have lower incidences of lactose 
intolerance than cultures in which dairy farming has not been a longstanding tradition. 

In particular, populations of African American, Native American, Mexican American and 
Ashkenazic Jews have the highest incidences, while persons of Northern European 
heritage appear to be the least affected group. 

This article from the Cornell University News Service reports the results of a study on the 
associations of geography and culture with the incidence of lactose intolerance in 
populations.

Aside from the hereditary factor, intestinal diseases in adults, such as celiac disease, can 
also result in insufficient production of lactase.  

Standard Treatment

The usual recommendations for these individuals are to:

• Consume only small amounts of dairy products at a time. (The more dairy 
consumed at one time, the worse the symptoms.) 

• Choose fermented dairy products such as yogurt, cheese or buttermilk over fresh 
products. The cultures in these products pre-digest some of the lactose, resulting in 
a lower lactose level. 

• Consume dairy products with other foods--not in isolation. 
• Choose reduced lactose or lactose free commercial dairy products. 
• Add lactase to dairy products, either pre-mixed, or as one of the supplemental 

forms in capsules or tablets 

The Role of Goat Milk

Is goat milk a better dairy product for this health challenge? 

The answer to that question seems to be a definite...maybe. 

On a surface level, it would seem that goat milk offers only a slight advantage, containing 
only about 10% less lactose than cow's milk. 

Is that enough to make a difference? In theory, probably not.

However, anecdotal evidence of persons who can tolerate goat milk but not cow's milk is 
plentiful. And, in fact, this article in the National Institutes of Health online database, 
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MedlinePlus, even suggests goat milk, taken with food, as an "easier to digest" alternative 
for those who are lactose intolerant.

So, if goat milk still contains a substantial amount of lactose, how do we explain all of the 
people who are lactose intolerant, but can eat/drink goat milk and its products with no ill 
effects?

I haven't found any sources with definitive answers, but there seem to be a couple of 
widely accepted theories:

1. Some people who believe they are lactose intolerant may actually have a mild 
milk allergy, instead. As you can read in "Protein in Milk and the Unique 
Properties of Goat Milk Protein," goat milk and cow milk proteins differ, so the 
switch to goat milk may alleviate symptoms if a specific allergy is the real 
underlying problem. Of course, if you have a known milk allergy or have had 
serious effects from ingesting dairy products, you should not attempt to drink goat 
milk or consume any other type of dairy product. Consult with your doctor for 
guidance. 

2. The better digestibility of goat milk — one of the most significant contributing 
factors related to the overall health benefits of goat milk. Goat milk digests more 
easily and completely due to several properties related to its composition. This 
leaves less undigested material in the intestines to ferment. You can read more 
about this topic in "Goat Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications." 

Another plus for persons who are concerned about calcium intake is that goat milk 
contains about 13% more calcium per serving than cow's milk. This means that you can 
drink less goat milk to get a comparable amount of calcium--and less intake combined 
with the lower lactose level in goat milk may just make a winning combination.

The bottom line if you are lactose intolerant is that you may be able to tolerate goat 
milk and its products even if you can't drink cow's milk. Many lactose intolerant 
people apparently do just fine with it. 

If you find that goat milk still causes you discomfort, you may want to try the lower-
lactose fermented goat milk products such as yogurt and cheese that are traditionally 
better tolerated than straight milk. 

And, this article from WebMD reports that a dairy drink called kefir caused almost 
no symptoms in a study for lactose intolerance.
You can learn how to make your own low-lactose cultured goat milk products in "Goat 
Cheese Making" and "Making Other Dairy Products." 

And, if you still experience problems with these choices, you can always use an over-the-
counter lactase supplement with goat milk just as you do with cow's milk. 

Given the nutritional benefits that goat milk can provide, along with the wonderful taste, 
I'd say it's worth trying! 
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Sources of Information

American Medical Association Complete Medical Encyclopedia, 2003

MedLinePlus

WebMD 
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Elderly Nutrition and Goat Milk
Elderly nutrition is an important health concern for many adults. 
As we age, naturally occurring changes in our bodies create 
challenges for sufficient nutrient intake and absorption. 

Goat milk and other goat dairy products have properties that can 
help meet these challenges to provide elderly adults with their 
nutritional requirements. 

Goat milk is high in calcium, protein, beneficial fats, and many 
vitamins and minerals.

Keep reading to see individual nutritional challenges of the 
elderly and how goat milk can help! 

Challenge #1: Many elderly lack the energy or motivation to cook nutritious meals. 
Dairy products, such as milk, cheese and yogurt, need no cooking or preparation. And, 
combined with other nutritious, ready-to-eat foods like fruit and bread or crackers, can 
provide a nutrient-dense, protein-rich meal with little effort. 

Challenge #2: Gum and mouth problems, such as dentures and missing or loose 
teeth, along with reduced saliva production, create problems chewing and 
swallowing solid foods. 

Goat milk and soft cheeses require little or no chewing, and can be 
combined with other soft foods, such as pureed fruit or flavorings, to 
provide variety. Hard cheeses, such as cheddar, can be melted and served 
atop other soft foods like mashed potatoes for added taste and nutrients. 

Challenge #3: Many elderly adults report that their tastes have changed, and that 
the textures of many foods are disagreeable. 
Milk and dairy products have a mild taste, and the smooth textures are usually well-
accepted. They also blend easily with many cooked foods, and milk, plain yogurt, or sour 
cream can be used to moisten foods that would otherwise be dry or difficult to chew. 

Challenge #4: There is often a reduced sensation of thirst, causing many elderly to 
drink less than optimal amounts of liquids. 
Milk is nearly 90% water, and can provide hydration in a form that many older adults find 
more appealing than water or juice. Milk is also easily flavored to suit particular tastes.
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Challenge #5: Nearly a third of the elderly population have a significant reduction in 
the production of stomach acid, which interferes with their ability to absorb 
nutrients from food. 
Goat milk has special properties that make it easy to digest. "Goat Milk Fat and 
Corresponding Health Implications" explains the role of goat milk fat in digestibility and 
other health issues, while "Natural Minerals from Goat Milk" shows how consumption of 
goat milk aids in mineral metabolism, particularly important in combating softening of the 
bones and preventing fractures. 

Challenge #6: Many elderly take diuretics, which cause elevated excretion of 
important minerals like potassium and magnesium. 
Goat milk has 134% more potassium than cow's milk, and also has higher levels of 
magnesium. 

Challenge #7: Food moves more slowly through the gastrointestinal tract of the 
elderly, often resulting in constipation. 

Goat milk is highly digestible (see Challenge #5 above), and 100% of 
the protein in milk is absorbed before it reaches the large intestine. See 
"Protein in Milk and the Unique Properties of Goat Milk Protein" for 
more on the protein content of goat milk. 

Cultured goat milk products, such as yogurt, buttermilk and kefir, also 
contain bacteria that are beneficial to gastrointestinal health. You can 
see how to easily make your own low-cost cultured products at home 
in "Making Other Goat Milk Products." 

Challenge #8: Lack of appetite combined with reduced nutrient absorption can 
cause weight loss and dwindling muscle tissue. 
Whole goat milk is calorie and protein-rich, containing more fat, protein and amino acids 
than cow's milk. 

Challenge #9: Many older adults are lactose intolerant, making the consumption of 
cow's milk difficult. 
Goat milk may be better tolerated by lactose intolerant individuals, as explained in the 
article, "Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk." 
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Summary

Goat milk and other goat dairy products can provide an important contribution in 
supporting elderly nutritional requirements. 

Goat milk is nutrient-dense, versatile and highly digestible. 
The fat and protein content of goat milk contribute to weight and muscle maintenance, 
while vitamins and minerals provide necessary nutrients for body and cell function. Milk 
also contains simple carbohydrates that can provide an immediate source of energy. 

Although some of these benefits can also be obtained from cow's milk, the additional 
nutrients and unique molecular properties of goat milk make it much more suitable for the 
challenges of elderly nutrition.

Conclusion? Goat milk dairy products may just be the great-tasting nutritional 
"supplement" that can benefit you or your elderly loved one!
For more detailed information on the nutritional properties of goat milk, see "Milk 
Nutrition Facts and Information for Goat Milk" and its links.

And, to super-charge your goat milk even more, read about the benefits that a cultured 
product call kefir can provide.

Elder One Stop is a great resource for many kinds of information on issues facing the 
elderly. For a broader perspective on the topic of dietary challenges for the elderly and the 
importance of proper nutrition for senior health, see the article, Elderly Nutrition 
Problems.

You may also be interested in reading how goat milk skin care products can help with the 
special challenges of mature skin in "Elderly Skin Care and Goat Milk Products." 

View live web page.
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USDA Nutrient Table for Milk, goat, fluid 

Nutrient Units Value per
100 grams

Number
of Data
Points

Std.
Error 

1.00 X 1 
cup 

-------
244g 

Proximates 
Water g 87.03 196 0.146 212.35
Energy kcal 69 0 0 168
Energy kJ 288 0 0 703
Protein g 3.56 132 0.033 8.69
Total lipid (fat) g 4.14 269 0.053 10.10
Ash g 0.82 229 0.002 2.00
Carbohydrate, by difference g 4.45 0 0 10.86
Fiber, total dietary g 0.0 0 0 0.0
Sugars, total g 4.45 0 0 10.86
Minerals 
Calcium, Ca mg 134 94 1.675 327
Iron, Fe mg 0.05 23 0.004 0.12
Magnesium, Mg mg 14 63 1.224 34
Phosphorus, P mg 111 60 2.054 271
Potassium, K mg 204 96 7.139 498
Sodium, Na mg 50 68 1.512 122
Zinc, Zn mg 0.30 1 0 0.73
Copper, Cu mg 0.046 0 0 0.112
Manganese, Mn mg 0.018 0 0 0.044
Selenium, Se mcg 1.4 5 0.41 3.4
Vitamins 
Vitamin C, total ascorbic acid mg 1.3 57 0.108 3.2
Thiamin mg 0.048 22 0.005 0.117
Riboflavin mg 0.138 61 0.008 0.337
Niacin mg 0.277 21 0.012 0.676
Pantothenic acid mg 0.310 23 0.023 0.756
Vitamin B-6 mg 0.046 3 0 0.112
Folate, total mcg 1 18 0 2
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Folic acid mcg 0 0 0 0
Folate, food mcg 1 18 0 2
Folate, DFE mcg_DFE 1 0 0 2
Choline, total mg 16.0 0 0 39.0
Vitamin B-12 mcg 0.07 45 0.005 0.17
Vitamin B-12, added mcg 0.00 0 0 0.00
Vitamin A, RAE mcg_RAE 57 0 0 139
Retinol mcg 56 0 0 137
Carotene, beta mcg 7 0 0 17
Carotene, alpha mcg 0 0 0 0
Cryptoxanthin, beta mcg 0 0 0 0
Vitamin A, IU IU 198 0 0 483
Lycopene mcg 0 0 0 0
Lutein + zeaxanthin mcg 0 0 0 0
Vitamin E (alpha-tocopherol) mg 0.07 0 0 0.17
Vitamin E, added mg 0.00 0 0 0.00
Vitamin D IU 12 0 0 29
Vitamin K (phylloquinone) mcg 0.3 0 0 0.7
Lipids 
Fatty acids, total saturated g 2.667 0 0 6.507
4:0 g 0.128 14 0.01 0.312
6:0 g 0.094 14 0.007 0.229
8:0 g 0.096 15 0.009 0.234
10:0 g 0.260 15 0.031 0.634
12:0 g 0.124 15 0.012 0.303
14:0 g 0.325 17 0.02 0.793
16:0 g 0.911 17 0.043 2.223
18:0 g 0.441 17 0.037 1.076
Fatty acids, total monounsaturated g 1.109 0 0 2.706
16:1 undifferentiated g 0.082 7 0.014 0.200
18:1 undifferentiated g 0.977 17 0.047 2.384
20:1 g 0.000 0 0 0.000
22:1 undifferentiated g 0.000 0 0 0.000
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Fatty acids, total polyunsaturated g 0.149 0 0 0.364
18:2 undifferentiated g 0.109 13 0.008 0.266
18:3 undifferentiated g 0.040 10 0.008 0.098
18:4 g 0.000 0 0 0.000
20:4 undifferentiated g 0.000 0 0 0.000
20:5 n-3 g 0.000 0 0 0.000
22:5 n-3 g 0.000 0 0 0.000
22:6 n-3 g 0.000 0 0 0.000
Cholesterol mg 11 36 0.801 27
Amino acids 
Tryptophan g 0.044 0 0 0.107
Threonine g 0.163 0 0 0.398
Isoleucine g 0.207 0 0 0.505
Leucine g 0.314 0 0 0.766
Lysine g 0.290 0 0 0.708
Methionine g 0.080 0 0 0.195
Cystine g 0.046 0 0 0.112
Phenylalanine g 0.155 0 0 0.378
Tyrosine g 0.179 0 0 0.437
Valine g 0.240 0 0 0.586
Arginine g 0.119 0 0 0.290
Histidine g 0.089 0 0 0.217
Alanine g 0.118 0 0 0.288
Aspartic acid g 0.210 0 0 0.512
Glutamic acid g 0.626 0 0 1.527
Glycine g 0.050 0 0 0.122
Proline g 0.368 0 0 0.898
Serine g 0.181 0 0 0.442
Other 
Alcohol, ethyl g 0.0 0 0 0.0
Caffeine mg 0 0 0 0
Theobromine mg 0 0 0 0
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USDA Table for Milk, whole, 3.25% milkfat

Nutrient Units Value per
100 grams

Number
of Data
Points

Std.
Error 

1.00 X 1 
cup 

-------
244g 

Proximates 
Water g 88.32 12 0.096 215.50
Energy kcal 60 0 0 146
Energy kJ 252 0 0 615
Protein g 3.22 15 0.015 7.86
Total lipid (fat) g 3.25 0 0 7.93
Ash g 0.69 12 0.003 1.68
Carbohydrate, by difference g 4.52 0 0 11.03
Fiber, total dietary g 0.0 0 0 0.0
Sugars, total g 5.26 12 0.05 12.83
Sucrose g 0.00 12 0 0.00
Glucose (dextrose) g 0.00 12 0 0.00
Fructose g 0.00 12 0 0.00
Lactose g 5.26 12 0.05 12.83
Maltose g 0.00 12 0 0.00
Galactose g 0.00 12 0 0.00
Minerals 
Calcium, Ca mg 113 0 0 276
Iron, Fe mg 0.03 30 0.003 0.07
Magnesium, Mg mg 10 30 0.161 24
Phosphorus, P mg 91 0 0 222
Potassium, K mg 143 0 0 349
Sodium, Na mg 40 0 0 98
Zinc, Zn mg 0.40 0 0 0.98
Copper, Cu mg 0.011 0 0 0.027
Manganese, Mn mg 0.003 29 0 0.007
Selenium, Se mcg 3.7 29 0.185 9.0
Vitamins 
Vitamin C, total ascorbic acid mg 0.0 4 0 0.0
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Thiamin mg 0.044 12 0 0.107
Riboflavin mg 0.183 11 0.002 0.447
Niacin mg 0.107 12 0.003 0.261
Pantothenic acid mg 0.362 4 0.003 0.883
Vitamin B-6 mg 0.036 12 0 0.088
Folate, total mcg 5 8 0.534 12
Folic acid mcg 0 0 0 0
Folate, food mcg 5 8 0.534 12
Folate, DFE mcg_DFE 5 0 0 12
Choline, total mg 14.3 0 0 34.9
Betaine mg 0.6 1 0 1.5
Vitamin B-12 mcg 0.44 10 0.028 1.07
Vitamin B-12, added mcg 0.00 0 0 0.00
Vitamin A, RAE mcg_RAE 28 0 0 68
Retinol mcg 28 0 0 68
Carotene, beta mcg 5 6 0.815 12
Carotene, alpha mcg 0 6 0 0
Cryptoxanthin, beta mcg 0 6 0 0
Vitamin A, IU IU 102 0 0 249
Lycopene mcg 0 6 0 0
Lutein + zeaxanthin mcg 0 6 0 0
Vitamin E (alpha-tocopherol) mg 0.06 12 0.003 0.15
Vitamin E, added mg 0.00 0 0 0.00
Tocopherol, beta mg 0.00 12 0 0.00
Tocopherol, gamma mg 0.01 12 0.001 0.02
Tocopherol, delta mg 0.00 12 0 0.00
Vitamin D IU 40 12 3.101 98
Vitamin K (phylloquinone) mcg 0.2 4 0.014 0.5
Lipids 
Fatty acids, total saturated g 1.865 0 0 4.551
4:0 g 0.075 12 0 0.183
6:0 g 0.075 12 0 0.183
8:0 g 0.075 12 0 0.183
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10:0 g 0.075 12 0 0.183
12:0 g 0.077 12 0.002 0.188
13:0 g 0.000 1 0 0.000
14:0 g 0.297 12 0.011 0.725
15:0 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
16:0 g 0.829 12 0.029 2.023
17:0 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
18:0 g 0.365 12 0.015 0.891
20:0 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
22:0 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
24:0 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
Fatty acids, total monounsaturated g 0.812 0 0 1.981
14:1 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
16:1 undifferentiated g 0.000 12 0 0.000
18:1 undifferentiated g 0.812 12 0.032 1.981
20:1 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
22:1 undifferentiated g 0.000 12 0 0.000
Fatty acids, total polyunsaturated g 0.195 0 0 0.476
18:2 undifferentiated g 0.120 12 0.005 0.293
18:3 undifferentiated g 0.075 12 0 0.183
18:4 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
20:4 undifferentiated g 0.000 12 0 0.000
20:5 n-3 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
22:5 n-3 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
22:6 n-3 g 0.000 12 0 0.000
Cholesterol mg 10 12 0.549 24
Amino acids 
Tryptophan g 0.075 0 0 0.183
Threonine g 0.143 0 0 0.349
Isoleucine g 0.165 0 0 0.403
Leucine g 0.265 0 0 0.647
Lysine g 0.140 0 0 0.342
Methionine g 0.075 0 0 0.183
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Cystine g 0.017 0 0 0.041
Phenylalanine g 0.147 0 0 0.359
Tyrosine g 0.152 0 0 0.371
Valine g 0.192 0 0 0.468
Arginine g 0.075 0 0 0.183
Histidine g 0.075 0 0 0.183
Alanine g 0.103 0 0 0.251
Aspartic acid g 0.237 0 0 0.578
Glutamic acid g 0.648 0 0 1.581
Glycine g 0.075 0 0 0.183
Proline g 0.342 0 0 0.834
Serine g 0.107 0 0 0.261
Other 
Alcohol, ethyl g 0.0 0 0 0.0
Caffeine mg 0 0 0 0
Theobromine mg 0 0 0 0
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Home Milk Processing
Home milk processing is probably easier than you thought. 
If you recently acquired dairy goats, or if you're planning to purchase your goat milk from 
a local dairy farm, there are a few sets of basic skills that you should learn in order to 
keep your milk fresh-tasting and healthy.

We'll cover the basics of handling, processing, and storing your fresh goat milk in this 
article. If you need any equipment, read "Milk Processing Equipment." 

Working with Milk from Your Own Goats

If you own your own goats and need information on proper milking and sanitation 
practices, first check out the article, "How to Milk a Goat." 

When milking your own goats, remember to always keep a lid over the milk between 
does, and before further processing and storage. This will reduce foreign particles in the 
milk, and help prevent the milk from absorbing strong odors.

If you regularly perform other chores after milking and before returning the milk to the 
kitchen, it's a good idea to acquire a small refrigerator for use in the milk room. You can 
store the collected milk in the refrigerator until you're done, keeping it cool and clean.

If you own your own goats, or if you just have an interest in them, you may enjoy reading 
the articles at the website All Things Goat by Naimhe Jeanne and Martha Ann. 

Purchasing Goat Milk from a Local Dairy

If you need help locating local dairy goat farms for purchasing milk, read "How to Find 
Goat Milk from Local Farms." 

You may also want to check the listings of dairy farm products at Smalldairy.com. This 
resource list includes organic, raw milk, and other dairy product suppliers, including some 
who will process mail orders.

If you purchase your milk from a local dairy farmer, it's a good idea to carry an ice chest 
with ice in which to immediately store the milk when you pick it up. 

Though most private goat milk sellers are conscientious in following proper handling 
procedures, there is no way to know how long the milk may have stayed at an elevated 
temperature before your purchase, and the more temperature changes it undergoes, the 
sooner the spoilage and less appealing the taste. 
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Straining and Pasteurizing

Once you've obtained your goat milk from either your own goats or a local farmer, it's 
time to strain it. Straining the milk removes dust particles and other foreign objects that 
might affect the taste or texture of the milk. 

If you only rarely need to strain milk, coffee filters will work. Place a paper coffee filter 
in a permanent mesh coffee filter basket and pour the milk through it. This can take 
awhile, as you have to wait for the milk to drain through before adding more. If you don't 
have a permanent filter basket, you can secure the filter to the bottom of a canning funnel 
with a large rubber band.

More efficient, though more costly, is to purchase a milk strainer specifically made for 
filtering milk. These are large, funnel-shaped aluminum or stainless steel items that have a 
disposable filter secured to the bottom with a clamp. 

The large size allows you to pour a greater quantity of milk at a time, and the filter allows 
a much quicker rate of flow than coffee filters. If you intend to process milk regularly, 
investing in a milk strainer is highly recommended.

If you intend to pasteurize your milk (covered in the article, "Home Milk Pasteurization"), 
you can strain it directly into your pot for pasteurizing. Just be careful that the container 
from which you're pouring does not have any debris on the outside of it that could fall into 
the pot and contaminate the milk.

Cooling and Storage

Now that the milk has been properly collected, handled, strained and (optionally) 
pasteurized, proper storage is the final key to successful basic home milk processing. This 
translates to two things: 

• cold temperatures, and 
• sanitized containers 

The rate at which goat milk is cooled to its proper storage temperature of 40° Fahrenheit 
or lower has an impact on two important factors: taste and spoilage rate. For raw goat 
milk, bringing the temperature down quickly also aids in preventing the growth of 
bacteria. When milk is heated for pasteurization, rapid cooling helps to ensure the best 
taste possible.

I've found that the best way for cooling small quantities of goat milk is with an electric 
ice cream freezer. Using an ice cream freezer, I have consistently brought milk from its 
pasteurized temperature of 165° Fahrenheit to 40° Fahrenheit in under 20 minutes, which 
is Grade A standard. 

All other cooling methods I've used, including ice water baths and freezer storage, took 
much longer to achieve the 40° mark, and resulted in a slight off-taste for the milk. The 
ice cream freezer method, however, produced milk that was indistinguishable in taste 
from commercially processed milk. 
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Goat milk should be stored in containers that have been thoroughly 
washed and sanitized. Although aluminum and plastic containers 
are considered acceptable, I prefer either stainless steel or glass, 
because these are less likely to harbor bacteria or residue that will 
affect the taste of the milk.

Milk containers and utensils can be sterilized by either soaking in 
bleach water (1/8 cup bleach to 1 gallon of water) or by boiling for 
several minutes. Finish by letting the containers air dry.

When cleaning containers that have held milk, rinse first in cool 
water, then finish with a wash in hot, soapy water. This pre-rinsing helps prevent the 
buildup of a film called milk stone caused by the protein in the milk. 

If milk stone has already formed on your containers or equipment, you can purchase a 
commercial acid cleaner made specifically for removing it.

Once the milk is cooled, it should be stored in the refrigerator. In general, milk should not 
be stored on the refrigerator door, since this area is exposed to much more heat and 
temperature changes than the shelf areas. 

Summary

The basics of home milk processing can be summarized by these three C's: 

• Keep it covered. After collection, during transport, and in storage, milk should 
always be covered to prevent dirt and bacterial contamination and to prevent the 
milk from absorbing strong odors that will affect the taste.

• Keep it clean. Filter milk to remove foreign particles and contaminants, and 
always use clean, disinfected containers for holding and storing milk.

• Keep it cold. Temperatures above 40° Fahrenheit allow bacteria to grow, 
promoting quicker spoilage and lowering the quality of taste. Cool milk as rapidly 
as possible, and then keep it cold! 

More Processing Techniques

For more information on milk processing, check out the following articles: 

• Home Milk Pasteurization 
• Freezing Milk for Long-Term Storage 
• Milk Processing Equipment 

Careful handling and processing of milk can make an enormous difference in the taste and 
quality of your goat milk. 
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Take time to always follow the simple guidelines for good milk processing practices, 
and you'll be rewarded with delicious, healthy milk for drinking and making 
fabulous goat milk products! 

View live web page.
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How to Milk a Goat
Since "How to milk a goat" is not a topic that's likely to make you the hit of your next 
party, I assume you're reading this either because you're contemplating purchasing dairy 
goats, or you already have some new additions in your barn that are about to kid. 

To that, I say, congratulations! 

I remember being in the same position many years ago. Since I had planned to bottle-raise 
the expected kids on a CAE prevention program of heat-treated colostrum and pasteurized 
milk, I had fears of not being able to obtain the colostrum or milk from the does, resulting 
in the kids starving to death.

Add to my misgivings about learning how to milk a goat the irreconcilable advice to both 
feed a newborn kid within half an hour of birth, and heat-treat the colostrum first--which 
would take a little over an hour--and it was more stressful than giving birth to my own 
children!

As you probably guessed, though, it all worked out. Though crude at first, my efforts 
successfully drew out the colostrum and later the milk, and none of the kids starved to 
death--or even came close. I laughed at my initial fears of never learning how to milk a 
goat!

In fact, only a few short months later, I had become proficient enough to milk seven does 
(the most I ever had in milk at one time) in only 35 minutes! 

I can tell you the equipment you'll need, how to prepare the doe, and, yes, technically how 
to milk a goat. But, until you do it, it will be about as meaningful as someone telling you 
that the Grand Canyon is "breathtaking," when you've never seen it for yourself.

And, before we begin--relax! You will be able to do it. The kids won't starve, and the does 
won't die from mastitis resulting from your inability to learn how to milk a goat. I 
promise. 

So, let's get started! In this article, we'll cover 

• Preparation

• Milking

• Finishing Up, and

• Final Notes

Preparation

To have the very best tasting milk, as well as keeping your does healthy, cleanliness is 
vital. Begin with the milking area. It should be separate from the animals' living quarters, 
and should be easy to clean. A concrete floor that can be regularly hosed and washed is 
great for this. Walls that can also be washed, such as block or tile, are also nice to have. 
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Of course, "reality" and "ideal" seldom meet. Many small-time goat farmers have to use 
what they have available. 

That's ok, but whatever you do have, keep it as clean as possible. If you have less than 
optimal conditions (maybe you have to use an empty stall for milking), try to minimize 
dirt and debris that could get in the milk. 

For example, you might could throw a piece or two of plywood on the ground to keep 
from stirring up dust when walking around. Also, keep the milk covered with a lid every 
second that you're not actually milking. Finally, plan on removing the milk from the barn 
as soon as you are finished. 

Next, regarding the doe herself. You will need to restrain her in some way. Hopefully, 
you have a milkstand with a locking headgate. If not, you will need to tether her with a 
short rope. 

It's always easier to learn how to milk a goat that is already accustomed to it. Don't worry 
too much if she's also new to the process, though. Goats adapt very quickly, and once she 
understands that she gets fed and feels better afterward (relief from that full udder!), she 
will cooperate.

If she's never been milked before, though, it is usually a good idea to hobble her back legs 
for the first few times until she gets used to the process. Special goat hobbles are sold for 
this, but you can also just use a short piece of soft rope.

And, don't worry-you shouldn't need the hobbles for very long. My most resistant doe--a 
big-time milk pail kicker--was a perfect angel in about a week. For most, it only takes two 
or three days.
Brush her all over with a large, soft-bristle brush. Soft bristles will remove dust and 
loose hairs better than coarse ones, preventing them from falling into the milk pail during 
milking. It's also a good idea to keep a metal comb, such as used on horses, for scraping 
off any caked-on mud. Be sure to brush her legs and belly as well as her back and sides.

I also prefer to clip the udder shortly after the doe kids. This makes it much easier to 
keep clean, and it prevents you from accidentally pulling her hairs while you're milking. 
A small beard and moustache trimmer is the perfect tool for the job.

Note: An all-over body clip when the weather is warm is also a tremendous help in 
keeping the doe, and therefore the milk, clean.
Next, clean the udder with a special disinfectant. Farm and dairy supply stores sell one 
just for this purpose, but some people use their own homemade solutions, and even baby 
wipes. I prefer to purchase the disinfectant and put it in a large spray bottle. Spray the 
entire udder and teats thoroughly, and then dry with a strong, disposable paper towel. 

Shop towels--the blue ones that are sold in hardware and auto parts departments are 
perfect for this. They are super strong, soft, and don't tear up or leave "pills" behind. You 
don't want to use the same towel on more than one doe, as this could spread infection.

As you dry, you're also massaging the udder to encourage the milk to come down, so don't 
rush through this part too fast.
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At his point, I give the doe her grain for the day. If you give it to her when you first 
restrain her, she will likely be finished by now, just when you want her to be distracted!

With the doe happily eating and the milk pail ready, I always finish up with a quick squirt 
of the disinfectant on my hands, drying them with another towel.

When you're ready to milk, always direct the first few squirts of milk from each teat into a 
strip cup to be discarded. A strip cup is a small cup with a mesh screen top. The screen 
allows you to check for irregularities in the milk, such as clumps or tinges of blood, that  
may alert you to possible infections. The first squirts of milk will also capture any 
bacteria from the teat openings.
Finally--you're really ready to learn how to milk a goat! 

Milking

If you're using a milkstand, it probably has a built-in seat. If not, grab a bucket, block, 
stool or anything you can sit comfortably on beside the doe and reach her teats. Now, get 
ready to learn how to milk a goat! 

Sitting alongside the doe, and facing her back, place the pail directly 
under the teats. Take the doe's left teat with your right hand, and her 
right teat with your left hand. Now, with one hand, use your thumb 
and forefinger to constrict the top of the teat. This is to prevent the 
milk from flowing upward into the udder, instead of downward into 
the pail. The teat should bulge slightly with the captured milk. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/fishermansdaughter/ /

CC BY 2.0

Maintain this pressure while using the remaining three fingers in sequence from top to 
bottom, to squeeze the milk out of the teat and into the pail. (Think of pushing the milk 
along a flexible tube, always keeping it in front of the last finger.) As each finger closes 
around the teat, it should maintain pressure to prevent the milk from "backing up" as the 
next finger closes.

Do not pull downward on the teat when milking--you'll damage it. Squeezing is the 
only action you need. It will be awkward and slow at first, but you'll be milking like a pro 
in no time! 

When the milk in the teat has been emptied (remember to aim for the pail!), release the 
pressure from all fingers, and, pushing upward into the udder slightly with your open 
thumb and forefinger, watch as a new supply of milk fills the teat. With the teat now 
bulging again, constrict the top, and repeat the process.

When you're comfortable with the actions for one hand, try the other. When both hands 
have "learned" the technique, you can alternate squeezing and releasing, and your doe will 
be milked very quickly.

Congratulations! You just learned how to milk a goat!
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The biggest first-timer mistakes made when learning how to milk a goat are:

• not keeping the thumb and forefinger tightly closed, allowing the milk to be 
pushed upward, instead of downward 

• trying to pull the teats, instead of simply squeezing them 

When the teats no longer fill with milk upon releasing, and are pliable instead of firm, it's 
time to stop. Don't try to wring every drop of milk from the doe--you'll damage the teats. 

Finishing Up

When the doe has been emptied, remove the milk pail to a safe spot and cover it with a 
lid. Now, return to the doe and use a commercial teat dip to seal the teats and prevent 
infection. 

Using a special teat dip cup, or small, disposable paper cups, immerse the end of each 
teat. Again, as with the towels, don't share remaining dip from one doe to the next to 
prevent the spread of infection.

My preferred method of application is with a spray bottle. It is less hassle, less messy and 
uses less dip. If you decide to try this, be sure to spray the ends of the teats--not just the 
sides.

Release the doe, and begin with the next one!

Really learning how to milk a goat takes practice, but just a few days of on-the-job 
training should have you quite proficient at it. 

Final Notes

You should only use a seamless, stainless steel pail for milking. A pail with a seam will 
never be thoroughly sanitized. If you have more than a couple of does to milk, it's wise to 
use a smaller pail for milking each doe, then pour the collected milk into a larger 
container. 

That way, if your last doe manages to kick over your bucket, you don't lose the entire 
morning's work! And, because the milk spends less open time under the does, it should 
remain cleaner.

I can't emphasize enough the importance of keeping the milk as clean as possible from 
beginning to end. Always cover the milk with a lid whenever you are not actually milking 
a doe, and keep all milk containers and equipment cleaned and sanitized with either a 
dairy sanitizer or bleach solution. A scrub brush is a better choice for cleaning milking 
equipment than cloths or sponges.

Rinse milk containers with cool water before using hot water. Hot water will cause the 
milk protein to "set," resulting in a semi-permanent film called milk stone. Special acid 
cleaners are sold by dairy supply companies for removing milk stone.
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For the best tasting milk, process it as soon as possible! If you plan to use raw milk, this 
means cooling it to 40° Fahrenheit or lower within the hour. Otherwise, pasteurize it 
immediately and then cool it quickly.

When you start getting more milk than you can drink, you may want to try your hand at 
making goat cheese or other delicious goat milk products!

When you're teaching others how to milk a goat soon, and laughing at your initial 
fears and misgivings, just remember, I told you so! 

View live web page.
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How to Find Goat Milk from Local Farms
It was difficult to easily find goat milk only a few short years ago. In fact, only a decade 
ago, the only goat milk I saw commercially was in cans on the baby formula aisle. Not 
very appealing! 

Now, however, nearly every major grocery store carries one or more 
brands in the dairy case, in various flavors, and even with nutrients 
added. 

These commercial sources are fine for enjoying a nutritious glass of 
goat milk in your diet; however, if you plan to do much 
cheesemaking or cooking with goat milk, the cost of these store-
bought cartons can be prohibitive. 

For lower cost, or if you prefer raw goat milk, it would be well worth your time to find a 
local supplier.

There are several ways you can locate these sources of goat milk. I recommend you begin 
by asking around at feed supply stores, checking state or national dairy goat registries 
for members in your area, or looking through the local classifieds. 

The American Dairy Goat Association has an online directory with links to members' 
websites. Also, the local 4-H Club may have a knowledgeable dairy goat mentor who 
could give you a contact name. 

When you look at the classifieds to find goat milk, remember to also 
check with people who have ads selling dairy goats. If they have 
goats, they may also sell milk, even though they don't currently 
have a classified listing for it. And, if they don't sell milk, they can 
probably refer you to someone who does.   

You will have better luck locating a local supplier during the spring through fall months. 
Many small goatherders do not milk their does year-round, allowing them to dry up in the 
winter to rest for the spring kidding season. However, they may have a supply of frozen 
milk, which will work just as well.

If you locate a supplier during milking season, you may want to purchase extra to freeze 
for yourself so that you'll have your own supply for the winter.

When you find a goats milk supplier, you will want to make a few precautionary checks. I 
would recommend purchasing your milk on-site so that you get a first-hand look at the 
conditions of the milk's origins.
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Look for the following, and in addition, use your instinct; if it doesn't seem like a healthy 
source for a food product, keep searching!

• First, the goats--Do they appear healthy and happy? Do they have a large pasture, 
or are they mostly kept in a small area in or by a barn (this encourages parasite 
infestation)?

• Is the milking area clean? Note--it may not be kitchen-counter clean, but there 
definitely shouldn't be any manure or other obvious health concerns in the area, it 
shouldn't smell bad, and it should be separate from the animals' quarters.

• If you're concerned about antibiotics in milk, ask the goatkeeper his/her policy on 
the use of milk from goats on antibiotics.

• Find out if the milk you are buying is raw or pasteurized. If your supplier sells 
only raw milk, you can easily pasteurize it yourself, if desired. Also, be sure to 
inquire whether the milk has been strained to eliminate foreign particles.

• Ask the goatkeeper if the herd has been tested for brucellosis and tuberculosis.
• Finally, taste the milk. Despite common lore, fresh goat milk should not have any 

"goaty" smell or off-taste. It should taste like milk--period. Off-flavors are the 
result of poor handling, unclean environments, or keeping bucks too close to the 
milking area. Subtle differences in the taste of milk also occur from differences in 
breed and feeding practices. If the milk does not taste right, shop elsewhere. 
Remember, your cheese or other goat milk products will be no better than the 
quality of milk you use to make them!

It is not nearly as difficult to find goat milk as it once was, but if these steps don't bring 
success, don't give up! If you keep networking and searching, you will eventually find 
someone who knows someone who sells goat milk.

Last resort? Buy your own goats, and never be without goat milk again!
View live web page.
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Freezing Milk for Long-Term Storage
Freezing milk can be one solution to storing extra that can't be used before it spoils. 
Frozen milk tastes more like fresh milk than milk that has been canned, and can be used 
for any purpose that fresh milk is used: drinking, cereals, cooking, or making cheese or 
soap.

Any kind of milk can be frozen: your fresh pasteurized or unpasteurized goat milk, or fat-
free, low-fat or whole milk purchased from the store.

Because freezing causes some separation, milk with a lower fat content will have less of 
a change in quality than whole-fat milk. That is not to say that whole-fat milk can't be 
frozen, but you will probably notice more of a taste difference than with low-fat or fat-
free milk. 

Individual tastes vary, however, so try it yourself to see what's acceptable to you. If you 
don't like the result, you may want to use your frozen milk for cooking, and save your 
fresh milk for drinking.

Freezing milk may sound like one of those no-brainer processes (you put it in a freezer, 
right?), but below is a set of tips to help you get the most value and least problems from 
freezing your milk.

Tip #1

Your frozen milk will be no better quality than what you put in. If your milk was on 
the verge of going bad when you put it in the freezer, it will still be on the verge of going 
bad when you take it out. Sure, you can buy some time while it's frozen, but when you 
thaw it, you will still need to use it immediately if you don't want to throw it away. The 
fresher the milk is when you freeze it, the better quality milk you will have when you 
thaw it.

Tip #2

Milk will taste more like fresh if it's frozen for 1 month or less. It's generally regarded 
as acceptable to freeze milk for as long as 3-6 months, but a longer time in the freezer will 
result in a more noticeable change in the quality of the milk.

Tip #3

Use smaller containers. Milk needs to be thawed in the refrigerator or in a pan of cold 
water. Larger containers, like gallon jugs, will take a very long time (days) for the center 
to completely thaw. Half-gallon, quart or pint-sized containers will do the job much 
better. 

If you're purchasing milk in gallons because of the lower price, transfer the milk to 
smaller containers before freezing. (You can make a one-time purchase of several half-
gallons of milk, and re-use the containers for freezing.)
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Smaller containers also result in a faster freezing time, which helps preserve the quality of 
the milk.

Tip #4

Leave room in your container for expansion. Most figures I've seen suggest that milk 
expands by about 10% when it freezes. That means for every 10 cups of milk you freeze, 
you should leave at least a 1-cup space for expansion. This translates to approximately 1 
1/2 cups per gallon. 

Tip #5

Cover it. Milk readily absorbs odors, so be sure you use an airtight 
container when freezing. For best overall quality when freezing 
milk, glass canning jars seem to be the best choice. Yes, canning 
jars are also safe for freezing foods. 

Tip #6

Start with cold milk. This tip is only relevant for those freezing farm-fresh milk. As 
explained in "Home Milk Processing," a fast cooling rate for fresh or freshly pasteurized 
milk directly impacts the taste and spoilage rate. 

Putting still-warm milk in the freezer will result in a cooling rate that is too slow to 
provide the best quality milk. Cool the milk as rapidly as possible before freezing, using 
either ice-water baths or an electric ice cream freezer.

Tip #7

Shake well. Even commercially homogenized milk will separate when freezing. When 
thawing is complete, vigorously shake or stir it to re-combine the components. 

View live web page.
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Home Milk Pasteurization
Learning home milk pasteurization techniques is a valuable skill if you have your own 
dairy goats, or if you purchase milk from a local dairy farm. 

While many raw milk proponents advocate the nutritional benefits of raw milk, 
pasteurized milk is generally considered safer for drinking, particularly for children, the 
elderly, and anyone with an immune system impairment. 

Pasteurizing milk will enable it to keep longer in the refrigerator than raw milk. And, if 
you're planning on making certain cultured products from the milk, such as soft cheeses, 
pasteurization is a key component to success. After all, these products are made from 
growing bacteria, and if you don't kill the unwanted bacteria first, you'll be growing them, 
also!

Milk pasteurization may sound like a scary process at first. If you're like me, the name 
conjures up images of pristine lab settings with complicated stainless steel equipment, 
tubings and mysterious instrument gauges.

It turns out, though, that milk pasteurization is not complicated or scary at all. With just a 
basic set of the right equipment, and a little attention to detail, you can easily learn how to 
pasteurize milk for yourself. 

Heating the Milk

All you need to begin is a thermometer (one that will clip onto the pot is best), and a pot 
large enough to hold your milk container. (A stainless steel milk pail works very well for 
holding the milk for pasteurizing.) 

Add water to the large pot, and set your container of strained milk in the water. Clip the 
thermometer to the milk container so that the end of it is covered by the milk. 

Note: Be sure the end of the thermometer is not touching the bottom of the pot, or you will  
get a higher reading than is accurate for the milk. Also, if your thermometer doesn't have 
a clip, you can easily fashion one from a large paperclip.
Heat on high, stirring the milk occasionally, until the thermometer shows the correct 
temperature. 

Always stir the milk immediately before checking the temperature, as the process of 
stirring will bring the warmer milk up from the bottom and usually cause the temperature 
reading to increase by several degrees almost immediately.

Stir constantly, keeping the milk at the proper temperature for the recommended period of 
time. 
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There are a variety of combinations of temperature and processing time for successfully 
pasteurizing milk. The most practical combinations for home milk pasteurization are:

• 161° Farhrenheit for 30 seconds, 
(some sources use 165° for 15 seconds) or 

• 145° Fahrenheit for 30 minutes 

The milk must remain at or above the recommended temperature for the entire processing 
time. 

If you're planning to drink the milk, the higher temperature/shorter time period 
combination of milk pasteurization is more convenient. It's much quicker and easier to 
monitor the milk for thirty seconds than for thirty minutes! 

However, if you're planning to make cheese with your milk, the lower temperature 
method is recommended, as it will allow some of the beneficial enzymes and bacteria to 
survive that will enhance the flavor of the cheese. 

Cooling the Milk

When the milk has processed for the required time, remove it from the water and place in 
a sink or pan of cold water. In a few minutes, when the water becomes warm, exchange it 
for cold, and also add ice to the water. Stir the milk often to increase the cooling effect. 

You can continue like this, exchanging the ice water and stirring the milk until it reaches 
the proper holding temperature of 40° Fahrenheit. 

The longer the milk takes to cool, the more off-taste it will have. Milk that is not cooled 
quickly enough usually has a "nutty" or "vanilla-like" flavor. It can still be used; it is just 
not as appealing to drink plain. 

If this happens to your milk, you will need to increase the amount of ice, decrease the 
time between water changes, and be sure to stir the milk continuously.

OR...you can try my "secret" weapon: an electric ice cream freezer. Use the freezer 
just as if you were making ice cream, layering the ice and rock salt around the outside of 
the can. Then pour in the milk, close the lid, adjust the motor and turn it on. 

Monitor the need for additional ice and salt, and check the temperature at 10 minutes, then 
at 5 minute intervals.

This method has always cooled my pasteurized milk to 40° Fahrenheit in less than 20 
minutes, which is Grade A standard. 

It is so much faster than the ice water method, that my first two batches started to freeze 
before I was aware the milk was already cold! And, the difference in the taste of the milk 
is extraordinary. 
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Alternatives

If you'll be pasteurizing milk on a regular basis, especially daily, you may want to invest 
in some equipment to help streamline the process. 

One option is a home pasteurizer, such as the SafGard Pres-Vac. This electric pasteurizer 
performs automatic, pressure-sealed pasteurization of up to two gallons of milk at a time. 
Then, a hose connects to the faucet for vacuum-sealed cooling of the milk. 

Home pasteurizers are not inexpensive--expect to spend over $300 for one. But, they do 
the job quicker and more precisely than other methods, and require almost no attention 
during the process. 

If you expect to be handling goat milk for some time, you may want to make the 
investment.

Another option is to use a Weck canner-pasteurizer. This is the method that I use. The 
Weck is only slightly less expensive than a home pasteurizer, but it has the advantage of 
being multi-functional. It is basically a huge, electric stainless steel pot with a lid. 

You pasteurize milk in the Weck the same way you do with a pot on the stove. Add water 
to the Weck, turn it on, then set a milk pail or tote inside. A 2-gallon milk tote will fit 
easily inside it. Since the lid to the Weck fits right over the tote, the milk heats quickly. 

You can also use it for canning, or for cooking anything that requires a big pot--apples for 
applesauce, boiled peanuts, or soups or stews for large gatherings. If I had to choose only 
one kitchen appliance to keep, it would be my Weck!

Whichever method you choose, a little attention to detail will produce safe, great-tasting, 
pasteurized milk at home.

For more information on obtaining equipment for processing your milk, see Milk 
Processing Equipment. 

Now that you have freshly pasteurized goat milk, why not consider learning how to 
make goat cheese or other goat milk products with it? 

View live web page.
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Milk Processing Equipment
Milk processing equipment for home use is something of a niche market, and it can be 
difficult to find exactly what you need. That's why I've put together this page of 
processing equipment. 

Because processing equipment tends to be durable — many pieces are made of stainless 
steel — and can be pricey, used items often offer a great value. 

The best single source of equipment that I've found for both new and used items is 
Ebay. You'll find Ebay listings for most of the products listed on the live web page (click 
the link at the end of this article), as well as elsewhere on the site.

Many people (like myself) already have an Ebay account, so this makes it very convenient 
to find great deals on dairy equipment, along with just about anything else. 

However, if you don't have an account, it's very simple to set up. Clicking on the banner 
on the live web page will take you through the process. 

Then, you'll be ready to find quality processing equipment to make the most of your fresh 
goat milk! If you need more information on processing your own milk, read the article, 
"Home Milk Processing."

Here are some supplies that you'll definitely want to take a look at, whether you're new to 
milk processing, or if you just need to add an item or two to your existing set.

• Cream Separators

• Milk Strainers

• Milk Pasteurizers

• Milk Buckets

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that 
includes ALL the recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt on 
this site!

View live web page.
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Find a Milk Bucket
A quality milk bucket is one of the most important, yet affordable, items for your home 
milk processing needs. Ideally, it should be seamless, and made from stainless steel. This 
combination provides the best possibility for sanitation, as well as durability.

A milk pail that includes a lid is a definite plus, as the lid will keep debris out of the 
milk after and between milkings. It also transforms the pail into a storage container for the 
milk, or even for other food and drink!

It's helpful to have at least two sizes — a smaller one that's good for milking one to a few 
does into, and a larger one for collecting multiple, smaller batches of milk.

Milk pails are great for holding milk for pasteurization, also. If you have two, you can 
pour the raw milk from your collection pail through a strainer into the second pail. Then, 
the second pail can be used in a canner or large stove-top pot with water for pasteurizing.

Ebay generally has a nice selection of milk pails with and without lids. Check out the 
real-time auction listings on the live web page (see link below). Just click on any item you 
like, and you'll be able to read more details, as well as place a bid (or "Buy It Now").  

View live web page.
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Find a Milk Pasteurizer
Owning a milk pasteurizer can really simplify your life if you pasteurize milk on a daily 
or otherwise regular basis. With a pasteurizer, you don't have to worry about monitoring 
time and temperature, or constantly stirring to keep the heat distributed evenly.

The Saf-Gard Press-Vac is the most popular home pasteurizer on the market. It handles 
two gallons of milk at a time, and uses pressurized heating and vacuum-sealed cooling to 
produce great-tasting milk. 

A buzzer alerts you when pasteurization is complete, and an auto-shutoff feature means 
you don't have to worry about overprocessed milk.

A pasteurizer is an investment — though not inexpensive, it can save you time and money 
in producing milk that you know is safe for drinking and making soft cheeses.

A fantastic place to find a pasteurizer is on Ebay. Ebay normally has several listings 
for both new and used pasteurizers. 

On the live web page (see link at the end of this page) you'll find the current real-time 
auction listings for Saf-Gard pasteurizers. Put in your bid today, and get a great deal on 
the easiest way to make your milk safe! 

If you want to see more Ebay listings, just type a term in the search bar at the top of the 
listings window, and hit "Search." This will take you to the search results page on Ebay's 
site, where you can continue your shopping. 

View live web page.
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Find a Cream Separator
A cream separator is essential for producing cream from goat milk for making butter or 
other cream-based products. 

Goat milk fat molecules are only 1/5 the size of cow's milk fat molecules, and goat milk 
does not contain agglutinin, which helps the fat molecules "clump" together. Because of 
this, you can't simply leave the milk for the cream to rise to the top, as you can with cow's 
milk.

Separators come in both manual (hand-crank) and electric models. The electric ones are, 
of course, more labor-saving, while the hand-crank models are more cost-saving. The 
choice is yours.

Separators are not inexpensive, so it pays to shop around for a good price. Ebay usually 
has listings for both new and used, electric and hand-crank models.
The products shown on the live web page (click the link below) are current real-time 
auction listings, so if you see something you like, just click on the link to read the 
description, and make a bid (or "Buy It Now").

Enjoy your fresh goat milk cream!  

View live web page.
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Find a Milk Strainer
A milk strainer is an essential piece of milk processing equipment if you have at least a 
gallon of milk a day to process. If you've tried to strain your milk with other homemade 
techniques, such as coffee filters, you're probably more than ready to make the 
investment!

A strainer is like a very large funnel with a special milk filter attached to the bottom with 
a metal clip. Most are made of stainless steel, though there are aluminum ones, also. The 
large capacity strainer generally holds a gallon of milk, and the milk filter papers allow 
for a very fast flow rate.

Many strainers are designed to sit atop standard-sized milk totes and pails, which allows 
your hands to be free for pouring the milk. A strainer makes this part of home milk 
processing hassle-free!
Ebay is a place you can find both new and used strainers. If you shop carefully, a used 
strainer should serve just as well as a new one, at a fraction of the cost.

Check out the current real-time auction listings for strainers and filters on Ebay by 
clicking on the "View live web page" link below. If you see something you like, just click 
on it to read the details and either place your bid or "Buy It Now." 

View live web page.
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Goat Cheese Making
Goat cheese making was never a hobby I anticipated taking an interest in during my 
younger years. 

In fact, I was nearly forty years old before I ever tasted goat cheese, and the first that I 
tasted was...my own! That's right--I never tasted goat cheese until I made it myself.

It was love at first bite, and since I had my own goats, I made cheese regularly, mostly 
chevre, at least every other day during that first milking season. And it was eaten by the 
kids and me almost as soon as I made it.

Since then, I've gained much more experience in both making and tasting different 
varieties, though I still think homemade tastes better than any I've ever bought!

As far as history is concerned, goat cheese making was likely one of the first processes 
developed by nomadic cultures for preserving food. The art and science of cheese making 
originated thousands of years ago as a way to preserve milk without refrigeration. 

Thought to have first been discovered "accidentally" when people ate the solid particles 
from curdled milk which had been stored in a bag fashioned from an animal stomach, the 
process of cheese making has evolved into a highly precise methodology. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/kevincollins/ / CC BY 2.0

In pre-modern times, and even now in non-industrialized cultures, goat herds were 
invaluable sources of food in the forms of milk and meat, and and also provided skins for 
clothing and shelter. 

Unlike cattle, goats can survive in arid, rocky regions with little forage, and are hardier 
and more resistant to diseases. Goat cheese was likely one of the first types of cheese 
made.

And, just like the goat, goat cheese making has also survived! Though we technically no 
longer need cheese as a preservation method in industrialized countries with refrigeration, 
who would want to miss out on the wonderful experience of partaking of the variety of 
flavors and textures of cheeses that are both delicious by themselves and also complement 
many other foods so well?

The original cheeses were something of a hit-and-miss proposition with trial and error 
forming the basis of the art of cheesemaking. The lessons learned were then passed down 
through generations of artisan cheesemakers. 
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Goat cheese making today is still a skill; however, large-scale 
cheesemaking has evolved into a more scientific endeavor, with 
developed methods that specify measurements and processes that 
are relatively easy to duplicate. Commercially prepared cultures 
also enable cheesemakers to achieve reliable, consistent results. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/abundantc/ / CC BY-SA 2.0

There is still room for the artistic side, though, as you'll see!

You'll find that, just as with most foods, homemade goat cheese tastes even better than 
what you can buy in the store and is also more economical.

In this article, we'll first look at the basics:

• What is Cheese?   
• Got Goat Milk?   
• Preparing the Milk   
• Supplies You'll Need   

Then, you'll be ready to Choose Your Cheese! and get started! 

What is Cheese?

The proteins in milk consist of about 80% casein and 20% whey. Cheese, or curds, is 
produced by the casein portion of proteins, along with fats, and is obtained by separating 
the casein and liquid whey through an acidification process. Acidification can be 
accomplished either by the addition of an acid, such as vinegar or lemon juice, or through 
the use of bacteria. 

Bacteria convert the milk sugar lactose into lactic acid. This process reduces the lactose 
in ripened or aged cheeses to about 5% or less than that in milk, making these cheeses a 
viable alternative dairy product for those with lactose intolerance.

All cheeses are produced from the simple set of ingredients consisting of

• milk 
• starter culture (bacteria) or acidifier 
• salt, and 
• rennet 

Rennet is a coagulating substance that helps to produce firmer curds. Animal rennet 
usually comes from the stomachs of young calves, while vegetable rennet has a mold as 
its source of coagulating enzymes. Either is suitable for making goat cheese. I have used 
both, and could tell no difference in coagulating properties.

The differences in textures and flavors derived from goat cheese making are a mix of 
variables for heated temperature, type of culture, amount of rennet and processing 
method. 
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Soft, fresh cheeses use only an acidifier, or very small amounts of 
rennet, and are the easiest and quickest to make. These are good 
cheeses for beginning cheesemakers.
Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/78528924@N00/ / CC BY 2.0

Hard, aged cheeses are the most difficult and time-consuming, 
requiring extended periods of time to ripen at the correct 
temperature and humidity.
Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/johnjoh/ / CC BY-SA 2.0

As a food, cheese is a good source of calcium, protein, phosphorus and fat. Health 
studies have also shown that cheese has a positive effect on tooth enamel, helping 
prevent tooth decay, and also promoting better sleep when consumed at bed time.

Got Goat Milk?

Of course, the first ingredient you'll need for goat cheese making is goat milk. Goat milk 
is a beautiful, pure white color, compared to the off-white cream color of cow's milk. 
Therefore, goat cheese is also very white in appearance. Commercial goat cheeses often 
have coloring added to them (derived from annatto) to make them appear more creamy or 
yellow in color. 

Though many first-time cheesemakers learn the craft as a way to use extra milk from their 
dairy goats, it's not necessary to have your own herd to supply the milk for making 
cheese. If this is your first experience with goat milk, you will probably be surprised to 
find local goat milk suppliers more accessible than you thought, regardless of where you 
live.

You just never had a reason to look for them before!
The article, How to Find Goat Milk from Local Farms, will help you locate local sources 
for purchasing larger, more cost-efficient amounts of milk for goat cheese making.

If you only intend to make occasional, small amounts of cheese, you can always just use 
goat milk from the grocery store. The end result will still be good; it will just cost more 
per batch to make. 

Two things you should keep in mind, however, are (1) you may need to add a small 
amount of calcium chloride to commercially processed milk to help it coagulate better, 
because the pasteurization process removes calcium, and (2) ultrapasteurized milk will 
not work for cheesemaking due to the alteration of the protein structure caused by the 
high temperatures.

Finally, while you can use low-fat or no-fat milk for goat cheese making, there will be a 
corresponding decrease in the fullness of flavor of the cheese. 
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I strongly recommend using whole milk for cheesemaking, as you can certainly find a less 
wholesome and tasty place to cut the fat from your diet elsewhere! 

Preparing the Milk

Because goat cheese making involves culturing bacteria, the milk must be warmed to 
encourage the growth of the culture. The exact temperature required varies by culture, and 
is given in the detailed directions for making each kind of goat cheese.

You can use raw or pasteurized milk for making cheese. Cheese purists often prefer raw 
milk cheeses because they contain natural enzymes and bacteria that enhance the flavor of 
the cheese, while others advocate pasteurization to ensure safety.

Either option is considered equally safe if you are making a hard cheese that will be aged 
for 60 days or more.

If you plan to make a soft, non-aged cheese from raw milk, however, you should ensure 
that the milk comes from a safe supply and has been handled properly. You may prefer to 
pasteurize the milk to be sure that the resulting cheese does not contain an abundance of 
pathogenic bacteria.

Remember that cheesemaking involves conditions that encourage the growth of bacteria, 
so if your milk does not come from a clean supply, or has been improperly handled, you 
will be encouraging the growth of "bad" bacteria as well as the cheesemaking bacteria! 

You can easily pasteurize your milk at home, if needed.

Since the proper temperature of the milk for making goat cheese is lower than the 
pasteurization temperature, I usually find it easier to pasteurize the milk, then simply let it 
cool to the proper temperature to begin making the cheese, rather than pasteurizing, then 
refrigerating, then re-heating later to make the cheese.

If your milk is already pasteurized, or if you'll be using raw milk, you can simply heat it 
to the proper starting temperature. 

Supplies You'll Need

One great thing about goat cheese making is that it doesn't require a lot of expensive 
supplies. In fact, you probably already have most of what you need, and you can easily 
obtain what you don't have. 

A great source of cheesemaking supplies is our affiliate, TheCheeseMaker.com. They 
have everything you will need for making cheese, from cultures and rennet to 
thermometers and cheesemaking books, as well as everything in between! 

And, if you're new to cheesemaking and unsure about exactly how to start, you can try 
one of the many cheesemaking kits available. The kits come with cheesemaking 
instructions and all supplies you'll need to make multiple batches of cheese.
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If you need another reason to try TheCheeseMaker.com, shipping is fast (I ordered on 
Monday and received my package on Thursday) and FREE to anywhere in the U.S.A. 

Basic supplies you will need include:

• stainless steel pot with lid An enamel pot with no chips can also be used, but  
aluminum is not appropriate, as the acidifying milk will react with it.

• measuring cups and measuring spoons 
• thermometer A dairy thermometer, or a meat or candy thermometer will work fine.
• whisk 
• large stirring spoon 
• long knife for cutting curds 
• cheese cloth 
• strainer 
• cheese molds for molded cheese These can be as simple as a small plastic food 

storage box.
• cheese press if you are making a hard cheese 

You will also need rennet for most cheeses. It can be purchased in tablet or liquid form, 
and also is available from animal or vegetable sources. I find the liquid form easier to 
measure and work with.

Finally, only non-iodized salt should be used, as iodine will cause the cheese to take on a 
greenish hue. 

Choose Your Cheese!

Now that you know the basics of cheesemaking, visit our Goat Cheese Making Recipes to 
get started making your own goat cheese today. 

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that includes ALL the 
recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt on this site!

View live web page.
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The Process of Cheese Making
The process of cheese making ranges from short and simple, to lengthy and somewhat 
complex. Regardless of the exact variations required to produce individual types of 
cheese, however, the basics of cheese making remain the same.

Cheese, of course, is made from milk. The most popular types of milk for cheesemaking 
include cow milk, goat milk and sheep milk. Each kind of milk imparts a unique flavor 
and texture to the resulting cheese, and some cheeses are strongly associated with a 
particular kind of milk, such as goat milk with chevre and sheep milk with romano. 

Despite these traditional associations, however, the basic process of making cheese 
remains the same across milk varieties, as the compositional structures of the milk are 
similar. 

Cheese, also known as curds, is composed of the solid portion of milk, which contains 
fats and proteins. The proteins in milk consist of two types: casein and whey. Casein 
comprises about 80% of the protein content and is of a solid nature, while whey makes up 
the remaining 20%, and is in liquid form. 

The first step in the process of cheese making is to separate 
the solid casein from the liquid whey. 
The solid and liquid portions of goat milk normally remain 
homogenized. However, if the pH of the milk is lowered to an 
acidic level, the solids and liquid portions of the milk will 
separate or "curdle."

The image to the right shows this separation in milk that has 
been cultured with kefir grains.

I'm sure at some time in your life, you've seen curdled milk — either from a forgotten half  
glass of milk found a day (or weeks...) later, or from trying to add milk to a cooking 
recipe that was too acidic (sometimes, even coffee). Well, those disgusting chunks in the 
milk glass, or white dots floating in your coffee, were cheese.
There are two basic ways to acidify the milk: (1) by the addition of an acid, such as 
vinegar or lemon juice, or (2) through the use of bacteria. 

The use of vinegar and lemon juice has a long history of use in 
cheese making at home for producing soft, fresh cheeses, such as 
ricotta cheese. This method of acidification is really only suitable 
for soft cheeses, as it produces a very small curd size. 

Most cheeses are produced from milk using bacteria to 
precipitate the curd. This is accomplished when the 
bacteria ingest the milk sugar lactose, and convert it into 
lactic acid. The milk is first warmed slightly to produce 
conditions that are favorable for the bacteria to thrive. 
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Bacteria can be introduced in the process of cheese making through the use of Direct Vat 
Innoculation (DVI) or with a mother culture. 

DVI cultures are commercial powder preparations containing live bacteria that are 
introduced directly into the warmed milk. Each DVI packet is used to make one batch of 
cheese.

Mother cultures, on the other hand, are made from milk that has been previously cultured 
with the desired bacteria. Mother cultures have their name from the fact that small 
amounts can be used to re-culture additional milk, so that the culture replenishes itself 
naturally.

For cheese making at home, mother cultures often consist of yogurt or buttermilk.

By using particular strains of bacteria for this process, the distinctive taste and texture of 
the cheese can be influenced. (You probably don't want to test the results of the bacteria 
that caused that curdled milk in the glass!)
The longer the bacteria are left to act upon the milk, the more acidic the solution becomes, 
producing firmer curds. In fact, the bacteria continue to act slightly as hard cheeses are 
ripened, reducing the lactose in these cheeses to about 5% or less than that found in milk.  
This is why hard and semi-hard cheeses are recommended as a viable alternative dairy 
product for those with lactose intolerance. 

If a firm or hard cheese is to be produced, 
rennet is also added at this point in the process 
of cheese making to further coagulate the 
curds. 
Rennet comes in tablet, powder and liquid forms, 
and is available from animal and non-animal 
sources. All types of rennet are suitable for 
cheesemaking. You may wish to try different ones to see if you have a 
preference. 

After the milk has been sufficiently acidified, the whey is drained 
from the curds through cheese cloth. 

Traditionally, the curds are gathered in a ball in the cheese cloth, 
and hung to drain. This process can take from a few hours up to 24 
hours, depending upon whether a moist or a firm cheese is to be 
made. 

For soft cheeses, the curds are then collected from the cheesecloth, 
and non-iodized salt and/or herbs are mixed in, if desired. Fresh 
cheeses are stored covered in the refrigerator and usually remain 
good for 1-2 weeks. 
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For hard cheeses, the next step in the process of cheese 
making includes pressing the salted curds in a cheese press, 
like this one from The CheeseMaker.com, to drain any 
remaining whey and to produce a single, formed mass of 
cheese. Varying weights and times are used during pressing, 
depending upon the type of cheese being produced. 

After pressing, the lump of cheese is typically air-dried at 
room temperature for several days. Often, salt is added to the 
exterior during this time to aid in removing the remaining 
moisture. 

Some hard cheeses also receive special treatments with herbs or other flavoring agents to 
produce a unique taste. For example, drunken goat cheese (below left), is soaked in a 
wine "bath" that gives it a fruity taste and beautiful purple rind, and Ibores cheese (below 
right) is rubbed with paprika. 

When the cheese is sufficiently dry, it is coated with cheese wax to protect it, and aged 
for a time period ranging from several weeks to several months. The longer the cheese 
ages, the sharper the resulting taste. 

During the aging period of the process of cheese making, the temperature and humidity 
have to be closely monitored and maintained. Most cheeses are aged at between 50° and 
60° F, but the requirements vary somewhat with different varieties of cheese.

For ripened and molded cheeses, such as camembert, brie and blue, bacterial/mold 
solutions are sprayed on the exterior, mixed into the curds, or injected into the cheese 
during the aging process. The resulting action of the microorganisms on the cheese as it 
ages results in a distinctive appearance and taste. 

For example, brie and camembert (shown below) develop a fluid consistency with an 
earthy flavor and a firm outer rind as a result of an application of penicillium candidum to 
the exterior. 
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Blue cheese, on the other hand, develops distinctive blue streaks or spots throughout the 
cheese from the addition of penicillium cultures to the curds. 

These kinds of cheeses are considered to be more difficult to 
make than regular hard cheeses. However,  
TheCheeseMaker.com has a wonderful ebook with detailed  
photos that clarifies the process of cheese making for  
camembert, brie and blue cheeses so that even a novice can 
experience success with these gourmet cheeses. And, it  
comes in either digital or hardcopy format. 
If you're a fan of any of these delicious cheeses — and,  
especially if your previous attempts to make them failed — consider trying The 
CheeseMaker Guide to Making Camembert, Brie and Blue Cheese. Look under 
"Guides" from the home page.
For an even better deal, TheCheeseMaker.com also offers complete kits with all the 
supplies you'll need to make your cheeses — and, the ebook guide is included!

Whether cheese is made in small batches at home, larger batches in an artisanal shop, or 
in a modern commercial factory, the basic process is still the same. 

Science and technology have helped formalize parts of the process and tremendously 
aided the ability to produce consistent results in taste, appearance and texture. 

However, at its core, the process of cheese making remains an artistic endeavor that's best 
pursued by those who are experts in the the final stage — cheese eating!
Read more about the characteristics and varieties of Goat Cheese, or try Goat Cheese 
Making Recipes if you're ready to try your hand at making your own goat cheese!

View live web page.
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Cheese Cloth
Cheese cloth is a familiar item even to those who have never made cheese. Grocery and 
department stores sell this loose-weave, stringy cotton fabric in small plastic packages for 
both food and craft purposes. 

But--Don't buy it for making cheese!
The primary purpose of cheesecloth is to catch and drain the curds that form the cheese. 
Many cheese recipes produce very fine curds that will become entangled in the open 
weave of these off-the-shelf cheesecloths. 

And, believe me, if you're faced with the task of trying to pick your curds from the web of 
the cloth, you'll feel like just throwing the whole thing away!

These cloths are also so flimsy that they won't stand up to even one good cleaning without 
falling apart. If you plan on making even one batch of cheese, do yourself a favor and 
pass on the pre-packaged cheesecloth at your local grocery.

So, if you're not supposed to use cheesecloth for cheesecloth, what to do? 
There are actually several good options. 
Butter muslin is a finer weave than cheesecloth, and can be used in 
making all kinds of cheese. It is more expensive, but it is an excellent 
investment if you plan to make cheese on a regular basis. 

Unfortunately, you won't find butter muslin at your local store; you will 
need to order it from a cheesemaking supply company, so plan ahead! 

TheCheeseMaker.com has butter muslin and larger weave cheesecloth, 
and shipping to anywhere in the U.S.A. is free! Look under "Supplies" from the home 
page.

Another option is case cloth--something you probably have around the house and didn't 
know it. If you have a 100% cotton pillowcase or sheet, then you're all set to go with 
draining your cheese. 

Cut to the desired size, wash and sanitize with bleach water or by boiling. Cotton 
handkerchiefs also work great for draining smaller amounts of cheese. No need for 
ordering or making a trip to the store!

Nylon tricot is also an option that you can obtain locally. Your local department or fabric 
store should have a bolt of this material on hand. Have them cut you a yard or two, and 
you'll have all you need for making your cheese. 

Note: you can also obtain your case cloth this way if you don't want to sacrifice your 
bedding!
Professional cheesecloth has a looser weave than butter muslin and can also be 
purchased from cheesemaking supply companies. This cheesecloth is fine for draining 
larger curds and for lining the molds used in making hard cheeses. 
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Cleaning Cheese Cloth

As with other equipment and utensils used in cheesemaking, you will want your 
cheesecloth to be clean and sanitary. The most important thing to remember is to clean it 
immediately after use. 

It doesn't take long for the cheese particles in your cloth to sour, and when that happens, it 
really stinks! (Don't ask me how I know...)

Rinse your cloth in cold water, then wash with detergent. A small amount of bleach added 
to the water will help sanitize and keep it white. Boiling the cloth will also help remove 
any traces of cheese that may make your cheesecloth smell less than fresh.

When you're finished, hang in a clean area to dry. When dry, place in a drawer or cabinet 
to prevent dust from settling in it. For further protection, fold and place in a sealable 
plastic bag--just be sure the cloth is completely dry first.

Of course... if you've caught the cheesemaking bug, you probably won't need to store 
it at all, because you'll be ready to use it again formaking another delicious goat 
cheese!

View live web page. 
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Goat Cheese Making Recipes
This page contains a list of links for cheese making recipes that contain illustrated 
instructions for making each type of cheese. 

Cheese made from the milk of different dairy animals has subtle differences in taste and 
texture. Goat cheese is well-known for its distinctive flavor, thanks to the larger 
proportion of three classes of medium chain fatty acids present in the milk. 

The amazing tastes and textures of goat cheese have made it a universally beloved 
culinary delight, and learning the art of goat cheese making can only make you a bigger 
fan than before! 

To find out more about the general characteristics of goat cheeses, read the article, Goat 
Cheese.

For basic information about making goat cheese, read Goat Cheese Making.

If you need any supplies for your cheese making adventures, I strongly recommend 
our affiliate, The CheeseMaker.com. Service is excellent, and shipping is fast and 
included in the prices for the U.S.A.
If you don't see the particular cheese you want to make, check back soon — this website is  
updated daily!
Happy cheesemaking! 
How to Make Goat Cheese (Chevre) 
How to Make Cottage Cheese
How to Make Cream Cheese
How to Make Feta Cheese
Making Mozzarella Cheese
How to Make Ricotta Cheese
How to Make Quark Cheese
Homemade Queso Blanco
How to Make Yogurt Cheese (Labneh)

View live web page. 
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How to Make Goat Cheese (Chevre)
Instructions for how to make chevre goat cheese couldn't be simpler. Within 24 hours or 
less, you could be enjoying fresh goat cheese with crackers as a snack, or using your 
creation in one of many deliciousgoat cheese recipes. 

My first season of milking goats, I made this cheese several times a week, because it was 
a great, quick way to use the extra milk that we didn't have room to store. 

I rarely even had to store the chevre, as we devoured it almost as soon as it was ready! 
Though I later progressed to making some of the more difficult cheeses with the milk, 
chevre can't be topped for taste and ease of preparation.

In addition to goat milk, you'll first need to locate a packet of direct set chevre culture. 
These are small envelopes that contain both the bacterial cultures and a tiny amount of 
rennet. Most packages come pre-measured for use with 1 gallon of goat milk. They are 
inexpensive, ranging from $1 to $2 per packet. 

If you've never made goat cheese before, you may be interested in 
purchasing a complete basic fresh goat cheese making kit or 
deluxe chevre kit from TheCheeseMaker.com. 

The kits provide everything you need to make multiple batches of 
fresh goat cheese — and shipping is FREE! With a kit, you don't 
have to worry about forgetting something! From the home page, look 

under "More Cheese Making Kits and Products." 

The ingredients are:

• 1 gallon pasteurized goat milk
• 1 packet direct set chevre culture

The use of pasteurized milk is recommended, since this is a soft cheese, and the 
conditions for making it encourage the growth of bacteria. If you're using your own goat 
milk, or that from a local farm, and need more information on pasteurizing milk, you can 
find it in the article,Home Milk Pasteurization. 

Heat the milk (or cool it in an ice-water bath, if you just pasteurized it) to 86° F. Add the 
chevre culture, and stir well. 

Note: A slotted milk skimmer works well for mixing cultures and rennet into milk for 
cheesemaking. If you plan on making cheeses regularly, you should consider investing in 
one.
Cover the pot and let set at room temperature (at least 72° F) for about 12 hours.

Ladle the curds gently into a cheesecloth-lined colander. 

Tie the corners of the cheesecloth together, and hang over a sink or bowl to drain for 6 to 
12 hours, again at room temperature. You can hang the cheese by tying the corners of the 
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cheesecloth around a spoon or stick that sits atop a bowl. I have also left mine in the 
colander, with a covering, to drain, and it worked fine.

Remove the chevre whenever it reaches the consistency desired. A shorter draining time 
will produce a moister, spreadable cheese, while a longer draining time will produce more 
of a crumbly, paste-like texture. 

If desired, add a little kosher, or other non-iodized salt, and herbs. 

You can find some seasoning ideas for chevre spread in Goat Cheese Appetizer Recipes. 

Experiment with your own blend of herbs, and create a signature chevre that your 
friends and family will adore! 

View live web page.
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How to Make Cottage Cheese
Learning how to make cottage cheese is a simple but rewarding skill. Because this recipe 
does not use rennet for quicker coagulation, however, you will need to plan to make it one 
day in advance of when you'd like to use it.

All you will need for making cottage cheese is a quart of milk and 1/4 cup of 
buttermilk. (See how to make your own fresh buttermilk in How to Make Buttermilk.)

Warm the milk slowly to 95°. Add the buttermilk and mix well. Cover and leave at room 
temperature for 12-18 hours. The milk will clabber into a gel-like consistency.

Using a long knife, slice the clabbered milk into cubes at 1/2" intervals and let rest for 15 
minutes. 

Next, using a double-boiler setup (or simply a larger pot with water in it, with a canning 
ring in the bottom to hold your cheese pot up), heat very slowly to a temperature of 115° 
F, stirring often. This will take a while, so be patient!

The clabbered milk will begin to separate into curds. The curds should be slightly firm 
when done. You can cook a few minutes longer if needed. 

Remove from heat and drain the curds by pouring or scooping gently into a cheese cloth-
lined colander placed in the sink or over a bowl. 
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When the cheese has finished dripping, place in a bowl and salt, if desired. A small 
amount of milk or cream can also be added for a richer cottage cheese. 

Read Cottage Cheese for more information and serving ideas.

View live web page.
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How to Make Cream Cheese
This article explains how to make cream cheese from goat milk 
cream. Making cream cheese is very similar to making quark 
cheese. 

The principle difference is that homemade cream cheese uses a very 
small amount of rennet to produce a stiffer consistency than that of 
quark.

The rennet I used here is the mycosin double strength rennet from TheCheesemaker.com. 
TheCheesemaker.com offers a range of cheesemaking supplies, and shipping is FREE 
within the U.S.
The recipe below is a full-fat version for making cream cheese that uses only the cream of 
the milk. If you prefer a lighter version, you can substitute part of the cream with milk. 

I don't personally recommend using less than half cream, though, to get the best flavor 
and texture for homemade cream cheese.

The small amount of rennet used to make cream cheese is what gives it the additional 
firmness over other soft cheeses such as quark or cottage cheese. Be sure to always add 
liquid rennet to a few tablespoons of water first — never directly to the milk.

Ingredients

• 1 quart goat milk cream
• 2 Tbsp. cultured buttermilk
• 1 drop double strength liquid rennet dissolved in 2 Tbsp. water

In a stainless steel pan, warm the cream to about 70° F, stirring to ensure even heating. 
Add the buttermilk, and mix thoroughly. Stir in the rennet and water mixture, and again 
mix thoroughly. 

Cover the pot and allow to sit for 24 hours at room temperature. Sprinkle about 1/2 tsp. 
salt over the mixture, and then whisk lightly to mix. 

Pour the cream into a cheese-cloth-lined colander placed over a bowl to catch the whey. 
Let drain for about 12 hours. 
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At that time, you can collect the cream cheese from the cheesecloth and place into a bowl 
for storage in the refrigerator. Mix in herbs or seasonings, if desired.

Alternatively, if you'd like a drier, molded cheese, you can place the cream cheese into a 
cheese mold (or a small plastic container with holes drilled in the bottom) to further drain 
and increase the body of the cheese.

View live web page. 
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How to Make Feta Cheese
This article will show you how to make feta cheese from fresh milk. Traditionally, feta is 
made from either sheep milk, goat milk, or a combination of the two. 

Both sheep and goat milk have higher proportions of the "goat" fatty acids known as 
capric, caprylic and caproic acid, than does cow's milk. These fatty acids give feta cheese 
its distinctive sharp taste and smell.

As you'll see, the process for making feta cheese begins much like that for making quark 
or making cottage cheese. 

The difference is in the addition of rennet to produce a firmer curd, along with a short 
drying and aging process. 

Get all the supplies you need to make over 100 pounds of fresh feta 
cheese in the Deluxe Feta Cheese Making Kit from The 
CheeseMaker.com. 
Look under "More Cheese Making Kits and Products" from the home 
page. Shipping is FREE to anywhere in the U.S.A. 

To make feta cheese, you'll need:

• 1 qt. goat milk
• 3 Tbsp. fresh buttermilk
• 1/8 tsp. liquid rennet
• coarse, non-iodized salt

Begin by warming the milk in a saucepan to 86° F. Add the 
buttermilk and stir well. A slotted spoon or skimmer works best for 
stirring when making cheese.

Cover the pan, and let the mixture rest for about an hour. 

Add the liquid rennet to a small amount (about 2 Tbsp.) of water, 
then add to the buttermilk mixture. Stir gently, but thoroughly, for a minute or two. 
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Cover again, and let the mixture sit, undisturbed for an hour. At the end of this time, the 
rennet will have caused the milk to congeal into a gelatin-like texture, such that when you 
tilt the pan slightly, the milk remains in place.

Using a knife that will reach to the bottom of the pan, slice the curds into 1/2" cubes, 
cutting lines first one way, then again at a 90° angle to the first set.

Let the curds rest for 5-10 minutes. You should notice the almost-clear, liquid whey 
seeping out from the cuts. 

Check the temperature of the curds. If necessary, heat slowly to bring to 86° F. Stir gently 
for about 15 minutes, keeping the temperature steady.

Pour the curds into a cheesecloth-lined colander. 

When most of the liquid has passed through, gather the corners of the cheesecloth, and 
hang (a heavy rubber band works well for this) over a bowl to drain at room temperature 
for about 6 hours. 

Remove the curds from the cheesecloth, and place in a bowl or other container. Slice into 
1" slices, and sprinkle both sides of the slices with coarse salt. Cover, and leave at room 
temperature for about 24 hours. 

Drain any additional whey that has separated, cover, and refrigerate. The feta will be best 
if allowed to age for 5-7 days. At that time, you can cut it into cubes or crumble it, and 
add herbs or spices if you like. 

If the feta is too salty for your taste, try soaking it for a short time in fresh milk before 
using.

A great way to preserve feta cheese, or to give it as a gift, is to use it to make marinated 
cheese, which is also the main ingredient in this Greek salad recipe. 
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Check out our affiliate, TheCheeseMaker.com, for all your 
cheesemaking supplies! They have quality products, and 
shipping is FAST and FREE to anywhere in the U.S.A.

View live web page. 
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Making Mozzarella Cheese
Making mozzarella cheese is a slightly different process than 
for other semi-firm cheeses. The good news is that, unlike 
most other cheeses, you don't have to wait overnight for 
bacteria to culture the milk, so you can actually enjoy your 
mozzarella cheese the same day you make it.

The bad news is that the process involves a step of heat-
treating and stretching the curds that can be a little tedious. 

Traditional mozzarella using a thermophilic culture and hot-water bath heat treatment is 
normally not recommended as one of the first cheeses to make, and I can attest to that 
recommendation. 

My first attempt at learning how to make mozzarella this way was such a complete failure 
that it was eight years before I was willing to try it again! 

The second time I used a different method (sometimes called "quick mozzarella" or 
"American mozzarella") that uses citric acid to precipitate the curds and a microwave for 
heat-treating the curds, and it worked very well.

I hope that these instructions will help you succeed at making mozzarella your very 
first time, even if you are a novice cheesemaker!
Ingredients (makes about 8 ounces of cheese):

• 1/2 gallon goat milk
• 5/8 tsp. powdered citric acid
• 1/8 tsp. liquid rennet
• two separate measurements of 1/8 cup water each

Note: I have found citric acid in the canning section of the local grocery/supermarket, as 
well as at a local pharmacy. The pharmacy price was much higher than the grocery store 
price. 

You can get all the supplies needed for making 30 batches of  
mozzarella cheese in one convenient Mozzarella and Ricotta Cheese 
Making Kit from TheCheeseMaker.com. Look under "More Cheese 
Making Kits and Products" from the home page. And, remember — 
shipping is free in the U.S.A. 
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Pour the milk into a stainless steel pan. Dissolve the citric acid in one of the 1/8 cups of 
water. Add the solution to the milk and stir well. Warm the milk to 88° F, then remove 
from heat. 

Mix the rennet with the other 1/8 cup of water. Pour the rennet mixture into the milk 
while stirring. Continue to stir gently for about 30 seconds to be sure the rennet has been 
thoroughly mixed with the milk. 

Let the milk set for 15 minutes to an hour undisturbed for the curds to coagulate. 
Check the milk every 15 minutes for a clean break, which means that when your finger 
pushes into the curds, clear whey immediately fills the depression, and no curds stick to 
your finger.

When the curds are ready, slice them into 1-inch cubes with a long knife and let rest for 
about 10 minutes. This will allow whey to begin to seep out from the curds. 

Now, slowly warm the curds to 108° F, stirring gently every few minutes. I do this on my 
smallest burner on the lowest setting.

Keep the curds at this temperature for about 35 minutes. Stir gently every few 
minutes to ensure even heating. Monitor the temperature, and turn the burner on or off as 
needed to maintain 108° F.

You will notice that the curds will shrink and become firmer during this time, as more 
whey is released. Drain the curds through a sieve or colander. 
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Cheesecloth can be used, but isn't really necessary, as the curds are firmer than those for 
soft cheeses. Let them drain for 15-30 minutes. (You can save the whey for making ricotta 
if you'd like.) 

The final step in making mozzarella cheese is to heat treat and stretch the curds into 
the traditional mozzarella consistency.
Mix in about 1/2 to 1 tsp. of non-iodized salt with the curds. Place the salted curds into a 
microwave-safe bowl and microwave on high for about 45-60 seconds. 

Using a large spoon or your hands, knead the curds much as you would bread dough by 
pushing, stretching and folding the curds. They should begin to start sticking together and 
take on a glossier finish. 

If the curds cool before they begin to stick together, re-heat them for about 15 seconds, 
and continue kneading.

Finish by rolling the curds into a ball, wrap in plastic wrap or place in a covered bowl and 
refrigerate. 

When the cheese has been thoroughly chilled, it should be glossy and have a rubbery 
texture. It's ready to eat or use in your favorite recipe. 

Check out our affiliate, TheCheeseMaker.com, for all your cheesemaking supplies! They 
have quality products, and shipping is FAST and FREE to anywhere in the U.S.A.

View live web page.  
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How to Make Ricotta Cheese
Learning to make ricotta is a skill you'll appreciate for a long time 
to come. Tasty and versatile, ricotta is a traditional, fresh Italian 
cheese with a mild flavor and fine, delicate curds. 

The word ricotta means "cooked again," a reference to the fact that 
traditional ricotta is made from cooking whey that was produced 
from making a previous cheese.

Less traditional, but more practical, are recipes that produce a similar cheese from milk, 
without the need for whey.

This article will give you three different recipes for making ricotta cheese. They produce 
similar results. Try them all and see which you prefer. 

Get all the ingredients and supplies you need to make fresh ricotta 
cheese at home with the Mozzarella and Ricotta Cheese Making Kit 
from TheCheeseMaker.com. Recipe booklet included. 
Go to "More Cheese Making Kits and Products" from the home 
page.
 
Note: For all recipes:
Remember when making ricotta to handle the curds gently, and use a quality cheese cloth. 
Also, when draining, do not apply pressure to the curds--let them drain naturally.

You can control the moistness of the cheese by the length of draining time. A shorter time 
will produce a moist cheese that will stick together, while more time can be added for a 
dryer cheese. You can also stir in a small amount of milk or cream to create a rich, 
smooth texture.

When the curds reach the consistency desired, place in a bowl and add salt (about 1/4 tsp. 
per cup of curds is a good start, but adjust to your own taste). Store in the refrigerator.

You can also freeze ricotta with good results.

OK, choose your recipe, and have fun! 

Traditional Old-Fashioned Ricotta

To make ricotta in the traditional way, you will first need to save the whey from making 
another type of cheese that was not produced with an acid, such as vinegar or lemon juice. 

Let the whey sit at room temperature for 12-24 hours to continue the fermentation started 
by the bacterial cheese culture. This will acidify the whey, promoting the separation of the 
protein to form the cheese.

Slowly heat the whey to 195-200° Fahrenheit while stirring. Do not allow to boil.
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Very tiny white particles should start to appear at the top of the whey. Remove from heat 
and pour into a cheese cloth-lined colander. Gather the ends of the cheesecloth and hang 
to continue draining. Drain for an hour or longer, depending on the consistency desired.

Variation
Because the yield from ricotta made in the traditional fashion is very low, milk is 
sometimes added to produce more curd. Simply add 1 quart of milk per gallon of whey, 
and proceed in the same manner. 

Milk and Vinegar

This is a very simple recipe, requiring only milk and vinegar.

Note: Lemon juice can be used as a substitute for vinegar.
Heat the milk to 185° Fahrenheit. Add in about 1 tablespoon of vinegar for each quart of 
milk as you stir. The milk should begin to curdle and stick to the whisk or spoon. If not, 
add in a few more drops of vinegar until it does. 

Pour into a cheese cloth-lined colander placed over a bowl or in the sink to drain. Drain 
for several minutes up to several hours. 

Place the curds into a container and store in the refrigerator. 

Milk and Buttermilk

In this recipe, buttermilk is used to acidify the milk for precipitating the curd. (See how 
easy it is to make your own fresh buttermilk in How to Make Buttermilk.)

Add 1 quart of buttermilk for every gallon of whole milk. Heat slowly, stirring, until the 
mixture reaches 185° Fahrenheit. Stop stirring when you begin to see small, white curds 
forming at the top.
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Remove from heat, and pour gently into a cheese cloth-lined colander placed in the sink 
or over a bowl. Drain until the desired consistency is reached. 

Remember, if you need cheesecloth or any other cheesemaking 
supplies, visit our affiliate, TheCheeseMaker.com. Service is 
excellent, and shipping is fast and FREE to anywhere in the U.S.A.

View live web page. 
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How to Make Quark Cheese 
I only recently learned how to make quark cheese — and, how I wish I had known about 
it sooner! This mild, velvety-smooth fresh cheese is great for baking, and, while it's nearly 
impossible to find in groceries in the United States, it's very easy to make. 

Just plan ahead, as it will take up to 48 hours before it's ready for your recipes, although 
the actual time you'll need to spend with it is under 10 minutes. 

To make quark cheese, heat 1 quart of goat milk to 88 °F, and add 1 Tbsp. buttermilk 
with active cultures. If your buttermilk is not quite fresh, you may want to add an extra 
tablespoon, as the culture activity declines over time.

Cover the pot, and leave it at room temperature for 24 hours. At the end of that time, the 
mixture should have a consistency very similar to yogurt. 

Pour the mixture into a cheese cloth-lined colander. Either leave the cheese in the 
colander and cover, or tie the cheese cloth corners together over a wooden spoon or stick 
and hang over a pot. 

Leave the cheese to drain for 12-24 hours in the refrigerator. Remove from the cheese 
cloth, place in a dish, and enjoy! 

I normally get about 8 oz. of cheese from 1 quart of milk — just enough to make a batch 
of Orange-Vanilla German Cheesecake Tarts!

Don't throw away that pint of liquid whey that you'll catch in the bowl! It has excellent  
nutritional value. 
Drink it plain, bake with it, or make whey toner for your face. If nothing else, you can 
feed it to your pet as a nutritional supplement! 

Remember, if you're just starting, or need to upgrade your 
equipment, TheCheeseMaker.com has excellent supplies and 
service, and shipping is fast and included in the price for anywhere 
in the U.S.A.

View live web page. 
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Homemade Queso Blanco
Queso blanco, literally "white cheese," is a fresh cheese that is slightly firm and chewy 
and does not melt with heat.

This property, along with the fact that it has a very mild flavor and absorbs seasonings 
well, makes it a terrific choice for adding to cooked dishes.

In fact, you can almost consider this traditional Latin American cheese as the dairy 
alternative to tofu (soy milk cheese). Queso blanco cubes work well in stir-fries and 
soups, and can be added to scrambled eggs, or browned with seasonings in a pan and 
served atop salads.

Now that you know how to use it, let's get started with how to make it. To begin, you'll 
need: 

• 1/2 gallon goat milk
• 4 oz. buttermilk (as fresh as possible)
• 1/4 tsp. liquid rennet
• 2 Tbsp. cold water
• 1 tsp. non-iodized kosher salt

Warm the milk to 92°F, then stir in the buttermilk. A wire whisk or slotted spoon works 
best. In a small bowl, mix the rennet with the water. Add the rennet mixture to the milk 
while stirring constantly. Continue stirring for at least a minute to be sure the rennet has 
been thoroughly mixed with the milk. The milk will quickly begin to form small curds. 

Cover, and leave the milk to set for about 30 minutes, keeping the temperature fairly 
constant at 92°F. There are several methods for doing this. One is to have a larger pan 
filled with water at the correct temperature. Set the container of milk in the larger pan, 
making sure the water won't overflow into your milk. The water acts as an insulator, 
keeping the temperature of the milk steady.

Another method is to simply keep the pan on a small burner, and check the temperature 
every few minutes. If the temperature falls by a degree or two, turn the burner on for a 
few seconds until it returns to the correct temperature. You do not really want to stir the 
milk, as this would interfere with the formation of the curds. 

After 30 minutes, cut the curds into 1" cubes. Soon, the curds will 
fall to the bottom. Pour through a strainer to drain the whey. 
Cheesecloth usually isn't necessary, as the curds will be large and 
fairly firm. After draining, add the salt to the curds, and mix well.
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At this point, we need to press the curds to form them into a single block that can be 
sliced into the traditional cube shape. If you have a commercial cheese press, you can use 
it with a light weight setting for around 3-4 hours. 

However, you can also press your queso blanco successfully with a homemade cheese 
press set-up. 
The four key components you will need are: a pan to catch the 
whey, a colander or wire rack to hold the cheese out of the collected 
whey, a cheesecloth-lined container with holes for drainage, and a 
weight to press the cheese. The curds should be placed in the 
cheesecloth with the edges wrapped over the top, and the weight 
placed over them. 

To the left is my example of a crude, but effective, homemade 
cheese press that includes a baking pan to collect the whey, a 
cheesecloth-lined cheese mold on top of a wire rack, and two bricks 
in a plastic bowl to act as a weight. You should easily be able to 
come up with a similar set-up using items available in your home.

After the cheese has been pressed for 3-4 hours, remove it and cut 
into cubes if desired. Store in an airtight container or in plastic wrap in the refrigerator 
until ready to use, or for a maximum time of about a week. 

For the best results, when cooking with your queso blanco, remember to use in well-
seasoned dishes, and allow plenty of time for the flavors to be absorbed. 

Adding a cup or two of queso blanco to soups, stir-fries and pasta dishes at the end 
of the cook time is a great way to increase the protein value of your meal!
If you're interested in learning to make other types of goat cheese, check out Goat Cheese 
Making Recipes. 

We use and recommend cheesemaking supplies and kits from 
TheCheeseMaker.com.
With TheCheesemaker.com, you'll find

• great prices on cheesemaking supplies and kits
• excellent service, and
• fast and free shipping to anywhere in the U.S.!

View live web page.
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How to Make Yogurt Cheese
Yogurt cheese, also known as labneh, is probably the simplest of all cheeses to make. To 
begin, you'll need a quart of yogurt. You can use plain or flavored yogurt, and either 
bought or homemade. 

If you buy yogurt for making labneh, however, make sure it does not contain gelatin, as 
the gelatin will prevent the whey from draining.

To make your own fresh yogurt for making labneh, see "How to Make Yogurt."

Begin by shaking or stirring the yogurt until it is thoroughly mixed and smooth. Mix in 
1/2 to 1 teaspoon or salt, more or less to taste. (I've also made it without salt, and was 
pleased with the resulting taste.)

Next, place a strainer over a pot or bowl, and line with cheesecloth. Pour the yogurt into 
the cheesecloth.

Cover, and let the yogurt drain for 24 hours in the refrigerator. 

Remove the cloth from the strainer and scrape the cheese to form a mound in the center of 
the cloth. Then, using the cloth for handling, form it into a ball or log and place onto a 
plate. 

It doesn't get any easier than that!

My family loves this tangy cheese served plain with crackers, but for other serving 
ideas, see "Labneh Yogurt Cheese."

View live web page.
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Goat Cheese
As a child, I wasn't even aware that goat cheese existed; however, 
the regular varieties of cheddar and monterey jack cheese definitely 
topped my favorite foods list. 

I was often found snacking on a slice (ok, maybe a chunk) of 
cheddar cheese, along with apple slices--still one of my favorite 
combination snacks today. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/foltzwerk/ / CC BY-ND 2.0

In fact, I ate cheese so often, my father often cautioned that I was going to "turn into a 
piece of cheese!" 

That didn't happen, of course, but cheese continues to be one of my favorite foods, both 
for cooking and for snacks. I've sampled many other varieties since my first childhood 
encounters with cheddar and monterey jack, and have to say, "I've never met a cheese I 
didn't like!" 

Goat cheeses, however, take the "best of show" awards in my book for overall taste, 
texture and nutrition. There's a cheese for every palate, ranging from smooth and mild, to 
firm and tart.

In this article, we'll look at the factors that give goat cheese its distinguishing 
characteristics.

Goat cheese in the broadest sense of the term is simply any kind of cheese that is made 
with goat milk, as opposed to milk from other animals, such as sheep or cows. However, 
many people synonymously associate the label with one of its most popular forms--the 
soft, spreadable tangy cheese also known as chevre (the French word for goat). 

We'll use the term, however, to apply to any common cheese made with goat milk. 
Though the same varieties of cheese can be made with goat milk as with cow's or sheep's 
milk, the distinctive properties of goat milk lend a unique appearance, flavor and texture 
to goat cheeses that are lacking in the others.

The biggest factor for influencing the properties of goatcheese compared to other cheese 
is related to the fat composition of goat milk. The fat globules in goat milk are 
significantly smaller than those in cow's milk. 

The smaller size, along with the lack of a protein known as agglutinin, which causes the 
fat in cow's milk to clump together, means that the fat in goat milk stays dispersed. Goat 
milk is thus naturally homogenized, resulting in a creamier texture in both the milk and 
cheeses.

Second, the percentage composition of three medium chain fatty acids--caproic, caprylic 
and capric acid--are three times higher in goat milk than in cow's milk. In fact, they were 
actually named after the goat (caprine) because of their abundance in goat milk!
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These three fatty acids play a very important role in the taste and smell of goat milk. For 
example, when goat milk has been improperly handled, perhaps by not being kept cold 
enough, it takes on a characteristic "goaty" smell, due to these three fatty acids.

However, it is also these three fatty acids that are responsible for the wonderful tangy 
taste of certain goat cheeses. This distinctive taste is impossible to duplicate in cheeses 
made from other kinds of milk, because they lack the quantity of these fatty acids.

By the way, these properties of goat milk fat are not only important in making cheese;  
they are also an important factor in the health benefits of goat milk. You can read more 
about that in Goat Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications. 

Finally, cheeses produced from goat milk are a pure white in color, 
unless a coloring agent has been added. Goat milk is whiter than 
other milk because it lacks carotene, a pre-cursor of vitamin A. 

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/quinnanya/ / CC BY-SA 2.0

The lack of carotene is due to the goat's ability to more efficiently utilize the carotene by 
converting it to vitamin A, compared to the cow. The cow's lesser ability to convert the 
carotene results in its appearance in the milk, giving the milk an off-white to cream color. 

Goat Cheeses

Photo credit: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/manray3/ / CC BY-SA 2.0

Now that you know why cheese made from goat milk is different, follow the links below 
to find out more about the properties and uses of particular kinds of cheese that can be 
readily made with goat milk. 
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You can also go to Goat Cheese Making for more information on getting started making 
your own cheese.

Note: If the cheese you're interested in isn't listed below, check back soon — this web site 
is updated daily!

Chevre Cheese
Cottage Cheese
Drunken Goat Cheese
Yogurt Cheese (Labneh)
Quark Cheese
Ricotta 

If you decide to make your own goat cheese, I highly 
recommend the cheesemaking supplies and equipment from 
our affiliate The CheeseMaker.com. Service is excellent, and 
shipping is fast and included in the prices for anywhere in the 
U.S.A. 

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that includes ALL the 
recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt on this site!

View live web page. 
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Chevre Goat Cheese
Fresh chevre goat cheese is often the only form of goat cheese that people are familiar 
with. In fact, without any other qualifiers, the term "goat cheese" is commonly used 
synonymously to denote chevre. 

Without a doubt, chevre is the hallmark of the world of goat cheese, and with good cause.

Named after the French word for goat, this soft, fresh cheese has a distinctive taste that 
epitomizes the unique flavors that the goat fatty acids impart to cultured goat milk 
products. 

Easily located in most grocery store deli departments, chevre typically comes in 6-8 oz. 
size rolls or logs. You'll sometimes see it labeled as "French style," or "French type" goat 
cheese. 

It has a texture similar to cream cheese, though slightly drier, and is lighter and fluffier — 
more like the whipped cream cheese sold in tubs. In fact, you can usually substitute 
chevre in recipes that call for cream cheese or ricotta. 

The degree of tartness varies greatly by brand. I have tasted some that are so tart that they 
were almost unpalatable, while others are so mild, there is almost no tang at all. 

So, if you tried commercial chevre before, and didn't like it, don't give up! Search for 
another brand, or check out the article on How to Make Goat Cheese (Chevre). Chevre 
cheese is one of the simplest and least time-consuming of the goat cheeses to make. You 
almost can't go wrong! 

Mixing in fresh herbs with chevre for a cracker or vegetable spread is an easy, excellent 
way to serve this soft cheese. However, there are many other terrific uses for it, as well. 

For some delicious ideas for using chevre, check out Goat Cheese Recipes.
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Cottage Cheese
Cottage cheese is a fresh, soft cheese with distinctive curds and a mild flavor. It is a 
popular commercial product, and is usually available in regular, low-fat and fat-free 
versions. 

It is also sold in both small-curd and large-curd varieties. The difference in curd size is 
typically due to the use (or lack) of rennet. Rennet prevents the curds from breaking apart, 
producing a larger-curd cheese. Without the addition of rennet, smaller, softer curds are 
formed. Goat milk also naturally produces smaller, more delicate curds than cow's 
milk.
The whey is drained from the cheese without pressing, so some liquid naturally remains 
with the curds, giving it its characteristic moistness. When pressed, it becomes queso 
blanco, a cheese popular in Latin cultures.

The name is believed to have originated with its humble beginnings in farmers' cottages, 
where leftover milk was easily converted into this soft cheese for longer keeping.

Widely acclaimed for its nutritional value, this nutrient-dense food is high in protein and 
low in fat and carbohydrates, making it particularly popular with athletes and dieters.

The smooth, creamy texture combines well with a variety of foods, particularly fresh 
fruits, such as pineapple, oranges, strawberries and cherries. It tastes best when served 
very cold.

Some of our family's favorite ways to enjoy it include:

• mixed with equal parts of flavored yogurt
• mixed with a small amount of caramel topping
• plain, as a dip for chocolate cookies (instead of milk!)

See how simple it is to make your own cottage cheese at home with just a few ingredients.
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Drunken Goat Cheese
Drunken goat cheese, known as queso de cabra al vino in Spanish, is a semi-firm cheese 
from the Murcia region of Spain. 

Before you ever taste it, this cheese's 
appearance will impress. The rind is a striking 
purplish red, which creates an impressive 
contrast to the creamy white interior. 

The color of the rind comes from its 3-day 
soaking in Doble Pasta wine — hence the 
name. A further aging for 75 days after its bath 
allows the cheese and wine flavors to 
intermingle, producing an incredible taste 
combination.

The cheese itself is semi-firm, and incredibly 
rich and smooth, due to its high fat content 
(those wet-looking spots on the cutting board 
are from the fat in the cheese). It has a mild 
taste with just a hint of sharpness, and the edible rind imparts a delicious fruity flavor, 
making a delightful taste sensation.

This cheese is reputed to be difficult to locate; however, I was pleasantly surprised to find 
a prominent, attractive display at a local grocery called Rouses. If you can't find a local 
grocer or deli that carries it, there are quite a few options for ordering on the internet.

This is really one goat cheese that you don't want to miss. If you're a goat cheese lover, 
this goat cheese with wine is worth the extra effort it might take to locate. My first 
experience with it certainly won't be my last!
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Labneh Yogurt Cheese
Labneh, or yogurt cheese, is a soft cheese made from 
draining the whey from yogurt. You won't find this 
cheese in the grocery cooler, but it's easily made at home. 
SeeHow to Make Yogurt Cheese for details. 

Believed to have originated in Lebanon, yogurt cheese 
has a very smooth consistency much like cream cheese, 
but with the distinctive tangy taste of yogurt. It can be 
made from flavored yogurt, as well as plain.

Besides being delicious, yogurt cheese is high in calcium and great for those who are 
lactose intolerant, as the yogurt-making process converts the lactose in the milk into lactic 
acid. 

Yogurt cheese is extremely versatile and can be used to add a nice zip of flavor to 
virtually any recipe in which cream cheese is used. (I rarely get to use it in recipes, 
because my family devours it as soon as it's discovered in the fridge!)

Once you make it, you probably won't have any problems coming up with your own 
original serving ideas that suit your tastes, but here are a few to get you started:

• Traditional--Serve covered in olive oil with crushed mint and black olives. Eat on 
toasted pita.

• As a spread--Mix with diced pimientos and/or black olives and spread in celery 
sticks, or use as a filling for finger sandwiches.

• Cookie companion--The tartness of plain labneh complements sweets well--
spread a thin layer on sugar cookies or gingersnaps.

• Crackers and cheese--Mix with fresh herbs and serve on crackers.
• Breakfast toast--Spread on toast and top with a thin layer of jam.
• As a dip--Combine with taco seasoning or ranch dressing mix to create a dip for 

vegetables or chips.

Homemade yogurt cheese is sure to make a hit with your family or at your next 
social gathering, so why not get started today? 
Check out How to Make Yogurt Cheese, and get ready for those compliments!
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Quark Cheese
Quark cheese, also known commonly as curd cheese, is scarcely found in the United 
States, yet is a staple in European countries, and particularly Germany, where it's fame 
lies as the primary ingredient in German cheesecake.

Quark is another of the soft, fresh cheeses made without rennet, and although traditionally 
made with cow's milk, goat milk quark is every bit as appealing and useful.

Quark has a texture similar to that of a thick sour cream, and is most often used in baking. 
Its smooth texture and mild, tangy taste add lightness and moisture to baked goods. 

It can also serve as a substitute for ricotta in dishes such as lasagna, and as a base for dips 
and toppings.

Don't worry if you can't locate any at your local grocery — it's very simple to make quark 
at home from buttermilk.

Quark is an excellent soft cheese with many uses. If you've never tried it before, I believe 
you'll be just as impressed as I was. 

You can look up new recipes that specifically call for quark, like these Orange-Vanilla 
German Cheesecake Tarts, or use your imagination for substituting it in recipes that 
otherwise use sour cream, cream cheese or even yogurt cheese.
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Ricotta Cheese
Ricotta cheese is a soft, slightly sweet, mild fresh cheese. The 
Italian name means "re-cooked," a reference to the fact that it 
is traditionally made from whey produced from making other 
cheeses, such as mozzarella, provolone or feta.

The original cheesemaking process removes the majority of 
the casein protein from the milk (the cheese) leaving behind 
the liquid whey portion.

When left at room temperature, the original innoculating bacteria continue to act upon the 
remaining lactose in the whey, converting it to lactic acid, and further lowering the pH of 
the liquid. 

The lower pH reduces the solubility of the small amount of remaining protein in the 
whey. Heating the whey then causes the protein to precipitate out as a very fine-grained 
curd. 

Since ricotta is basically the "leftovers" from cheesemaking, it takes a significant amount 
of whey to produce a small amount of ricotta. 

Because of this, some recipes call for the addition of whole milk to the whey in order to 
increase the yield. You can read several recipes for making ricotta inHow to Make 
Ricotta. 

Ricotta is similar in appearance to cottage cheese, but has a much smaller, grainier curd 
and slightly sweeter taste. 

It may be best known in the United States as an ingredient 
in lasagna and ravioli, but it also serves as the basis for 
many desserts. Cheesecake and cannoli are two favorites. 

Ricotta can also be served in a manner similar to a 
pudding by adding sweeteners and flavorings and stirring 
until smooth.
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What Is Kefir?
So...exactly what is kefir? I have to admit, if anyone had asked me that a short while 
back, I would have thrown up my hands and shaken my head in puzzlement. Throughout 
my years of experimenting with goat milk, I had never heard of this strange-sounding 
product until recently. 

(Although native English speakers tend to want to pronounce the word from sight as "kee-
fer," it seems the correct pronunciation is actually "ke-fear," with a short "e" sound in the 
first syllable, and a long "e" sound in the second.)

Kefir is a cultured milk product, along the lines of buttermilk and yogurt. What sets kefir 
apart from these other products, however, is the culturing agent.

Kefir is made from kefir grains, which are unusual, cauliflower-
looking structures that contain a multitude of micro-organisms, 
including both bacteria and yeast. These organisms work together 
to ferment the milk. 

What Is Kefir: Uses

The resulting product is a silky smooth drink that is slightly 
thicker than milk, and thinner than yogurt. Depending on the 
fermenting time and method, it has either a slightly tangy taste, 
like yogurt, or a more sour taste. The activity of the yeast 
actually results in a slightly alcoholic content, from about .5% 
up to 2%. 

    My first goat milk kefir!

Kefir is used in much the same way as regular milk — drink it plain, pour it on cereal, or 
use it to make fruit drinks and smoothies — even ice cream! Kefir can also be used to 
make kefir cheese that's very similar to quark or labneh yogurt cheese. 

What Is Kefir: Health Benefits

The health benefits of kefir are mind-boggling. In fact, by comparison, kefir makes plain 
milk sound like junk food! The name itself, of Turkish origin, means "good feeling," an 
indication of the overall healthy state that the drink imparts to regular users. 
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Medical studies with positive results using kefir have been conducted for conditions that 
include diabetes, high cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, cancer and many more.

As a probiotic, kefir is the only food that provides the extensive variety of beneficial 
organisms, and, particularly beneficial yeast, that can actually re-colonize the microflora 
of the intestinal tract. 

What Is Kefir: Origins

Anecdotal evidence of kefir's positive health effects is nearly as old as the first grains of 
kefir themselves, dating back thousands of years to its origins in the mountainous 
Caucasus region. There, kefir was traditionally made in animal skin bags, which would be 
hung on the door to encourage jostling to keep the kefir mixed. 

Birthplace of kefir — the beautiful Caucasus mountains. 
Kefir grains were highly valued in the ancient tribal culture, and served as a symbol of 
wealth. However, modern studies have shown that the grains are more correctly a symbol 
of health, as the Caucasus region is widely haled for the longevity of its people — 
centenarians are common for the area — and illness and disease have never been a 
widespread problem. 

The daily consumption of kefir and other cultured milk products is credited significantly 
for the culture's health and long life span.

What Is Kefir: Culturing Liquids

Although kefir is traditionally made with goat, cow's or sheep's milk, it is by no means 
limited to these dairy products. Kefir can be made in any liquid which contains sugar 
upon which the kefir organisms can feed. 

Common varieties include sugar water kefir, along with coconut, soy and nut milk 
kefir. Dried fruits, herbs or fruit juices are sometimes added to the brew to increase flavor 
and nutritional properties.
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What Is Kefir: The Future

I personally see kefir poised to be the "new" yogurt. When I was a child, yogurt was a 
little-known fringe food used almost exclusively by health fanatics and counter-culture 
activists. 

Now, however, yogurt is as mainstream culture as it gets (notice that little pun — 
"culture"...?). Containers are packed in kids' lunchboxes daily, television commercials 
tout yogurt's health benefits, and snacks like frozen yogurt and yogurt-covered raisins are 
widely enjoyed.

Although commercial varieties of kefir are available in containers at health food/whole 
food stores, and some groceries, kefir is still something of a well-kept secret. 

Kefir's health benefits make those of yogurt pale by comparison, and I'm sure it's only a 
matter of time before an ever-increasing health-conscious society embraces kefir with a 
passion.

I haven't yet checked into whether the commercial preparations have all the healthy 
properties of traditionally prepared kefir, but it's easy enough to make kefir yourself at 
home. 

What Is Kefir: How Can I Try It?

Ready-to-drink kefir is widely available in groceries in the dairy case. 
Selection may be limited in some, while others carry several types of 
milk and non-milk kefir in various flavors. 

I bought this Redwood Hill Farm Blueberry Pomegranate goat milk kefir 
at a Whole Foods Store, and it was incredible. 

You know something is good when you have to fight the kids for it! 

Powdered kefir starter cultures sold in packets are an 
easy way to try out kefir for yourself, if you can't find a carton at your local 
grocery. These preparations do not contain all of the beneficial organisms 
that exist in kefir grains, and are generally not re-culturable, but they are 
simple to prepare and will give you an idea of what to expect from kefir. 

Commercial preparations and powdered starter cultures do not contain the full spectrum 
of organisms contained in "real" kefir grains. These grains are easy to order, and you can 
use them over and over. The grains multiply rapidly, and supposedly last for generations 
when properly cared for! 

They are also very inexpensive — under $10(USD) — and you can have kefir for the rest 
of your life with that one investment. I don't think there's anything better you could do for 
your health for that small amount of money! 
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Kefir grains can be purchased fresh or freeze-dried. 
TheCheesemaker.com offers a packet of freeze-dried kefir 
grains that can be recultured. 
The packet supplies enough original grains to produce over 9 
gallons of kefir. You can find it on the website under "Cheese 
Cultures and Additives."

If you live in a place that has only ultra heat treated (UHT) goat 
milk available, making kefir with it can be a way to re-gain some 
nutritional value from it. 

The high heat used during this pasteurization process destroys many of the nutrients, and 
renders the proteins unfit for making cheese. 

However, you can still culture kefir with it, and reap the benefits of the probiotics and 
nutrients that kefir provides. In my opinion, this is probably the best way to use UHT 
milk, as it has minimal nutritional value, otherwise.

The article, How to Make Kefir, explains kefir making using commercial starter cultures, 
freeze-dried grains and live kefir grains — as well as instructions for making kefir cheese.

What Is Kefir: My Experience

The evidence for kefir has convinced me that this is one food that's worth adding to 
our daily diets. 
At first, I was hesitant of how it might taste, but the kefir that I've cultured for 24 hours 
tastes very much like yogurt, only as a liquid, rather than with a pudding consistency. 

I've made several batches of goat milk kefir so far, and we really enjoy it mixed with 
orange or lemon juice and a little sweetener as a breakfast drink. 

What Is Kefir: Update

My kefir grains are continuing to grow nicely, and we all look 
forward to our "kefir milkshake" every day. 

I can now culture about 3 quarts of milk a day, which is probably 
about as much as we will need. This amount of kefir makes a very 
nice bowl of kefir cheese, which I'm currently testing for various 
uses.

Continued research into the health benefits of kefir has revealed alleged anti-
inflammatory properties, which I plan to explore further through personal experimentation 
(as I collect enough kefir grains to use). 

You haven't heard the last on kefir — there will be more kefir articles very soon, so 
check this page again, or sign up for the blog or newsletter to catch the latest!
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Kefir Grains: An Introduction
Kefir grains are the traditional substance used to make the fermented milk product, kefir. 
At first sight, they appear a little like something out of a science fiction movie, or maybe 
like something used in a high school science experiment. 

It's slightly unsettling to know that you'll be putting this odd-looking structure into milk 
for a day or so, and then drinking the resulting beverage! Once you've tasted the result, 
though, it doesn't seem so odd, anymore.

The "grains" are a gelatin-like, white or cream-colored substance. To the touch, they are 
firm and rubbery, with a slightly slimy coating. As they multiply — which they do very 
rapidly — they form an irregularly shaped mass that very closely resembles cauliflower.

The pictures below show my grains (1) immediately after receiving them, and (2) three 
weeks later. You can see how the loose, granular structure has grown and changed into a 
more formed, gelatinous mass. 

As the grains increase, the amount of milk they can ferment also increases. For example, 
the grains on the left above produced 2 cups of kefir, while the grains on the right 
produced 3 quarts!

Since this growth can get out of hand quickly ("The Kefir Grains that Ate Manhattan..."), 
most people divide the grains every 2-3 weeks and either give away or sell the excess. 
Some people also simply eat the extra grains for added health benefits.

Kefir grains have a complex structure and properties that simply can't be duplicated 
by powdered kefir cultures. Nor can kefir grains be produced from scratch: using 
"mother" grains is the only way to obtain kefir. 

Mother grains are composed of many tiny "child" grains, each of which can be detached 
and grown into a new mother grain. All grains in existence today are believed to have 
descended from mother grains originating in the Caucasus region thousands of years ago. 

The grains contain over a dozen beneficial types of bacteria, and nearly as many 
species of yeast; the exact composition varies somewhat among different mother grains. 
The yeast and bacteria have a symbiotic relationship, in which each contains properties 
that benefit the other. 

During fermentation, these microorganisms produce lactic acid and antibiotic 
substances that inhibit the growth of harmful bacteria in the milk, and also later in the 
intestinal tract of the person who drinks the kefir.

In addition to these beneficial substances, however, the organisms also produce a unique 
polysaccharide known as kefiran. Kefiran acts as the agent that holds the amino acids, 
protein, fats and organisms together in a coherent structure. 
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Kefiran has also been shown to have properties with significant health implications, 
including the abilities to reduce cancerous tumors, and lower blood pressure and serum 
cholesterol levels. 

You can read more about the benefits of kefir in the article, Health Benefits of Kefir.

If you're interested in the microscopic and scientific details of kefir grains, you may 
want to read Growth-Cycle of Milk Kefir Grains at Dom's In-Site, an extraordinary site 
that has a wealth of information on kefir.

Finding grains to begin your kefir odyssey to health is fairly simple, and very 
inexpensive. And, if you take care of them, this should be a once-in-a lifetime purchase 
— for you, your children, your grandchildren, etc.!

The grains are identified by the type of liquid in which they have been cultured. 
Popular liquids include cow's milk, goat milk, soy milk, coconut milk and water. It's best 
to purchase grains that are advertised as being cultured in the same type of medium you 
plan to use. 

Many kefir growers use organic and/or raw milk, so you should be able to find grains 
for just about any kind of kefir that suits your lifesyle or dietary needs.

One particular issue that I've experienced personally, is that some grains cultured in cow's 
milk tend to produce a somewhat watery kefir when placed in goat milk. It still tastes fine 
— it's just thinner. For better results, locate grains that indicate they have been kept in 
goat milk.

A good place to start searching for your own grains is the international kefir grains list. 
People on this list often give away, or only charge shipping costs, for a set of starter 
grains. 

An alternative to fresh grains is freeze-dried grains. These are sold in 
packets like other direct-set starters, and can be re-cultured — meaning 
that the kefir produced from the grains can be used to produce more 
kefir. 

TheCheeseMaker.com offers freeze-dried kefir grains in a packet sized 
to produce just over 9 gallons of kefir. You can find it under "Cheese 
Cultures and Additives" from the home page. 

Another easy way to obtain the grains (and almost anything else!) is through Ebay. I 
purchased my original grains through Ebay, and was very satisfied with both the quality 
of service and the grains themselves, which arrived by mail in about four days. 

Below are some of the current, real-time auction listings for milk kefir grains and related 
items. If you see an item you like, just click on the link to read more about it, and to place 
a bid, or "Buy it Now." 

Got your kefir grains? Good! Now it's time to learn how to make kefir, and start 
enjoying this amazingly healthy drink every day! 
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Health Benefits of Kefir
The health benefits of kefir as a food are anything but trivial. 

Food and nutrition, as well as medical, research abounds with scientific studies that have 
shown the effectiveness of kefir for various health and medical conditions. 

While Eastern medical traditions have long promoted the "food as medicine" premise, 
Western societies are only now starting to embrace this philosophy. 

Westerners, with easy, affordable access to taste-pleasing foods that are high in fat, sugar 
and refined carbohydrates, have been on an "eat now, pay later" merry-go-round that 
encourages unhealthy diets, followed by disease and expensive drug- or sugery-based 
medical treatment. 

Thankfully, though, this trend is slowly, but surely changing, and kefir deserves nothing 
less than superstar status in this emerging emphasis on culturing health through diet.

Kefir as a Probiotic
First, we'll examine the benefits of kefir due to its standing as a probiotic. Probiotics are 
foods that contain beneficial microorganisms, primarily bacteria, that promote the health 
of the host animal. 

The most popular probiotic currently, due to massive marketing campaigns, as well as 
taste appeal, is probably yogurt. However, other cultured products like buttermilk and 
cheeses also count as probiotics.

What's the significance of probiotics to health? Well, it all begins in the digestive system. 

The digestive system plays a vital role in the health of every cell in the 
body. Nourishment and hydration, as well as toxins and disease-causing 
agents, can all enter our bodies through ingestion. 

A healthy digestive system can efficiently extract and distribute nutrients 
from food, eliminate toxins and also prevent pathogens from multiplying 
and causing systemic illness. 

An important part in this system is a plentiful supply of "good" bacteria in the intestinal 
tract. According to an article in Yoga Journal, the gut is the seat of the body's immune 
system. 
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An extensive colonization of beneficial bacteria here is credited with a multitude of 
benefits, including protection from infection, and prevention of gastrointestinal problems, 
such as constipation and bowel inflammation, as well as other conditions like asthma and 
allergies. 

A low count of good bacteria, on the other hand, can open the door to a variety of health 
issues, including overactive immune system responses and a variety of digestive 
problems. 

A deficiency in good bacteria can occur for several reasons. Diet plays a factor, in that 
"bad" bacteria feed readily on refined carbohydrates, in which the typical Western diet is 
high, while "good" bacteria need soluble fiber to thrive. 

Antibiotics, of course, are commonly known to kill the good 
intestinal bacteria, along with the disease-causing bacteria. 

However, low levels of antibiotics in meat and drinking water can 
be enough to damage the colonization efforts of good bacteria and 
keep them from thriving.

Without good bacteria to act as a defense, bad bacteria increase and begin to take their 
toll on health. 

The addition of probiotics, either in supplement form, or in food products, can help 
restore the proper balance of good bacteria.

The article, Probiotics Could Help Stress-Induced Gut Problems, reports a study that 
indicates probiotics are effective in managing intestinal dysfunction that is induced 
by stress. The study reported that probiotics reduced the adherence of harmful bacteria to 
the gut wall, and also reduced migration of bacteria into the lymph system.

Regarding the health benefits of kefir, specifically, an article in Midwifery Today states:

Of all available sources of probiotics, kefir may be one of the most useful.

Kefir is cultured at room temperature, rather than with heat, like yogurt. This lower 
temperature allows more kinds of bacteria to survive, as heat is detrimental to 
microorganisms (that is why our bodies use fever to combat infections).

Kefir contains over a dozen different kinds of microbes — a greater variety than any 
other probiotic food. These include yeasts, lactobacilli, lactococci, and even vinegar 
bacteria. Each of the microbes contributes differently to the health of the host. 

Kefir as a probiotic has been used effectively to treat and prevent urogenital infections in 
pregnant women, and Lactobacillus in kefir has been shown to actually kill disease-
causing bacteria in the large intestine.
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Furthermore, kefir has been shown to contain microorganisms that can colonize the 
intestines, providing ongoing benefits, unlike those of other probiotics, which only 
provide a one-time benefit, and must be replenished. 

More Health Benefits of Kefir
It seems, however, that the benefits of kefir extend beyond just the function of 
colonizing good bacteria to keep the bad bacteria in check.

In contrast to yogurt, kefir does not contain merely a handful of bacteria that ferment the 
milk or other culturing liquid. Kefir grains are complex colonies of many strains of 
bacteria and yeast.

Kefir: A Symbiotic Yeasts-Bacteria Community with Alleged Healthy Capabilities reports 
that up to 23 species of yeast can be found in kefir. The symbiotic relationship of the 
yeast and bacteria plays a very important role in generating the unique properties that 
result in the benefits of kefir. 

The community of kefir organisms produces lactic acid, antibiotics and bactericide during 
the course of fermentation of the milk or other liquid.

The microorganisms in kefir grains are held together by a gelatinous substance known as 
kefiran. Kefiran is produced during the metabolism of milk lactose by a strain of the 
bacteria present. The presence of the yeast in kefir grains has been shown to increase both 
the rate of kefiran production and cell growth.

Kefiran is suggested as the primary causative agent in a study that showed kefir 
demonstrated the ability to inhibit tumor growth. The report, Antitumor Activity of Milk  
Kefir and Soy Milk Kefir in Tumor-Bearing Mice, concludes:

These results suggest that milk and soy milk kefirs may be considered among 
the more-promising food components in terms of cancer prevention and 
enhancement of mucosal resistance to gastrointestinal infections.
Note: Emphasis added.

On a less serious note, lactose intolerance is a condition that affects a large percentage of 
the adult population. Kefir has been shown to improve lactose digestion and tolerance 
in affected people.

Another study conducted on mice showed that milk and soymilk kefir supplementation 
reduced blood levels of components known as IgE and IgG1, which are associated with 
allergic responses. This indicates that another of the benefits of kefir is in the role of 
preventing or minimizing food allergies. 
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But, Wait...There's More!
Ever heard that announcement on an infomercial? Everything 
sounds good, up to that point, but not good enough to make you 
leave that couch and grab your phone and credit card. 
But, then, the announcer uses that famous catch phrase and 
doubles or triples the products you will get for the same price. 
Suddenly, it's worth the effort to get off that couch and make 
the call!

So, if you're not sold yet, here are a few more benefits of 
kefir that might convince you.

• Kefir has shown substantial antimutagenic and antioxidant properties. 
• Kefir is believed to suppress UV damage in cells. 
• Kefir demonstrated beneficial effects on cells that have been damaged by 

radiation. 
• Kefir "significantly decreased" serum total cholesterol and phospholipid levels in a 

study on rats. 
• Kefir has been shown to stimulate the immune system. 
• Kefir is nutrient-rich, containing protein, vitamins and minerals. 
• Kefir generally receives the credit for the renowned length of life spans of the 

people in its originating region of the Caucasus. 

There's no question that kefir is an enormously beneficial food. 

It's not speculation or subjective opinion — scientific studies have shown the direct 
correlation between kefir and a multitude of health benefits.
And, if you take the nutrition of goat milk and add in the benefits of kefir...you can't go 
wrong!

Still not convinced? Why not try a 30-day kefir challenge? Pick up a carton in your local 
dairy case, or order some starter culture or kefir grains and make your own kefir for the 
best benefits. Drink a glass daily for a month, and then decide if kefir is worth adding to 
your diet permanently. 

Of course, you may like the taste so much, you'll forget you were drinking it for the health 
benefits! 
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How to Make Kefir
The basics of how to make kefir are very simple, and you'll soon be looking forward to 
your daily health drink.

There are two ways to make kefir: using a commercial starter culture, or using traditional 
live kefir grains. 

Both methods are easy and produce kefir beverages that are similar in taste. The use of a 
commercial culture has the benefit of making a single batch when you want it, without 
the need to make kefir on a continual basis, as is needed to keep and propagate live kefir 
grains. Commercial kefir cultures are also an easy way to introduce yourself to kefir to 
see if you like it.

However, it's extremely doubtful that commercial preparations contain all of the health 
benefits of kefir that live kefir grains provide — though you'll certainly still benefit from 
the probiotic aspect of the kefir. 

Another consideration is that kefir grains are a one-time investment (usually under $10) 
that will provide years (even generations!) of daily kefir for little cost, versus packets of 
kefir cultures that must be purchased for each batch.

You can find recommended sources for live grains in the article, Kefir Grains. 

How to Make Kefir from Commercial Cultures
Most commercial packets of kefir culture are portioned to culture 1 to 1 1/2 quarts of 
milk. Bring the milk to room temperature and stir in the culture (a whisk works best). 
Cover and allow to set at room temperature for approximately 24 hours. The kefir will be 
just slightly thicker than regular milk. Pour into a jar and refrigerate. 

How to Make Kefir from Freeze-Dried Grains
Freeze-dried kefir grains, unlike powdered commercial starters, are re-culturable, so you 
get a greater return from your investment. This option has the benefits of powdered 
cultures, in that you can simply store the grains in the freezer, without having to worry 
about "feeding" them constantly, while, at the same time, providing the full spectrum of 
probiotics available with live grains.

Freeze-dried kefir grains can be purchased from TheCheesemaker.com under the 
"Cheese Cultures and Additives" category. 
The directions are:

Heat milk to 180F (82c) & hold for 30 minutes. Cool milk to 72-74F (22-23c) & add 1/2 
tsp. per 1-2 quarts of milk. Stir well and hold at 72-74F for 12-16 hours. Refrigerate. 

How to Make Kefir from Live Grains
When you purchase kefir grains, you'll normally receive only a small amount — 1-2 
tablespoons. This is because the grains multiply, and you'll soon have more than you will 
ever be able to use! The bad news is that you'll have to be patient for a few days until the 
level of production goes up to have as much kefir as you'll be wanting each day.
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Add the 1-2 tablespoons of grains to about 2 cups of goat milk in a glass container, and 
cover loosely to allow fermentation gases to escape. You can use a cheesecloth held on 
with a rubber band, or a lid that is allowed to sit loosely on top. 

Let set for 24 hours at room temperature. Gently shake the container occasionally to keep 
the contents mixed.

Your fresh kefir is now ready to be strained (with a plastic or 
stainless steel strainer) into a container and used or refrigerated. Place 
the grains that were caught in the strainer into another glass container 
with 2 cups of milk to make tomorrow's batch of kefir. Continue this 
process daily. 

If you prefer, you can continue to let the kefir set at room temperature for another day or 
two to produce ripened kefir, which will have a more sour taste to it, but will also 
contain substantially greater quantities of B vitamins.

As the kefir ripens, the whey (clear, yellowish liquid) will begin to separate. Stir or shake 
to mix before straining, or the large clumps may tend to clog the strainer.

As the quantity of grains increases (after about a week), increase the amount of milk you 
use. Kefir making is as much an art as science, so experiment until you have the grain to 
milk ratio that produces the thickness of kefir that you prefer.

When you've reached your maximum desired daily quantity of kefir, begin to divide the 
grains to give away to friends and family (or course, you'll need to teach them how to 
make kefir, too!), or simply eat the extra for added health benefits.

You may also want to make kefir cheese. Simply take the freshly made kefir and drain 
through a cheesecloth placed in a colander and set over a bowl (to catch the whey) for 
about 24 hours. The resulting thick product can be used similarly to sour cream, though 
it's a bit more tangy.

In addition to using it in recipes, you can read here how kefir cheese also makes a great 
homemade facial. 
  

If you need to take a break from making kefir (when you go on vacation, for example), 
simply place the grains in 1-2 cups of milk and refrigerate. Refrigeration slows the growth 
and fermentation process. Resume your kefir-making when ready.
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How Do I Use It?
If you like plain yogurt or buttermilk, you may enjoy drinking kefir as it is. My favorite 
way to enjoy it is as a morning citrus drink, in place of orange juice. 

Just combine the following in a blender:

• 1 cup fresh kefir
• 1 whole orange, peeled and seeded, or juice from 1/2 a 

lemon
• 1 cup ice
• 1-2 Tbsp. sugar, or sweetener of your choice (more for lemon version)

You can increase the ice if you want more of a smoothie-like consistency instead of a 
drink.

You can also use it in place of yogurt to make a lassi. 

Use your imagination, or search for other ideas. 

The important thing is to find a use that you like, so that you can enjoy the benefits 
of daily homemade kefir consumption.

View live web page.
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Making Other Goat Milk Products
In the realm of goat milk products, cheese seems to steal the show. However, you'll soon 
see that the creamy goodness of goat milk is also excellent for making other traditional 
dairy staples. 

The links below will get you started. Once you've tasted pancakes or biscuits made with 
fresh goat buttermilk, or used fresh goat milk yogurt in your creamed potatoes or as a 
sweet lassi, you'll never want your refrigerator to be without them again! 

And, because these are fermented products (except for butter), they are normally well 
tolerated by individuals with lactose intolerance. Much of the lactose in milk is removed 
during the fermentation process, making these products much more easily digested. 

You can read more about this condition in "Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk."

Need another incentive? Do a price comparison on the commercial versions versus the 
homemade. And, when you see how easy they are to make, you won't have any excuses 
left! 

So, pick one of the dairy products below and try it today. These make great projects for 
kids to help with, too.

While you're at it, don't forget to check out the information on kefir, a product so 
important, it has its own navigation bar button!

• How to Make Butter 
• How to Make Yogurt 
• How to Make Buttermilk 
• How to Make Sour Cream 
• Making Whipped Cream 

If you're interested in making butter, sour cream, or other cream-based products, you'll 
probably want to invest in a cream separator, as goat milk cream is not easily separated 
from the milk, otherwise.

You can still make goat cheese, of course. But, now you know the other side of goat 
dairy products can be just as delicious! 

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that 
includes ALL the recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt 
on this site!

View live web page.
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How to Make Butter
Learning how to make butter was once the requirement of every small child. My 84-year-
old mother still talks about how the children took turns churning the butter every day 
when she was young. She didn't particularly care for the work, but she loved the fresh 
butter and buttermilk that resulted!

Making butter involves separating the solid portion (mainly fats) of cream from the liquid 
part. It does require a good deal of labor, but now we can let a hand mixer do most of the 
work, instead of arm and shoulder muscles!

Start by putting about two cups of full-fat cream in a mixing bowl. Mix on medium speed 
until the cream starts to turn fluffy. (This first stage of making butter actually results 
inwhipped cream.) 

At this point, turn the mixer on high, and continue to beat the cream until it has "deflated." 

Soon, you will begin to see liquid separating from small, solid pieces of fat. 

When the separation is complete (there is no more white cream — only liquid and fat 
clumps) pour the liquid through a strainer. 

Using a spoon, or clean hands, collect the clumps of fat and place into a bowl. Pour a 
small amount of ice water into the bowl to congeal the butter into a solid mass. 

Don't worry about the water mixing in with your butter — pure water and pure fat won't 
combine!

Now, using a wooden spoon or spatula, press and work the clump of butter against the 
sides of the bowl so that any remaining liquid (the "buttermilk") is removed. If necessary, 
drain the water and buttermilk, pour fresh ice water in the bowl, and repeat. 
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It is very important to remove all of the buttermilk from the butter if you plan to 
store it for longer than 2-3 days. The buttermilk will cause the butter to sour if it 
remains.
When all the buttermilk has been removed, the butter is ready to eat, or to store in the 
refrigerator. You can also freeze it for longer storage.

View live web page.
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How to Make Yogurt
Learning how to make yogurt is a skill that will supply you with a wonderful, healthy 
milk product at a price that is greatly reduced from commercial products. Homemade 
yogurt is also more versatile, lacking added thickening agents and sweeteners used in 
store-bought brands.

Homemade goat milk yogurt also provides you with all of the nutritional benefits of goat 
milk and the health benefits of yogurt. 

Yogurt is created from the addition of "starter," a small amount of previously cultured 
yogurt that has active bacterial cultures, to warmed milk. The bacteria ferment the lactose 
in the milk, producing lactic acid. (Yogurt bacteria are also beneficial for gastrointestinal 
health.)

Lactic acid, in turn, lowers the pH of the milk, which inhibits the growth of harmful 
bacteria. Lactic acid gives yogurt its tangy taste, and also causes the proteins in the milk 
to thicken into a pudding-like consistency. 

To make yogurt, you will need:

• 1 quart pasteurized goat milk
• 1/4 cup plain yogurt with active cultures
• sterile container with lid for incubating (quart canning jar is a good choice)
• (optional for firmer yogurt) 1 Tbs. powdered milk

You can sterilize the recommended quart canning jar by boiling in water for ten minutes. 
Leave the jar in the covered pot of hot water until ready to use.

Alternatively, you can culture your yogurt directly in the pot in which you heat the milk, 
provided you have a large enough container for the pot during the incubation stage.

Also, keep in mind that temperatures over 130 degrees Fahrenheit will kill the yogurt  
bacteria and cause your yogurt to fail.
Warm the milk to 115 degrees Fahrenheit. It's best to warm slowly so as not to overshoot 
the temperature and have to cool it down again. If you are working with freshly 
pasteurized milk, set the container of milk in cool water and stir until the temperature 
comes down to 115 degrees.

If you are using the powdered milk to produce firmer yogurt, stir 
it in at this time. Add the plain yogurt to the milk and mix well. 
A whisk works best. 
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When thoroughly mixed, pour the milk into the sterile jar and close 
the lid tightly, or place a lid on your pot if you will be incubating 
the yogurt directly in the pot. 

Now, you will need an incubator to keep the mixture warm for 
several hours. I have used both of the following methods 
successfully:

• a large pot or roaster filled with warm water and placed in an 
oven Note: The oven acts as an insulator--do not turn it on.

• an ice chest filled with warm water

The warm water you use should be around 115 degrees Fahrenheit. If your tap water is 
not hot enough, an easy solution is to use a combination of the hot water in which you 
sterilized your jar, with enough cold water added to cool it to the proper temperature.

Place the jar into the hot water and either cover and place into the oven, or close the ice 
chest lid, and leave undisturbed for 3-8 hours. 

When finished, the yogurt should have a thick, gel-like consistency. However, it will not 
be semi-firm like store-bought yogurt that has added thickening agents. 

You can save the last bit of yogurt from this jar as starter to make your next quart, etc., 
and have a never-ending supply of this delicious healthy dairy product.

If the yogurt has not gelled within 8 hours, something has gone wrong. If you were 
careful to follow the procedures and carefully monitor the temperature, then the starter 
was probably bad.

Purchase a new container, looking for the freshest possible, and leave sealed until you are 
ready to make your yogurt. It is also likely that amounts of culture differ from brand to 
brand, so you may want to try a different brand at this time. 
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Another easy way to make yogurt is with a packet of direct-set 
yogurt culture. This packet from TheCheeseMaker.com makes over 
2 liters of yogurt which can then be re-cultured to produce even more. 

From the home page, click on "Cheese Cultures and Additives." 

When your yogurt is ready, place in the refrigerator, and start 
looking up some great Yogurt Recipes for enjoying your delicious 
homemade goat yogurt!

View live web page.
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How to Make Buttermilk
Learning how to make buttermilk is one of the easiest wa-make-buttermilkys to create a 
cultured product from your fresh goat milk. 

As with other cultured milk products, buttermilk contains significantly less lactose than 
regular milk, due to the conversion of lactose to lactic acid during the fermentation 
process. Many people who are lactose intolerant enjoy drinking fresh buttermilk as a 
replacement for milk in their diets.

The lactic acid in buttermilk gives it a tangy taste, and also provides for a long shelf life 
(often several weeks), as bacteria can not generally grow in an acidic environment. 

Buttermilk is also thicker than regular milk, though still fluid, due to the "clabbering" of 
the milk proteins as a result of the lower pH.

Buttermilk is made from pasteurized milk and a starter of fresh cultured buttermilk. 

Buy the buttermilk with the longest time to the expiration date, as the starter bacteria die 
out over time, making the buttermilk "weaker" as a culturing agent.

To make a quart of buttermilk:

• Warm 3 cups of milk to 72 degrees Fahrenheit. 
• Add 1 cup of cultured buttermilk, and stir well. 
• Pour mixture into a clean quart canning jar, and tighten the lid. You can sterilize  

the jar first by boiling in water for 10 minutes. 

• Shake the jar to mix thoroughly. 
• Leave at room temperature for 12-24 hours. 

Alternatively, you can cover the pot in which you warmed the milk, and let culture in the 
pot.

When the buttermilk is ready, it will be thick enough to leave a coating on the sides of a 
glass. If your buttermilk does not thicken within 24 hours, the starter was likely bad. Start 
over, making sure to use the freshest buttermilk available. 

   

Store your fresh buttermilk in the refrigerator for up to 3 or 4 weeks.
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Tip: Each time you make a quart of buttermilk, save the last cup from it to make your next  
quart, and you'll have a never-ending supply for making pancakes, biscuits, waffles and 
dressings. 

Using Your Buttermilk

You can replace milk with buttermilk in baked goods for lighter, fluffier breads and 
cakes. 

Note: Always shake or stir buttermilk well before using, as the heavier portions tend to 
settle to the bottom over time.
Favorite Buttermilk Pancake Recipe
I've made pancakes with this recipe using fresh goat buttermilk for many years. They taste 
great, and freeze well, too.

Mix together the following in a large bowl:

• 2 1/2 cups plain flour 
• 3 tsp. baking powder 
• 1 tsp. salt 
• 1 tsp. baking soda 
• 2 tsp. sugar 

Then, add:

• 2 eggs 
• 2 1/2 cups buttermilk 
• 2 Tbs. vegetable oil 

Stir until smooth. If your buttermilk was very thick, you may need to add a little water to 
thin the batter, depending on whether you like thicker, heavier cakes, or thinner, lighter 
ones. 

Pour by 1/4 cupfuls onto hot griddle, and turn when the edges begin to bubble.

Dressing
Use with commercial dip mixes to make fresh salad dressing. Replace the sour cream, 
cream cheese or mayonnaise in the directions with buttermilk.

Now that you don't have to run to the store each time you need buttermilk for a 
recipe, you're sure to find a lot more creative uses for it than you ever dreamed 
before! 

View live web page.
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How to Make Sour Cream
Instructions for how to make sour cream couldn't get much simpler! If you've been 
wanting to experiment with homemade cultured milk products, this is a good one to try.

Only two ingredients, and 24 hours later you'll be enjoying delicious, homemade sour 
cream for your baked potato, soups and casseroles, or other dishes.

To make sour cream, you'll need:

• 1 cup cream
• 1 Tbsp. cultured buttermilk

Warm the cream to approximately 75° F. Add the buttermilk, and stir to mix thoroughly. 
Cover, and leave at room temperature for about 24 hours. Transfer to a storage container, 
refrigerate and serve. The sour cream will thicken as it cools. 

If you'd like a heavier texture, you can experiment by using a higher ratio of buttermilk to 
cream.

I've also made sour cream using 2 Tbsp. of freshly made kefir with 1 cup of cream. 
Leave at room temperature for 24 hours, then refrigerate. This makes a wonderfully thick 
and silky smooth product that is slightly sweeter than that made with buttermilk. 

If you prefer, you can also use a direct-set culture for making sour cream. This is a pre-
measured packet found at dairy supply companies that is mixed into the cream and left to 
culture. These generally produce a slightly tangier taste than using buttermilk culture.

By using whole milk instead of cream in any of the above methods, you can get the sour 
cream taste in a thinner version that is especially good for making cream-based soups.

Now, you see why making sour cream is high on the list of "easy-but-delicious things to 
do"!

View live web page.
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Making Whipped Cream
Making whipped cream from fresh goat milk cream is a great way to put an extra-special 
finish on your delicious homemade desserts — or, to make a purchased dessert taste like 
homemade!

Homemade whipped cream is one of those foods that has a definite taste advantage over 
its store-bought counterparts. And, when you make whipped cream at home, you can 
control the amount and type of sweetener used, if any. 

Nothing can dress up a plain dessert faster than a beautiful scoop of freshly made whipped 
cream!

Whipped cream really is just that — cream that has been agitated such that air is trapped 
in it, making it light and fluffy. 

There are two easy ways to make whipped cream: with an electric mixer, or with a 
jar.
For the jar method, place 1-2 cups of cream in a quart jar, and secure the lid tightly. If you 
use a different size jar, fill it only about half full or less. As the air in the jar is 
incorporated into the cream, it will expand, so you need to leave plenty of place to 
account for this. 

If there is any moisture on the outside of the jar, dry it completely. You don't want it 
to slip out of your hands while you're shaking it!
Shake the jar continuously for 5-15 minutes. You will notice that the sound of the 
agitating cream eventually changes from a liquid "sloshing," to a duller "thunking." 

Open the jar and check. If the cream has turned into a solid mass, you are finished. 

To use an electric mixer, place 1-2 cups of cream in a bowl. Mix on medium to high 
speed until the cream starts to thicken. When the cream makes stiff peaks that do not 
collapse, it is ready. 
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With either method, you should be careful to stop as soon as the cream is sufficiently 
formed. If you continue to agitate it, you will end up with butter, instead!

You can also add sugar or other sweetener to the whipped cream, but you'll want to do 
this carefully — too much stirring will release the trapped air and "deflate" your whipped 
cream.

View live web page.
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Goat Milk Recipes
When looking for goat milk recipes, the first thing to remember is that goat milk is, 
well...milk. 
 
So, if you're new to goat milk and wondering what to do with 
that gallon or so in your refrigerator, start by asking yourself, 
"What would I do if it were cow's milk?" 

Pour it on cereal, make puddings, sauces, cakes or hot 
chocolate, or drink it plain. Goat milk can be used in any way 
you would traditionally use cow's milk.
If that's the case, you may be thinking, "Then what's the big 
deal about having recipes dedicated to goat milk?".

Recipes that traditionally call for goat milk are those that have 
benefited from the several properties of goat milk that do differentiate it in taste and 
texture from cow's milk. Used cold, properly processed goat milk is practically 
indistinguishable in taste from cow's milk. 

When heated or otherwise processed (as for cheese), however, the three "goat" fatty acids 
lend an undeniable tang to food. Some people have an immediate liking for the flavor of 
goat milk products, while for others, it is an acquired taste.

Goats milk recipes are traditionally associated with desserts. This is because the more 
even distribution of the smaller fat molecules in goat milk gives a creamy smoothness to 
all foods made from it. This difference in texture is even evident from drinking the milk 
by itself. 

So, ice cream, fudges and other sweets that are known for that "melt-in-your-mouth" feel 
all benefit from the extra rich smoothness of goat milk.

However, all recipes can benefit from the nutritional benefits of goat milk!

Do you have a recipe using goat milk that you'd like to share? You can submit your goat 
milk recipe and view other visitor-submitted recipes. 
Recipes will appear on the web site, and may be chosen to appear in the monthly  
newsletter.

Choose Your Milk

Recipes that require cooking the milk, either on top of the stove, or by baking with other 
ingredients, are a good way to use that canned goat milk you made during milking 
season. 

Canned milk has a slightly cooked taste to it, which makes it less appealing for drinking 
and using with fresh food recipes. However, you'll never notice the difference when using 
it for cooked recipes.
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That way,you can save your fresh milk for drinking and making cheese or other delicious 
dairy products!

Powdered or evaporated goat milk can also be used in some recipes. If the recipe calls 
for goat milk, reconstitute the powdered or evaporated milk as directed on the can and use 
the amount given in the recipe. 

Recipes

Now, get ready to enjoy the mouth-watering taste of these excellent goat milk 
recipes! 
Summertime is here, and we're looking for great ways to help our visitors beat the heat!  
View our visitor-submitted homemade ice cream recipes using goat milk, or submit your 
own! It's quick and simple, and your recipe will have its own web page! 

Cajeta
A delicious dessert caramel with Mexican origins, this recipe is easy 
to make — and easy to make disappear! 

Goat Milk Fudge Recipes
Everybody loves fudge! Choose from 
chocolate pecan, peanut butter-maple or white 
fudge. 

Goat Milk Flan
This goat milk recipe uses three forms of goat milk to make a 
delightfully smooth flan with just the right touch of sweetness. 

Cream Pie Milkshake
Cold, sweet and delicious, this milkshake 
made with goat milk tastes like you're 
drinking a pie! 
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Citrus Mexican Candy Recipe
Mexican candy with a sweet citrus flavor and crunchy pecans will 
be a hit with everyone.

  

Do you have a great Goat Milk Recipe to share?
We love to hear great new ideas from our visitors! Share your favorite recipe, and have it 
featured on its own web page! A picture of your dish is optional, but it will really add 
value to your submission. Click on the blue question marks for help. Please share only 
recipes that you have actually made and enjoyed...and THANK YOU for taking the time 
to make our visitors' experience here even better!

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that includes ALL the 
recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt on this site!

Note: You may also be interested in Goat Cheese Recipes and Goat Milk Yogurt Recipes.
View live web page.
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Cajeta
Cajeta (pronounced cah-heh-tah) is a delicious, sweet Mexican caramel sauce made from 
goat milk. 

It can be used in practically any way you would normally use caramel, such as for topping 
ice cream, dipping apples, or topping cookies or cake. My family's favorite is to eat it with 
a spoon out of the bowl! 

All kidding aside — if you plan to use your freshly made cajeta for a special dessert, be 
sure to hide it from the family, or be prepared to stand guard in the kitchen to prevent it  
from disappearing prematurely!
The basic recipe is delicious as is, but you can also add flavorings for a special taste. 
Flavorings should be added after the mixture has cooked — otherwise, you'll cook most 
of the flavor out before it's finished! 

Here is a list of flavorings you may like to try:

• vanilla extract 
• maple flavoring 
• almond extract 
• rum or rum extract 
• coffee liquer 

Cajeta is made by reduction and caramelization of a milk and sugar mixture. 
You will need: 

• 1 quart goat milk 
• 1 cup sugar 
• 1/4 tsp. baking soda 
• 1 1/2 Tbsp. cornstarch (Optional, for thicker syrup. The 

recipe will also work without it.) 

Begin by stirring the baking soda and cornstarch into a small amount of the milk, being 
sure to completely dissolve any lumps. Pour the remainder of the milk into a pot, and add 
the sugar, stirring to dissolve. Finish by adding the baking soda mixture. 

Bring to a boil over medium to medium-high heat, stirring constantly. Adjust the heat 
setting as needed to maintain a steady boil, without allowing the mixture to boil over. 
Continue stirring. 
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The bad news is that the process is not a short one — you will need to dedicate 
approximately 45 minutes to an hour to stirring and monitoring the milk. 

The good news is that the heat releases that wonderfully unique goat milk smell that you 
can enjoy inhaling during the work! 

As the mixture thickens, it will begin to take on a caramel color. It's 
very important that you continue to stir constantly at this stage, or it 
may begin to stick to the bottom and burn.

You can continue cooking until it reaches the desired consistency — 
whether you want it thin enough to pour, like a caramel sauce, or 
thicker, like a candy. Remember, though, to 

compensate for the fact that the sauce will thicken as it cools.

When you're happy with the result, remove from heat and pour into 
a jar or bowl to cool. Use warm, or refrigerate for later. 

And, remember to padlock that refrigerator if you plan to use it  
later!
You can see from the picture that our original quart of milk 
produced about 1 cup of sauce, so you can adjust the ingredient 
amounts accordingly.

Just like with goat cheeses, cajeta has that very subtle, 
wonderful flavoring imparted by the "goaty" fatty acids that 
sets it apart from caramel made from cow's milk

Tips

1. Since the milk is cooked, canned goat milk works just fine for making cajeta. So, you 
may want to save your fresh goat milk for a recipe where the taste will be affected more.

2. Save time by making a large batch and canning the extra. Boil the canning jars, lids 
and rings for ten minutes. Leave in the hot water until the cajeta is ready. Remove the 
canning supplies with tongs, and pour the hot caramel into the jars. Wipe away any drips 
from the openings of the jars, and close with the lids and rings. Cover the jars with a 
heavy towel and leave undisturbed until the lids seal (you'll hear a loud "pop").

3. Need a gift for the person who has everything? Bet they don't have a jar of 
homemade goat milk caramel! Use decorative jars for canning in tip #2, and tie a ribbon 
and note around the top to make a gift they'll never forget.

View live web page.
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Fudge Recipes Using Goat Milk
Fudge recipes are probably the best-known candy recipes associated with goat milk. 
Fudge is universally beloved by those with a sweet tooth, and the many varieties assure 
that there's something for everyone — from chocolate lovers to peanut butter "nuts"!

Fudge is best known for its creamy, melt-in-your-mouth texture, and the unique fat 
composition of goat milk adds an extra, silky smoothness.

This page gives three recipes: chocolate pecan fudge, peanut butter-maple, and white 
fudge. 

If you have your own favorite fudge recipe, try substituting the same amount of goat milk 
for cow's milk. You should be able to substitute evaporated milk or whole goat milk for 
each other by using a ratio of approximately 3/4 cup evaporated milk for each cup of 
whole milk. You'll probably find that the result is a smoother candy, with just a touch of 
that lovely, unique goat milk flavor.

Tips
If this is your first time making fudge, here are a few tips to help.

1. Don't rush the cooking — if you remove the mixture from the heat too soon, your 
fudge will not harden. 

2. Monitor the heat carefully so that the mixture doesn't boil over. 
3. For a molded candy look, try using an ice tray instead of a pan. Spray the tray with 

cooking spray, spread in the fudge mixture, and let cool. Let sit for a minute in 
slightly warm water. Turn over a cookie sheet and gently twist, then shake your 
fudge "ice cubes" out. Slice between them with a sharp knife if the tray was 
completely filled. (See picture under Peanut Butter-Maple Fudge recipe.) 

Chocolate Pecan Fudge

Ingredients

• 1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa powder 
• 1 cup goat milk 
• 2 cups sugar 
• 3/4 cup chopped pecans 
• 1/4 cup butter 
• 1 tsp. vanilla extract 

Mix the cocoa powder, sugar and milk together in a pan. Heat on medium to medium-high 
heat, stirring to be sure the sugar is completely dissolved. Bring to a slow boil, and cook 
until the mixture reaches a soft ball stage, or 234° F. Stir frequently to prevent sticking.

Remove from heat and stir in the butter, pecans and vanilla extract. Beat by hand until the 
mixture becomes thick and glossy. Spread into a greased 8" x 8" pan. Cut into squares 
when cool, or slide the entire square out and break into pieces for a truly homemade 
appearance. 
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Peanut Butter-Maple Fudge

Ingredients

• 1 cup goat milk 
• 2 cups sugar 
• 2 Tbsp. butter 
• 2/3 cup peanut butter (any style) 
• 1 tsp. vanilla extract 
• 1 1/2 tsp. maple flavoring 

Combine the sugar and milk in a pan, and heat over medium-high heat, stirring to dissolve 
the sugar. Continue cooking at a slow boil, stirring often, until the mixture reaches the 
soft ball stage, or 234° F.

Remove from heat, and stir in the butter, peanut butter, vanilla and maple flavoring. Beat 
by hand until thick and smooth. Pour into a greased 8" x 8" pan, and cut when cool. 

White Fudge

This white fudge recipe was sent in by Jacque from San 
Bernardino. I tried one batch with candied cherries, and 
another with pecans, and they were both delicious. I'm 
sure you'll enjoy it! 

Ingredients

• 2 c. sugar 
• 1 c. goat milk 
• 1/2 tsp. salt 
• 1 tbsp. butter 
• 1 tsp. vanilla 
• 1/2 c. marshmallow creme 
• 1/2 c. chopped candied fruit (cherries, plums) or chopped nuts: optional 

Combine sugar, milk and salt in a 2 quart saucepan with buttered sides. Heat and stir over 
medium heat until sugar dissolves and mixture comes to a boil.

Cook to 238º F, stirring only when needed. Immediately remove from heat.

Add butter, and cool to 110º F without stirring. Add vanilla. Beat vigorously until mixture 
begins to hold its shape.

Add marshmallow creme, and beat until fudge becomes very thick and starts to lose its 
"shine." Quickly stir in fruit or nuts, and spread in buttered pan. 

Makes about a pound. I like to double the recipe plus add fruit and nuts. 

Thanks, Jacque, for a great recipe!
View live web page.
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Goat Milk Flan Recipe
The flan recipe given here is my own adaptation from several 
recipes that I've used. The combination of cajeta, evaporated goat 
milk and whole goat milk give this flan a really smooth texture and 
just the right touch of sweetness. 

You can use commercially prepared cajeta, or homemade cajeta.

Flan, also known as creme caramel, is a dessert that's recognized and enjoyed around the 
world. 

Feel free to experiment with different flavorings, such as almond, orange, maple or 
other. Just remember to keep it light — flan is a delicate dish, and you don't want the 
flavorings to overpower the basic taste of the custard.

Tips
If you're just learning how to make flan, here are a few tips to help your first flan turn out 
great.

• Caramelizing the sugar will seem to take forever, but then it will begin browning 
quickly. Keep a close watch on it, as overbrowning will result in a bitter taste. 

• Unmolding flan is a delicate procedure. Let it cool completely before trying to 
remove it. If you use a larger mold, such as I did in the pictures below, leave it in 
the refrigerator for a few hours first. And, if there is a large space from the top of 
the flan to the top of the mold, cut a base of cardstock or cardboard that will fit just 
inside the mold to help stabilize the flan as you ease it out. 

• What about that rock-hard caramelized sugar in the pan and on utensils? Don't 
sweat it — a soaking in water will completely dissolve it within a short time. 

Goat Milk Flan Recipe

Ingredients: 
Caramel

• 1 cup sugar 
• 1/3 cup water 

Flan
• 1/2 cup cajeta 
• 3/4 cup evaporated goat milk 
• 2 cups whole goat milk 
• 1/2 vanilla bean, or 1 tsp. vanilla extract 
• 5 large eggs 

Caramel topping: Combine sugar and water in a small saucepan. Bring to a boil while 
stirring, until sugar has completely dissolved. Continue to boil without stirring, 
occasionally swirling the syrup, until it reaches an amber color. Remove from heat and 
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pour into a pan mold or ramekins. Swirl the mold or ramekins so that the caramel partially 
coats the sides. 

Flan: Place oven rack in middle position, and preheat oven to 350° F. Add the cajeta, 
evaporated milk, whole milk and vanilla bean or extract to a medium saucepan. Bring to a 
simmer while stirring. 

Place the eggs into a large bowl and whisk until smooth. Add the milk mixture slowly, 
whisking it into the eggs as you pour. (Note: If you used a vanilla bean, strain the milk  
mixture through a sieve into a second bowl first to remove the beans and pod.) 

Gently pour or ladle the mixture into the mold or ramekins. Place these into a pan, 
without the sides touching, and add water to the pan until it reaches the level of the 
custard. 

Bake until the top is light brown. The time will vary according to the mold used. 
Ramekins may only take 30-40 minutes, while a larger mold may take an hour or slightly 
longer. The center of the custard will still be soft, but it will set as the custard cools. 

Cool at room temperature for 30 minutes to an hour. When using a larger mold, it's best to 
refrigerate for several hours to help the custard maintain its shape. Gently unmold the 
flan, garnish as desired and serve. 

Note: The recipe given makes two loaves like the one shown in the picture.
View live web page.
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Cream Pie Milkshake Recipe
This milkshake recipe uses whole goat milk — and no ice cream — for a delicious, 
healthy, ice-cold treat that tastes like an entire cream pie in a glass. 

If your kids ever told you they wouldn't drink goat milk...this recipe will have them eating 
their words! 

Mix the following in a blender until smooth: 

• 1/2 cup goat milk 
• 1 cup ice 
• 1 Tbsp. instant pudding powder, any flavor 
• 1 Tbsp. graham cracker crumbs 
• 1 Tbsp. whipped topping 

Pour into a glass and garnish with extra graham cracker crumbs and whipped topping, if 
desired. Recipe makes one glass. 

This will disappear fast, so make extra!

View live web page.  
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Citrus Mexican Candy Recipe
This Mexican candy recipe makes a delicious homemade treat. Children, especially, love 
the sweet taste of this caramel-based candy. 

It doesn't take long to make, so do something "sweet" for your family today!

  Ingredients:

• 2 cups sugar 
• 1 cup evaporated goat milk 
• 1/3 cup butter 
• 1 cup pecans 
• grated rind from two oranges (or other citrus fruit, such as tangerine, grapefruit, 

lemon or lime) 

Melt the sugar in a pan over medium heat. Select a pan that will allow plenty of room for 
mixing in all of the ingredients. 

Stir the sugar constantly. As it melts, it will go through several stages. There will first be 
some browned crystals, then larger chunks, and finally it will begin to turn into a thick 
liquid. Stir until any remaining chunks have melted. 

Have the milk ready in a small pan. While the sugar is melting, warm the milk just until 
it is steaming. 

When both the sugar and milk are ready, pour the milk into the 
sugar, stirring constantly. 

The mixture will foam quite a bit, so be sure you have a pan 
large enough to contain it. 

If it begins to get too high, remove the pan from the heat briefly, and 
stir the mixture down before returning to the heat. 

Cook the sugar and milk to the hard ball stage (around 250° F), stirring often. Remove 
from heat, and add butter and orange rind. Stir until the butter is melted. 
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Let sit for about five minutes to cool, then beat for several minutes until creamy. Stir in 
pecans, and pour into a greased pan. 

Let cool, then cut and enjoy! 

Variation: If you cook the mixture less, so that it remains fluid when cooled, it makes a 
terrific topping for ice cream!

View live web page.
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Homemade Ice Cream Recipes Using Goat Milk
Homemade ice cream recipes are the ultimate summertime treat! 

Goat milk makes ice cream even more special with its delicious rich taste and extra 
nutrition.

Every family has their favorite ice cream recipe, and here's your chance to show it off! 
We want to showcase your fabulous goat milk ice cream recipe to share with our visitors. 

Until the end of August, we'll be collecting and publishing your ice cream recipes. 

So get your goat milk, pull out those freezers, and give it your most creative shot! Be sure 
to take a pic so we can cool off just by looking at your delicious creation.

I look forward to trying all of the submissions, and hope you will, too!

In the meantime, check out our 

Blueberry-Pineapple Ice Cream Recipe 

as well as How to Make Ice Cream: Tips for Beginners.

Or, you may like to browse some other delicious Goat Milk Recipes, Yogurt Recipes, or 
Goat Cheese Recipes.

View live web page. 
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Ice Cream Recipe: Blueberry-Pineapple
  

This homemade ice cream recipe screams "summertime," with the 
fresh sweetness of blueberries and pineapple. 

The recipe below is for a 4-quart ice cream freezer, and produces a 
light "Philadelphia" style goat milk ice cream treat. If you like a 
richer ice cream, simply replace some of the liquid with heavy 
cream, or make it into a custard by cooking a few whisked egg 
yolks with the milk and sugar. 

Ingredients 

• 1 1/2 quarts (6 cups) goat milk 
• 2 cups half and half (or heavy whipping cream) 
• 1 3/4 cups sugar 
• 1/2 tsp. salt 
• 1 Tbsp. vanilla extract 
• 2 cups blueberries (fresh or frozen-thawed) 
• 2 cups pineapple (fresh or canned) 

Blend the blueberries and pineapple in a blender or food processor until mostly smooth. If 
using a blender, you may need to add a little of the goat milk for liquid to aid in blending. 

Pour 1 quart of the goat milk in a sauce pan and heat to scalding (there should be steam 
coming from the milk, but it should not boil). Remove from heat and add sugar and salt, 
stirring until completely dissolved.

Place mixture in refrigerator or freezer until chilled. When cold, add the remainder of the 
goat milk, the half and half, vanilla extract and fruit mixture. 

Pour into ice cream freezer canister and follow the instructions for your ice cream maker. 

If you're new to ice cream making, you may want to review How to Make Ice Cream: 
Tips for Beginners.

Extra tip: If you have ice cream left over that you must store in the freezer, store it in 
single-portion sizes, as homemade ice cream becomes brick-hard in the freezer, and will 
be impossible to scoop unless you first melt it. 

Idea: You can use your single-portion leftover ice cream to make a smoothie by throwing 
it in the blender with some extra goat milk.

View live web page.
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How to Make Ice Cream: Tips for Beginners
Learning how to make ice cream is certainly not rocket science, but if this is your first 
venture into the world of homemade ice cream, you will need a few basics to get you 
started. 

At one point in my life, I made homemade ice cream so often, I had the recipes 
memorized! (This gave me ample opportunities for doing everything wrong...)

Now that I'm all too painfully aware of the calorie count for food, I don't make it as often, 
but I still remember the valuable lessons from learning how to make ice cream many 
years ago — lessons learned the hard way. 

Hopefully, you can benefit from the tongue-in-cheek advice below before you start 
making ice cream! 

First, you'll need a freezer. There are quite a few varieties, from 
small countertop models that make only enough for 1-4 servings, 
to the larger, traditional models that make from two to six quarts. 
These larger models can be found in electric and hand-crank 
versions. 

Unless you have half a dozen eager beavers with bulging arm and 
shoulder muscles...I strongly recommend the electric models.

Next, you'll want to have on hand 10-20 pounds of ice broken into small chunks, and a 
box of ice cream (rock) salt. 

Tip #1
Plan ahead! Since most ice cream recipes call for heating the mixture to incorporate 
sugar and eggs, etc., you'll want to be sure to do this well BEFORE you plan to make the 
ice cream, so that you can thoroughly chill it before putting it in the ice cream freezer.

And, if you're pressed for time and want to skip this step and start freezing your still-
warm mixture? Well, be prepared to use a LOT of ice, and wait a LONG time for the 
mixture to freeze...don't ask me how I know.

Tip #2 

How to make ice cream with fruit: If you're adding fruit to your 
ice cream, puree it first! I know it's great to think how lovely 
those fresh peach or strawberry slices, or blueberries will appear in 
your finished product...but, they will end up hard as a brick, and 
you'll be going in for dental work after trying to eat it. 

I live in an area known for blueberries, and so many people 
(including myself twenty years ago) make this mistake the first time they make blueberry 
ice cream that we have a knickname for it — BB ice cream — because the frozen 
blueberries are as hard as BB's! 
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The pureed fruit also adds much more flavor than simple fruit chunks.

Tip #3
Order of operations: (1) Set the canister in the freezer container. (2) Put the dasher in 
(important before pouring only if you have fruit or other "chunky" additions to your ice 
cream.) (3) Pour the mixture into the canister. (Usually helpful to have someone hold it 
straight and keep the dasher in place while you pour.) (4) Put the lid on the canister. (5) 
Hook the motor to the top of the canister and freezer container. (6) TURN ON the freezer 
so that it starts rotating. (7) Begin adding alternating layers of 2-3 inches of ice and salt 
until just below the canister lid. Continuing refilling ice and salt as it melts down. (8) 
When freezer stops by itself, the ice cream is ready.

Tip #4 

No, the ice cream salt is NOT optional. You must have it for the 
ice cream to freeze. The salt lowers the temperature of the melting 
ice to below 32 ° F, which is necessary for the mixture to freeze. 
The recommended ratio of salt to ice is 1 to 5 (for every 5 cups of 
ice, use 1 cup of salt). 

Tip #5
Do NOT fill the ice/salt mixture up above the bottom of the lid unless you happen to like 
very salty, watery ice cream. That's right...don't ask! 

Tip #6
Be sure your ice is broken into chunks small enough to fit between 
the canister and freezer wall BEFORE you start. 
Tip #7
On ripening: Many instructions will tell you to place the canister 
in your freezer for a few hours when finished so that the ice cream 
will harden. 

Do this only if you want to be tempted by the sight and smell of your ice cream that you 
absolutely CAN NOT get out of the metal container without a jackhammer...or by 
thawing it, which kind of defeats the purpose of hardening it in the first place, doesn't it?

Tip #8
How to make ice cream that's firm, but not hard as a rock: If you want the ice cream 
firmer than what it will be when the freezer stops, first find a Doberman Pinscher or 
Rottweiler to guard it, because, I promise you — some family member or friend will "like 
it soft" and you'll come back to your ice cream in 30 minutes only to find there's nothing 
left! 

Once you have your security system in place, REMOVE the 
dasher, so that it doesn't become a permanent nuisance in your 
quest to dip into your hardened ice cream. (You may want to offer 
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the ice cream-covered dasher to the "softies" to help hold them off until you say the ice 
cream is ready.) 

Then, replace the lid and put the cork in the top. Replace any 
ice/salt that has melted, and cover the top of the freezer with one 
or two folded towels to help insulate it. Check the ice cream every 
15-20 minutes until your preferred consistency is reached. 

Tip #9
Storing leftovers: We have five teenagers — what is a "leftover"?! 

No, seriously, your ice cream will become brick-hard after you put it in the freezer, and 
will never taste like it did when it was fresh. I've heard that if you let it partially melt and 
then hit it with the electric mixer, it will be almost, but not quite, as good as when you 
made it. 

If you only have a little left, I would recommend freezing it in single serving sizes in 
ziploc bags.

I don't really expect to ever have an opportunity to try these two tips, but I hope they work 
for you.

Tip #10
How to make ice cream that doesn't overflow the canister: respect the fill line! Most 
ice cream canisters have a line and wording on the inside that indicates the maximum fill 
level. As your ice cream mixture freezes, it will expand quite a bit. So, even though that 
fill line may look like it's WAY down there, and you can easily add a little more — 
DON'T!

Now that you have all the insider tips on how to make ice cream, 
the sooner you go get one of those goat milk homemade ice cream 
recipes, the sooner you can be enjoying it!

View live web page. 
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Goat Cheese Recipes
Goat cheese recipes are a great way to add variety and interest to a menu with minimal 
effort. 

Goat cheese is still somewhat of a novelty in the typical day-to-day Western diet, so 
whether you simply want something "different" for family dinners, or want to serve an 
elegant meal for guests, goat cheese in one of its many delicious forms can add a special 
touch to almost any meal. 

From appetizers to salads, main dishes and desserts, you're sure to find a recipe that will 
suit your needs, and become one of your favorites — both to eat and to serve!

Goat cheese is widely available in groceries, or you may want to make your own.

Note: You may also be interested in Goat Milk Recipes and Goat Milk Yogurt Recipes.

Recipes

Warm Goat Cheese Salad 

The mouth-watering combination of fresh greens, sweet fruit, 
warm, creamy goat cheese and an onion vinaigrette makes this 
salad an unforgettable event! 

Double Goat Cheese Salad with Tomato and Cucumber
The combination of both soft and hard goat cheeses tossed 
with cucumbers, tomatoes and other flavorful ingredients 
makes this cold, refreshing salad a unique addition to your 
meal.
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Goat Cheese Dressing in Blue
This dressing is made with goat milk blue cheese and 
buttermilk for a creamy, delicious topping that is great for 
salads, and is especially good with sweet, ripened tomatoes.

Goat Cheese Fajita Recipe
Fajitas with the velvety smooth texture and heavenly taste of 
fresh, warm goat cheese. Enough said! 

Goat Cheese Pizza Recipes 

Love pizza, but tired of the same old pizza toppings? These 
goat cheese pizza recipes will add zip to your next pizza 
dinner! 

Goat Cheese Quesadillas
These goat cheese quesadilla recipes are easy and delicious. 
Serve in pieces as an appetizer, or use for a meal.
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Goat Cheese Appetizers are a wonderful way to start a meal 
or a party. These ideas will show you how to use goat cheese 
to tantalize the taste buds! 

Fried Goat Cheese
These recipes will give you exciting new ideas for a simple, 
yet scrumptious platter or introductory dinner course.

 Goat Cheese Dessert Recipes
Check out these dessert recipes for a sweet ending to any 
meal!

 Marinated Cheese: Feta
Marinated cheese is as beautiful to look at as it is delicious!

 Easy Greek Salad Recipe
Use your fresh or marinated goat milk feta to create this star 
accompaniment to your meal--or, as a meal by itself! 
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Do you have a great Goat Cheese Recipe to share?
We love to hear great new ideas from our visitors! Share your favorite recipe, and have it 
featured on its own web page! A picture of your dish is optional, but it will really add 
value to your submission. Click on the blue question marks for help. Please share only 
recipes that you have actually made and enjoyed...and THANK YOU for taking the time 
to make our visitors' experience here even better! 

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that includes ALL the 
recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt on this site!

View live web page.
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My Favorite Warm Goat Cheese Salad
Warm goat cheese salad is hands-down my favorite salad of all time — and that's saying 
a lot, as I am a big salad fan! 

Created by serving fried goat cheese, known as chevre chaud in French, with salad 
greens and a vinaigrette dressing, this salad is sure to impress. It's a feast for both the eyes 
and the taste buds!

The recipe given here is one I created from combining several of my favorite salad 
ingredients, together with a homemade dressing that all blend especially well with the 
creamy, tangy taste of the warm goat cheese. 

The sweet onion vinaigrette is a beautiful rose color, and the flavor adds interest to the 
cheese and the greens. The addition of fruit to the salad gives it a natural sweetness, and 
also goes well with the flavor of the goat cheese.

Serve a small portion of one piece of goat cheese with one cup of salad as an appetizer, 
or double the portions to have a salad that complements a meal. You can even step up the 
portions again, and add a thick piece of toasted garlic bread or cheese toast to have a 
delicious entree.

Ingredients:
Dressing

• 1/4 cup chopped sweet red onion
• 1/2 cup vegetable oil
• 3 Tbsp. red wine vinegar
• 3 Tbsp. sugar
• 1/4 tsp. salt

Salad
• 4 cups mixed spring greens
• 1 pint fresh strawberries
• 1 banana

• Chevre Chaud
• 6-8 oz. chevre
• 1/2 cup Italian bread crumbs
• 1 egg
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Dressing: Combine dressing ingredients in a food processor and blend until smooth. 

Salad: Slice the strawberries and bananas and toss with the greens to mix. Divide into 
serving bowls or plates.

Chevre Chaud: Place the egg and 1 tsp. water in a small bowl, and mix well with a fork 
or whisk. Place the bread crumbs in a separate bowl. Slice the chevre into 1/2" thick 
rounds. Dip in the egg, then roll in the bread crumbs. Brown both sides quickly in a pan 
with a small amount of oil. 

Gently place the warm chevre onto the salad and top with vinaigrette (stir or shake first if 
it has begun to separate).

Now, enjoy — both the taste and the compliments!
View live web page.
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Double Goat Cheese Salad with Tomato and Cucumber
The origin of this goat cheese salad is yet another credit 
to the truth of Plato's oft-quoted line, "Necessity is the 
mother of invention." 

It was late in the week, and I had neglected to do the 
regular grocery shopping. I squeezed out a main dish for 
dinner with a little effort, but had practically nothing that 
would do as a side dish. As I dug through the 
refrigerator, I noticed plenty of tomatoes, and a lonely 
cucumber — but no lettuce for a real salad.

However, there were several small servings of different goat cheeses from a prior 
shopping experience. The idea clicked like a light bulb, and in just a few minutes, my new 
"invention" was ready to serve. It makes a nice alternative to a traditional salad. I hope 
you enjoy it. 

Note: Ibores is a semi-hard, somewhat sweet cheese similar in taste 
to Romano. It's made from raw goat milk and has a paprika rind 
around the outside. I found it at a Whole Foods Store, and it can be 
ordered online, but I'm not sure about the availability elsewhere. 
Ingredients

• 4 large, ripe tomatoes, diced 
• 1 cucumber, peeled and diced 
• 1/2 sweet red onion, finely diced 
• 2-3 chopped fresh basil leaves 
• 1/3 cup balsamic vinaigrette dressing 
• 3 oz. (approximately) chevre goat cheese 
• 1-2 oz. Ibores goat cheese, grated 

Combine the tomatoes, cucumber and onion in a large bowl. Add the dressing, and stir to 
combine thoroughly. Crumble the chevre into the salad and mix gently. Grate the Ibores 
onto the top of the salad. Serve immediately or refrigerate for several hours first. As the 
salad sets, the chevre will "melt" into the dressing for a creamier effect.

You may also be interested in the recipe for Warm Goat Cheese Salad.
View live web page.
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Goat Cheese Dressing in Blue
"Goat Cheese Dressing in Blue" was inspired by a 
recent shopping excursion during which I purchased 
several types of goat cheese to sample. 

From the assortment, my absolute favorite was 
Montchevre's "Chevre in Blue," an aged blue cheese 
that has just the right amount of "bite" to it.

The thought of fresh, cold and creamy blue cheese 
dressing kept tempting me, so I made up this 
dressing recipe, and served it over a tomato 
"flower." 

It makes a colorful and attractive salad or appetizer, and is especially refreshing during 
the summer when served with vine-fresh tomatoes. 

Dressing Ingredients 

• 1 1/4 cups Chevre in Blue, crumbled 
• 1 cup buttermilk 
• 1/8 tsp. salt 
• 1/8 tsp. black pepper 
• 1/8 tsp. garlic powder 
• 1/8 tsp. onion powder 
• pinch of cayenne (optional) 

Blend all but 1/4 cup of the blue cheese in a blender. Slice both ends off of 2-4 large 
tomatoes. Slice tomatoes into 8 wedges, leaving pieces connected at the bottom, so that 
the tomato spreads out into a flower shape. Pour dressing over tomatoes and top with 
remaining cheese.

Visit live web page. 
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Goat Cheese Fajita Recipe
This fajita recipe uses goat cheese (chevre) as a flavorful substitute for sour cream and 
guacomole used in traditional fajitas. You'll love the unique taste and creamy texture of 
these fajitas.

Ingredients:

• 1 packet fajita seasoning
• 1/4 cup lime juice
• 1 cup water
• 1 lb. chicken or beef, cut in bite-size pieces
• 4 Tbsp. oil
• 1 red onion, sliced into thin strips
• 1 bell peper, sliced into thin strips
• 1 tomato, diced
• 6 oz. chevre
• 6 small flour tortillas

Combine the fajita seasoning, lime juice and water in a bowl. Add meat, and let marinade 
for at least one hour.

Remove meat from marinade, and cook in oil in heavy skillet over medium-high heat. 
Add onions and peppers and continue cooking until tender, stirring frequently. 

Stir in tomatoes and marinade, cover and lower heat. Simmer gently for about ten 
minutes, until tomatoes have cooked. Stir as needed to prevent sticking. Add a small 
amount of water, if necessary.

Spread approximately 1 oz. of chevre on each tortilla. Place the tortilla with chevre, 
tortilla side down, on a griddle or heavy skillet that has been sprayed with cooking spray. 

When warm, remove from skillet and top with fajita meat and vegetable mixture. 

Warning — You may never want to eat fajitas without goat cheese  again!
Visit live web page.     
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Goat Cheese Pizza Recipes
Goat cheese pizza is a wonderful flavor alternative for pizza lovers. Whether spread over 
the crust as the first layer, or melted over the toppings, goat cheese adds a new dimension 
of taste and texture to this universally loved dish.

With all the variations in meat, fruit, vegetable, sauce and cheese toppings, there is a pizza 
to suit every taste. From pineapple to spinach alfredo to chicken fajita to pepperoni, pizza 
is one of the most versatile foods available when it comes to taste.

The addition of goat cheese to pizza adds yet another variation on taste. Melted goat 
cheese is warm, creamy and tangy, and light in texture, compared to the thick, heavy taste 
of the melted hard cheeses that often smother out the taste of the other toppings.

The recipes here are designed to give you a sampling of the ways that goat cheese can be 
used to enhance the flavors of pizza. Try combining it with your favorite pizza toppings. 
You may like it better than more traditional pizza cheeses! 

Goat Cheese Pizza: Eggplant Parmesan Style

When I set out to create a new goat cheese pizza recipe, I wasn't 
thinking about pizza at all. Instead, I kept thinking about how well 
the smooth, tangy taste of warm goat cheese would go with the 
flavors of one of my favorite dishes, eggplant parmesan.

I was determined to merge the two entrees into one taste, and after 
several days of contemplating variations of the new recipe, I settled on the one below. It's 
quick and easy, colorful and delicious. 

The vegetables, marinara sauce and goat cheese blend wonderfully together, and the 
flatbread crust gives a light, crispy contrast to the cheese and vegetable mix. A sprinkling 
of parmesan on top adds flavor without the heavy calorie burden of a traditional thick 
mozzarella covering.

Veggie pizzas have always been my favorite, and this one is no exception. If you love the 
taste of fresh vegetables and pizza, this is a great recipe to add to your list.

Ingredients

• 2-10" flatbread pizza crusts
• 6 oz. chevre goat cheese
• 1 cup finely diced eggplant
• 1/2 cup chopped red onion
• 1/2 cup diced yellow bell pepper

• 1 cup marinara sauce
• 2 Tbsp. olive oil
• 1 Tbsp. Italian seasoning
• 1/2 tsp. salt
• 2 Tbsp. parmesan 
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Preheat oven to 425° F.

Divide the goat cheese in half, and spread one section over each of the pizza crusts. 

Place the olive oil in a skillet, and add the eggplant, onion and bell pepper. Heat over 
medium-high heat, stirring frequently, until the vegetables are tender.

 

Remove from heat, and add the salt, Italian seasoning and marinara sauce. Mix well.

Spread half the vegetable/sauce mixture over each pizza, and sprinkle a tablespoon of 
parmesan over the tops of each. 

Cook directly on the middle oven rack for 5-10 minutes until the crust is crispy. Cut into 
sections and enjoy!

Tips: Served in small pieces, this flatbread goat cheese pizza makes a great appetizer. 
For a heartier meal, use a traditional thick pizza crust, instead of flatbread.

Visit live web page.
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Goat Cheese Quesadillas
Goat cheese quesadillas are quick and easy to make, and can serve several roles in a 
dinner, including appetizer, entree and dessert. They are also a great snack, and with a few 
instructions, are even easy enough for older children to make for themselves.

Recipes range from the simplest — nothing but goat cheese warmed between two tortillas 
— to fruit and vegetable fillings and heartier meat fillings. 

To make any quesadilla, spread a thin layer (about 1/2 oz.) of goat cheese on one side of 
two tortillas. Lightly spray a heavy skillet or griddle with non-stick cooking spray. Place 
one tortilla, cheese side up, onto the skillet. 

Place any fillings on top of the cheese. Then, place the other tortilla, cheese side down, on 
top of the fillings. When the bottom tortilla begins to crisp slightly, turn it over and let the 
other side warm. 

Remove from the skillet and cut into 4-8 pieces with a pizza cutter. 

Goat Cheese Quesadillas with Mango Salsa

This is my favorite quesadilla — the sweet taste of mango 
contrasted with the sharp bite of fresh jalapeno, and aromatic 
cilantro to tie it all together! 

This refreshing quesadilla makes a great appetizer, particularly 
for a Mexican dinner.

Mango Salsa Ingredients:

• 1/2 cup finely diced mango
• 1/2 cup finely diced tomato
• 2 Tbsp. chopped fresh cilantro
• 2 Tbsp. chopped green onion
• 1 Tbsp. finely diced fresh jalapeno pepper
• 1 Tbsp. finely diced bell pepper
• 1 Tbsp. lemon juice
• 1/4 tsp. salt

Other:

• 8 - 6" tortillas
• 4 oz. chevre soft goat cheese

Mix all salsa ingredients in a bowl. Spread 1/2 oz. of goat cheese on each tortilla. Place 
about 1/4 cup of salsa in each quesadilla. Warm on griddle, garnish with more salsa, if 
desired, and serve. Recipe makes approximately four 6" quesadillas. 
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Banana Breakfast Goat Cheese Quesadilla

This quesadilla makes a delicious breakfast that's super fast and 
easy to make. Great for anyone on the go, kids will love it, and 
they'll get fruit, dairy and carbohydrates in one neat package 
that can be eaten without a fork or knife!

Place a goat cheese-covered tortilla (tortilla side down) on a 
griddle that has been sprayed with non-stick cooking spray. 
Place banana slices and cinnamon on top, and cover with 

another tortilla that has been spread with goat cheese (cheese side down). Warm both 
sides thoroughly.

Eat as is, or top with extra bananas, syrup, whipped topping or powdered sugar. You're 
really going to love this one! 

Note: If you're not a banana fan, try other fruit. Mango and peaches are two good 
alternatives.

View live web page.
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Goat Cheese Appetizer Recipes
Goat cheese  appetizers are sure to be a hit anywhere — at the family dinner table, 
informal social gathering or office party. Goat cheese is versatile and delicious, and still a 
bit of a novelty in many western countries, so its great taste in an appetizer tray can attract 
quite a bit of attention from first-time tasters.

The possibilities for appetizer recipes involving goat cheese are almost limitless. In 
addition to the many flavorings for creating spreads, along with the recipes on this page, 
sections of goat cheese quesadillas can also be used as appetizers. 

And, for a more formal dinner appetizer, small portions of warm goat cheese salad can be 
served for a mouthwatering and elegant start to the meal.

A platter of fried goat cheese will be gone in the blink of an eye, so be sure to have more 
ready!

Drunken goat cheese served with crackers is not only a delicious appetizer, but the name 
is sure to stimulate conversation, as well! Below are some other great ideas for goat 
cheese appetizers. 

Fried Banana Peppers with Basil-Cayenne Goat Cheese Filling

This appetizer idea struck me as I was pulling the last of a large 
crop of banana peppers from the plants in my garden at the end of 
summer. 

We usually run out of interesting ways to use these mild peppers 
long before the plants stop producing, but not any more!

The distinctive, sweet taste of the peppers goes well with the other seasonings and the 
goat cheese, and can be prepared in two different ways. 

For a more formal dinner with served courses, prepare the peppers whole and serve one 
to each guest, to be eaten with fork and knife. 

For a tray appetizer, cut the peppers into 3/4" rings and serve as a finger food. They're 
delicious either way!

Ingredients:

• 4 large banana (sweet) peppers 
• 8 oz. soft chevre goat cheese 
• 1 Tbsp. chopped fresh basil 
• 1/8 tsp. cayenne pepper 
• 1 cup Italian bread crumbs 

• 1 Tbsp. parmesan cheese (optional) 
• 1/4 tsp. salt 
• 1 egg 
• vegetable oil 

Wash the banana peppers, cut off the stem end, and remove the seeds by scraping a knife 
along the inner wall of the pepper. If desired, cut the peppers into 3/4" rings. 
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Mix together the goat cheese, salt, cayenne and basil in a small bowl. In another small 
bowl, whisk the egg with 1 tsp. water. Place the bread crumbs mixed with the optional 
parmesan cheese in a third bowl or on a small plate.

For whole peppers, place 1/4 of the cheese mixture inside each pepper. For pepper rings, 
stuff each ring with cheese. Then, dip the stuffed peppers or rings in the egg mixture, and 
batter in the bread crumbs. Repeat the egg wash and bread crumb battering once more for 
a thicker crust. 

Be sure to coat the open ends of the whole peppers with the bread crumbs to keep the 
warm goat cheese from leaking out. 
Heat a skillet with about 1" vegetable oil until hot. Using tongs, place the banana peppers 
in the hot oil, turning as needed to brown all sides. Remove and drain on paper towels.

Serve plain, or with marinara or salsa dip, or herb garnish. 

Garlic-Dill Goat Cheese Spread

Ingredients
• 6 oz. soft chevre goat cheese 
• 1/2 tsp. chopped garlic 

• 1 tsp. dried dill, or 1 Tbsp. fresh chopped 
dill 

• 1/4 tsp. salt 

Mix all ingredients well, and serve with assorted crackers or fresh vegetable slices. This 
will taste best if you prepare it ahead of time so the flavors can mix well. 

Other Goat Cheese Spread Ideas

Cheese spread with crackers or vegetables is the timeless party appetizer, and goat cheese 
can function much like sour cream or cream cheese when it comes to seasoning for 
serving ideas. 

Try using some of the pre-made dry seasoning mixes to create a familiar flavor with the 
added unique taste of goat cheese. Here are some ideas to get you started:

• taco or fajita seasoning 
• ranch dressing mix 

• french onion dip mix 
• Italian dressing mix 

Start by mixing in small amounts, and increase until the flavor is almost enough. Then, 
place in the refrigerator for a few hours. Remember, the flavors will intensify with time. If 
it's not flavorful enough when you take it out, you can always add a little more.

Visit live web page. 
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Fried Goat Cheese Recipes
Fried goat cheese, known as chevre chaud in France, is the ultimate 
in simplified elegance. Also called by the terms, "warm goat 
cheese," or "hot goat cheese," this dish makes a fantastic appetizer, 
and is also the centerpiece of Warm Goat Cheese Salad. 

As you bite into a piece of fried cheese, a crispy bread crumb coating gives way to 
creamy, warm goat cheese that fills your mouth with a delightful flavor.
Below are a few recipe ideas to get you started. This is one dish that is easy to experiment 
with your own additions and seasoning ideas.

Note: If you are using homemade chevre goat cheese, it will be better if you let it drain 
until it is fairly dry and crumbly, like most of the commercial chevre. That way, it will  
stick together better when you form the patties. 

Basic Recipe

The basic recipe is simple. Mold small scoops of chevre goat cheese into patties. I prefer a 
size that's about 1 1/2" in diameter, but you can use smaller or larger as preferred. Dip 
each patty in a well-beaten egg, and then roll in bread crumbs. 

I generally use Italian bread crumbs, because of the seasoning, but you can use plain, or 
add your own seasonings. I also sometimes add a little parmesan cheese to the bread 
crumbs for more flavor. 

Fry in hot vegetable oil for a few seconds until the bread crumb 
coating has browned. Remove from the oil, and drain on a paper 
towel. 

Transfer to a serving platter, and garnish, if desired. 

Black Olive and Pimiento (pictured at top of page)

Add 1/4 cup chopped black olives and a small jar (drained) of 
pimiento peppers to 6 oz. of chevre. Mix well, and continue with the 
directions for the basic recipe.  
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Jalapeno

If you love the fire of jalapenos, try adding about 1 Tbsp. (more or less to taste) finely 
diced fresh jalapeno to 6 oz. of chevre, and finish making as in the basic recipe. 

Your Recipe

Once you've tried the plain fried goat cheese, or one of the recipes suggested here, your 
imagination is sure to start soaring! Add your favorite flavor combination to create an 
entirely new taste sensation, and be sure to share it here by submitting your recipe!

You may also be interested in reading about more Goat Cheese Appetizer Recipes.

View live web page.
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Goat Cheese Dessert Recipes
A goat cheese dessert can make a memorable ending to a meal. Smooth, rich and 
satisfying, goat cheese will leave your family or friends savoring the taste of a delightful 
ending. 

Goat Cheese-Filled Muffins

An easy way to dress up a common sweet is with goat cheese and your favorite muffin 
recipe. 

Prepare the batter as directed (yes, a mix is perfectly acceptable, if you don't care to make 
"from-scratch" muffins).

Form pieces of goat cheese into balls about 1" in diameter. Put about 2/3 of the muffin 
batter in the pan. Put a ball of goat cheese on top of each muffin, and cover with the 
remaining batter. Bake as directed.

  

The warm goat cheese center of these muffins gives a creamy surprise when your guests 
bite into them! And, you'll probably get even more surprised looks when you tell them 
what it is... 

On a separate page, you can see the recipe for Orange-Vanilla German Cheesecake Tarts 
that uses quark cheese to create a light, fluffy filling. 

View live web page.
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Orange-Vanilla German Cheesecake Tarts
I based this recipe on the method for making traditional 
German cheesecake using quark cheese. These tarts are not 
overly sweet, and the taste can be adjusted by the use of 
various glazes or toppings. 

The texture is light, almost soufflé-like, and the orange flavor 
is a refreshing change from the ordinary. The recipe makes 
approximately 10 tarts.

You may find it difficult to locate quark at your local grocery, but that's ok — it's easy to 
make quark cheese at home.
You can either make the crust by using the recipe below, or for a shortcut, buy the mini-
graham cracker crusts, pre-made in packages of six.

Ingredients for crust:

• 1 cup all-purpose flour 
• 1/4 cup sugar 
• 1/4 tsp. salt 
• 5 Tbsp. butter 
• 1/4 tsp. vanilla 
• 1 egg yolk 

To make the crust, mix the flour, sugar and salt in a bowl. Blend in the butter well with a 
fork or pastry mixer. Stir in the vanilla and egg yolk.

Press the mixture onto the bottom and sides of an ungreased muffin pan. Place in the 
refrigerator while you mix the filling.

Ingredients for filling:

• 8 oz. quark cheese 
• 2 eggs, separated 
• 1/4 cup sugar 
• 1/4 tsp. salt 
• 1/2 Tbsp. flour 
• 3 Tbsp. milk 
• 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract 
• 1/2 tsp. orange extract 

Mix together the flour, salt and sugar in a bowl. Add the egg yolks and blend with an 
electric mixer until thoroughly mixed. Add the quark, milk and vanilla and orange 
extracts. Mix until smooth.
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In a separate bowl, beat the egg whites until peaks form. Fold the egg whites into the 
cheesecake mixture and pour or ladle into crusts in muffin pan. 

Bake in top half of oven at 325° F for approximately 35 minutes, or until tops are lightly 
brown. Remove and cool at room temperature for 15-30 minutes. 

If using the homemade crust, use fork to loosen sides of crust from pan, and gently slide 
tarts out of pan. For pre-made crusts, leave tarts in the baking tins.

Serve immediately or chill in refrigerator. They're delicious either way!

Some topping ideas include:

• whipped topping and mandarin oranges 
• powdered sugar 
• glaze made from concentrated orange juice and powdered sugar 

Enjoy!
 

You may also want to try some delicious goat milk recipes or goat yogurt recipes. 

View live web page.
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Marinated Cheese: Feta
Feta is a wonderful choice for making marinated cheese. You can use feta purchased from 
the store, or learn Feta is a wonderful choice for making marinated cheese. You can use 
fetahow to make feta cheese at home from goat milk. 

Marinated feta cheese will keep at room temperature for a time, if 
it's prepared properly. It can also be stored in a container in the 
refrigerator.

To keep the cheese at room temperature (or to give as a gift), you 
will need to use glass canning jars. 

To use canning jars, first sterilize the jar, lid and ring by boiling in water for ten minutes. 
Remove all parts from the water with tongs and allow to cool.

Place alternating layers of herbs and cubes of feta cheese into the jar (or container). Leave 
about 1" space at the top. Cover the cheese and herbs completely with vegetable oil. 

Olive oil will have the strongest flavor, and will add a beautiful golden-green color, but 
you can also use soybean, canola, or other vegetable oil if you prefer a lighter taste and 
look.

Stronger herbs will produce a more noticeable flavor in the cheese, but choose according 
to your taste. You can use either dried or fresh herbs. Some herbs that are typically used 
include: 

• garlic 
• bay leaves 
• peppercorns 
• basil 
• rosemary 
• thyme 
• dill 

 
An easy combination that also looks nice in the jar is tri-colored peppercorns, minced or 
whole-clove garlic and a pre-mixed Italian herb seasoning blend. Experiment with your 
own combinations to find your favorite look and taste. 

Place the lid and ring on the jar and tighten. The cheese will keep without refrigeration for 
a while, as long as it is completely covered by the oil. 

Use your marinated feta as a snack or in a Greek salad recipe. 

For a wonderful homemade gift, decorate the jar with a ribbon and tag, and give to 
someone special!
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Easy Greek Salad Recipe

A Greek salad recipe can be the key to turning your everyday meals into something 
special. 

Traditionally, Greek salads are composed of cucumbers, tomatoes, olives, onions and feta 
cheese with an olive oil and oregano topping.

Of course, as with other traditional salads, chefs often take liberty with these basic 
ingredients to add their own touches that reflect their personal tastes, or to create a 
signature dish.

Likewise, I generally take a recipe as a "suggestion" and modify it according to what I 
like, and, more importantly--what ingredients I have on hand!

The star component of this simple recipe is cubed, marinated feta cheese. If you only have 
plain feta cheese, you can top your salad with olive oil and oregano in the traditional 
manner; however, I really prefer the extra flavor that the marinated feta provides.

For the basic salad, simply open a bag of pre-washed greens, and place in a bowl. For this 
example, I used fresh spinach, but mixed spring greens or romaine lettuce would work as 
well. Top with the marinated feta, pouring a little extra of the oil over the salad for the 
dressing. 

I also added homemade croutons in this example, just because I happened to have some. 
In place of the croutons, you could serve cut-up pieces of pita bread with the salad.

If you have more time, or want a fuller range of flavors, as in a traditional Greek salad 
recipe, you can also add chopped:

• cucumber
• tomatoes
• celery
• olives, or
• red peppers

Don't be afraid to make your own Greek salad that satisfies your special tastes. After all, 
tradition is a guide, not a mandate! Enjoy!
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Yogurt Recipes
These yogurt recipes may cause you to see a side of yogurt that you never knew existed 
before! 

Most of us are accustomed to eating the mixed yogurt, fruit and 
sugar from the store-bought containers, but, did you know yogurt 
can also be used to make delicious drinks and dips? 

Or, that plain yogurt can be used in a very similar manner to sour 
cream: on baked potatoes, or mixed in creamed potatoes, as a 
thickener in soups or a garnish atop them, or in waffle and pancake 
batter for lighter, fluffier cakes? 

It can also be used to make a soft cheese, known as labneh, and is 
the basis for a cool, refreshing Indian drink called lassi. 

Yogurt dips are also becoming an increasingly popular alternative to traditional dips for 
chips, crackers and vegetables.

Because of its versatility, inexpensive cost and fresh flavor, homemade goat milk yogurt 
is a great item to add to your food staples list. With delicious goat yogurt in your 
refrigerator, you'll be prepared for any dish, from appetizers to entrees to desserts to 
beverages! 

Yogurt is easily made at home without any special equipment. You can read the directions 
in the article, "How to Make Yogurt."

Because yogurt is a fermented product, much of the lactose in the milk is removed during 
the fermentation process, making yogurt much more digestible for those with lactose 
intolerance. 

You can read more about this condition in "Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk."

Additionally, the bacteria used as the culture for yogurt are beneficial for gastrointestinal 
health. 

With all these benefits, I know you must be anxious to find out all the delicious ways to 
begin adding yogurt to your diet, so let's get started!

Below are links to a variety of recipes using yogurt. Like all recipes, they are only a 
starting point. Make them your own by customizing amounts and ingredients for your 
special tastes or needs. 

Note: You may also be interested in Goat Milk Recipes and Goat Cheese Recipes.
Want more tips for making and using your own homemade yogurt? Visit Yogurt-
Everyday.com to get started. 
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Recipe Categories

Help our visitors stay cool this summer by submitting your own frozen yogurt recipes.

• Yogurt Desserts 
• Yogurt Dips 
• Lassi Yogurt Drink 
• Yogurt Cheese (labneh) 

Sign up for our newsletter, and receive a FREE 39-page ebook that 
includes ALL the recipes using goat milk, goat cheese and yogurt 

on this site!
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Goat Milk Yogurt Desserts
Goat milk yogurt desserts are a great way to "chill out" from the summer heat. Cold and 
creamy, with just a hint of that unique goat milk tang, yogurt goes well in many cold and 
frozen treats. 

Try the recipes on this page to use some of your homemade goat milk yogurt, or purchase 
a container from the grocery to use. 

Frozen Yogurt Recipes Using Goat Milk Yogurt

Here's your chance to shine--submit your favorite frozen yogurt recipe, and help our 
visitors stay cool for the summer. 

Goat Milk Yogurt Lemon Squares

Goat milk yogurt is always cool and refreshing, but this dessert 
recipe is doubly so! Add the tangy taste of yogurt to the zip of 
lemon in a cold dessert, and you can feel your body temperature 
dropping as you eat... 

These yogurt lemon squares are delicious, elegant, and amazingly 
simple to create. Instead of squares, you may want to make "rounds" 
by using a muffin pan instead of a square pan. Or, if you have kids, use a gelatin mold to 
create a dessert that will really make them smile. You can also make yogurt lemon "ice 
cubes" by using an ice cube tray.

One thing is certain...summer will be a lot cooler with this dessert on the menu!

Ingredients

• 1 3 oz. box lemon gelatin 
• 1 cup boiling water 
• 1 cup goat milk yogurt 
• 2 Tbsp. goat milk 

Add the boiling water to the gelatin, and stir until completely 
dissolved. In another bowl, mix the yogurt and milk together until 
smooth. Pour the yogurt mixture into the gelatin, stirring to 
combine thoroughly. 
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Lightly spray the bottom and sides of an 8"x8" pan with cooking spray. Pour the mixture 
into the pan, and chill in the refrigerator for several hours until completely set. Cut into 
squares, carefully remove with a spatula, and serve. 

Serving suggestions: Yogurt lemon squares go well with graham crackers or other 
lightly-sweetened cookies, as well as fruit. Top with whipped topping, powdered sugar 
(just before serving, or it will dissolve), or a lemon twist. 
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Goat Milk Yogurt Dips
Yogurt dips have grown increasingly popular as people become more conscious of 
making healthy food choices. Yogurt is high in calcium and protein and includes bacteria 
that are beneficial to digestion.

Dips made from a yogurt base are lighter and smoother than traditional dips, and the use 
of low-fat or fat-free yogurt can be a tasty addition to a calorie-conscious diet. 
Try these dip recipes using your homemade goat milk yogurt, or a container purchased 
from the grocery. Either will make delicious dips! 

Cucumber Yogurt Dip

Cucumber yogurt dip is one my first thoughts when the month of June rolls around, and 
the cucumber vines are producing so many of the cool green vegetables that it makes even 
the most avid salad eater weary! 

This dip is cold and refreshing, combining two of my 
favorite summer ingredients. It's great with raw vegetables, 
such as carrot, squash and celery sticks (even cucumber 
sticks!), and cherry or grape tomatoes, and raw broccoli 
and cauliflower. It's also good with whole-grain crackers 
and pita bread, either toasted or plain.

One of my favorite uses is as a sandwich spread for a veggie pita pocket. Spread the dip 
on the insides of the pita, and fill with any combination of fresh vegetables. I like using 
cucumber slices, shredded carrots, mushrooms, black olives and bean sprouts. Sprinkle 
with salt, pepper or herb seasoning to taste.

This dip is easily tailored to your tastes, so feel free to deviate from the recipe and 
experiment as you like. You may want to try other seasonings, or add pimiento peppers or 
olives, for example. For a reduced fat/calorie version, use low-fat or fat-free yogurt and 
cream cheese. You can also seed the cucumbers first, if you'd like.

To make the basic recipe, combine the following in a food processor and blend until 
smooth:

• 1 cup yogurt
• 4 ounces cream cheese
• 1/2 to 1 cup diced cucumber
• 1 tsp. minced garlic

• 1 Tbs. fresh, chopped dill
• 1 tsp. lemon juice
• salt and pepper to taste
• (optional) pinch of cayenne pepper

Serve cold. This dip should help you to stay cool as a cucumber, so enjoy! 
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Lassi Yogurt Drink
A tall, cold glass of lassi is a delicious way to use that wonderful goat milk yogurt that 
you just made. Kids will love the sweetened varieties for a summer treat that's just as 
tasty, and much healthier, than a milkshake.

Homemade yogurt, without the extra thickeners and additives of commercial yogurts, 
makes a much better-tasting yogurt drink, in my opinion. "How to Make Yogurt" will tell 
you how to easily make your own yogurt at home.

Feel free to experiment with the proportions of ice, yogurt and milk or water to make your 
refreshing drink thicker or thinner as you like.

This traditional Indian drink has three varieties: salty, sweet, and fruit flavored. The end 
of this article will also give you ideas for creating your own, unique flavors. 

Salty

In a blender, mix: 

• equal parts of plain yogurt and cold milk 
• 1/2 tsp salt per cup of yogurt 
• 1 tsp lemon juice per cup of yogurt 
• 1/2 tsp cumin seeds per cup of yogurt 
• 1/2 as much ice as yogurt 

Serve in a chilled glass with an optional garnish of plain yogurt 
and sprinkle of cumin. 

Sweet

In a blender, mix: 

• a cup of plain yogurt 
• 1/2 cup milk or water 
• 1/2 cup ice 
• sweetener to taste: sugar, honey, sugar substitute 
• a pinch of salt 

Blend well, then serve in a chilled glass with yogurt or mint leaf garnish. 
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Fruit

While mango and pineapple are the traditional Indian fruit flavors, there are many other 
delicious choices that work well. 

I live where blueberries are abundant in the summer, and blueberry yogurt drink is 
absolutely delicious. Strawberry and peach are also two of my favorites. Although fresh 
fruit is usually best, you can substitute frozen or canned fruit if needed.

To make a fruit yogurt drink, mix the following in a blender:

• 2 cups of plain yogurt 
• 1 cup of fruit 
• 2 cups of ice 
• sweetener as desired 

Other Flavors

The cold, creamy tartness of fresh yogurt makes a wonderful base for experimenting with 
other flavors and additives to create your own unique yogurt drink. 

Don't be bound by tradition--create your own! Here are some out-of-the-box ideas to get 
you started:

• coffee flavored (use instant coffee granules or cold, brewed coffee) 
• flavored syrups, e.g., hazelnut, cherry, vanilla, almond, etc. 
• caramel or chocolate 
• fresh herbs and spices such as mint, anise, nutmeg, etc. 
• vegetable juices, such as tomato or V-8 

The possibilities are virtually endless, so start creating your favorite flavor 
combinations today!
Or, for an even better idea--At your next summer gathering, have the kids hold a contest,  
and reward the inventor of the best-tasting and most original creations. You may just  
discover a hidden creative genius! 
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Goat Milk Skincare Products
Goat milk skincare products were once a specialty item that were difficult to find, and 
used mainly by people with sensitive skin and skin-related allergic problems like eczema. 

Times have changed, however, and just like goat milk and its edible products are widely 
enjoyed by both the local farmer and the big-city socialite, the skin 
care products have followed suit. 

Even before we started making our own Goat Milk Soap, we had no 
problem locating handmade goat milk soap and other products at 
local farmers markets and country stores in our rural area. Skin care 
products made with goat milk are also popular craft items displayed 
at fairs and craft festivals. 

The variety of scents and textures produced by the local artisans is 
really amazing, and we never passed up the opportunity to purchase these wonderful 
handcrafted products. The difficulty was trying to narrow our selections down to just a 
few!

Even without these local sources, however, a growing selection of goat milk skincare 
products is appearing at popular drug store chains and bath and beauty supply stores. 
Internet sources are also widely available that include larger commercial manufacturers as 
well as the truly "homemade" products produced on family farms.

So, what's driving the appearance of more and more of these formerly niche 
products? 

It's a basic economic principle that supply follows demand; therefore, the demand for 
these products has evidently been increasing in recent years.

The value of goat milk for skin care is not a new discovery. Thousands of years ago, 
Cleopatra, renowned for her beauty, is said to have bathed daily in milk baths. Women 
throughout the years have followed her example for producing beautiful, radiant skin. 

In addition to milk baths and soap, goat milk is also used in: 

• hand and body lotions 
• facial creams 
• bath salts 
• skin care creams and body butters 
• lip balms, and 
• body wash 

And, while we're at it, don't forget your dog! Goat milk dog 
shampoo and soap are both available and recommended especially 
for dogs with sensitive skin (like our miniature dachshund!). 
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Why Goat Milk for Skin?

The effectiveness of goat milk skincare products hasn't changed through the centuries; 
however, we do know a little more about why and how they work.

Let's take a look at some of the properties of goat milk and how they support healthy skin. 

To begin, have you ever seen those facial creams and lotions 
advertising alpha hydroxy acid (AHA) as an ingredient? Alpha 
hydroxy acid is used as an exfoliating agent, meaning that it 
removes the older, surface skin cells, revealing newer, fresher skin 
cells. 

A commonly used alpha hydroxy acid is lactic acid, which comes from milk. Fermented 
milk products like yogurt, sour cream and buttermilk, have concentrated levels of lactic 
acid caused by the fermentation process that converts lactose, or milk sugar, into lactic 
acid by the bacteria.

Homemade goat milk facials using these fermented milk derivatives have the added 
benefit of exfoliation from the lactic acid.

Widely known for its moisturizing ability and gentleness, goat milk products owe their 
natural ability to gently cleanse, soften and heal skin to several chemical properties of 
goat milk.

The moisturizing ability of goat milk skin care products is the result of both the fat and 
the protein composition of goat milk.

Fat molecules in goat milk are smaller than in cow's milk, and remain, to a large degree, 
naturally homogenized within the milk. The fat composition itself contains significantly 
larger amounts of medium chain fatty acids, known as capric, caprylic and caproic acid. 

The larger proportion of these shorter chain fatty acids as compared to cow's milk, 
combined with the smaller size, makes the fat in goat milk more accessible to being 
absorbed by the skin.

The nature of the protein structures in goat milk is also different, having more shorter 
strand proteins, which are also more easily absorbed by the skin. This greater absorption 
property of fat and protein helps leave skin smooth and supple.

Finally, goat milk is rich in many vitamins and minerals that are absorbed through the 
skin along with the fat and protein. Particularly important to skin health is vitamin A, of 
which goat milk contains about 47% more than cow's milk.

These properties of goat milk skin care products are particularly beneficial in the needs of 
aging skin. You can read more on this topic in Elderly Skin Care and Goat Milk Products. 

Exfoliation creates the appearance of more youthful-looking skin, including reduced 
appearance of wrinkles, rough skin and uneven pigmentation. 
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Goat Milk Soap

Goat Milk Soap has a longstanding reputation for gentleness and suitability for sensitive 
skin. These qualities can be largely explained by three factors: 

• a lower alkalinity 
• a higher degree of superfatting, and 
• type of oils used 

Compared to other kinds of commercial soaps, goat milk soap exhibits a lower pH that is 
closer to the natural pH of human skin. This is particularly important to those with 
sensitive or delicate skin, including babies.

The acidity of skin is maintained by what is commonly known as the acid mantle, a very 
thin film on the skin's surface. The acid mantle helps keep the skin healthy and acts as a 
barrier to potential pathogens, such as bacteria and viruses.

"Harsh" soaps are usually alkaline (have a high pH) in nature, and strip away the acid 
mantle, resulting in dry, itchy skin. 

If you think your soap may be causing your dry skin, you can 
easily test it yourself. First, purchase pH testing strips (like the ones 
you used in high school chemistry class). Then, take your soap, add a 
small amount of water to the side, and rub gently to create a small 
amount of lather. Press the test strip into the side, and match the 
resulting color to the pH scale that came with the strips. 

Healthy skin maintains a pH in the range of about 4.5 to 6.0 on the 
pH scale, so the closer your soap is to this level, the more gentle it 
will be. 

Because soaps are alkaline by nature of the soap making process, you won't find one that 
completely matches the acidity of skin; but, the closer you can match your soap to this 
level, the better for your skin.

A second factor in soap's gentleness is its amount of superfatting. Superfatting is the 
amount of "extra" oil left in soap after it reacts with lye in the chemical process of making 
soap. 

Superfatting ensures that the "soap" molecules have enough oil to bind with without 
stripping away all of the skin's natural protection. Thus, a higher degree of superfatting 
produces a gentler soap.

A soap produced with the same recipe, but using goat milk instead of water, will have a 
higher percentage of superfatting because of the naturally occurring fat in the goat milk.

Finally, a soap's gentleness depends upon the type of oils or fats used in its 
production.
Some fats, like olive oil, avocado oil and shea butter, produce soap that has natural skin 
conditioning properties. Other fats, such as tallow (lard), do not produce a soap that has 
these properties.
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Goat milk soapmakers are most often interested in producing soap that is as beneficial to 
the skin as possible, and so select oils that complement the properties of the goat milk.

Another factor that separates handmade soaps from commercial soaps is the 
glycerin content. 
The chemical reaction produced by combining lye with fats results in two products: soap 
and glycerin.

Glycerin is a humectant that attracts moisture to the skin, thus helping to keep skin moist. 
In commercial soapmaking, the glycerin is extracted to sell separately, leaving only the 
soap without the benefits of the glycerin.

Handmade soap retains all the benefits of the naturally-occuring glycerin. 

If you're interested in trying goat milk soap for yourself, 
check out our Goat Milk Soap for Sale. 
We make our soap from natural ingredients, including a 
liquid portion that's 100% fresh goat milk. And, shipping 
to anywhere in the U.S.A. is FREE! 

We believe we have the best value on quality goat milk soap 
that you'll find anywhere. 

Summary

Goat milk has a long history as a skin care and beautification product. Modern analysis 
has shown that goat milk has unique properties in its composition that make it gentle, 
moisturizing and nourishing for almost all skin types. People with skin that is easily 
irritated, dry or sensitive have found goat milk products particularly beneficial. 

Goat milk skincare products are commonly available in many local and national chain 
drugstores and bath and beauty stores, as well as craft exhibits and farmers markets. You 
can also make many of your own skincare products at home. 

Now that you know the facts, pick one of the numerous goat milk skin care products 
to try today. Maybe you'll soon be saying, "Cleopatra was right!" 
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Homemade Facials Using Goat Milk Products
Homemade facials are a great way to pamper yourself and your skin without the high 
price of a spa.

Facials provide a number of benefits for your skin, depending upon the ingredients used. 
They can help stimulate the skin and increase circulation, help prevent wrinkles, and tone 
and moisturize (or, alternatively, help remove excess oils).

Skin is classified as the largest organ of the body, and as such, requires nourishment just 
like our internal organs. While the food we eat provides nutrients for the skin, as well as 
the rest of the body, our skin also has the ability to absorb substances directly. 

This is why there are warnings on pesticides, gasoline and other toxic agents not to allow 
contact with skin, or to rinse immediately if contact occurs. In addition to causing surface 
damage to the skin itself, many substances can enter the bloodstream through the skin and 
cause damage throughout the body.

However, just like skin can absorb poisons, it can also absorb healthy substances 
that can improve its appearance, elasticity and function.
Knowing that, it should be no surprise that the most popular ingredients for facials come 
straight from your refrigerator or kitchen pantry! In fact, many homemade facial recipes 
sound more like dessert than skin care. 

Facials can range from the application of a single ingredient, to complex combinations of 
ingredients applied in sequence. The facials given here all utilize goat milk and goat milk 
products, and contain only a few simple ingredients. 

Goat milk is rich in protein, fat, vitamins and minerals, and is just as healthy for you 
on the outside as it is on the inside.
The fermented milk products, like yogurt, sour cream and buttermilk, have the added 
benefit of lactic acid, which is one of the alpha hydroxy acids that are found in many 
commercial beauty and anti-aging creams and lotions. Alpha hydroxy acids help remove 
the dead surface-layer skin cells, revealing newer, younger-looking cells.

For all facials, start with freshly cleansed skin. Then, apply a very warm, moist cloth to 
the face for a few minutes to open the pores. Apply the facial mixture and leave on for 10-
20 minutes. Wash off gently with a warm, wet cloth. Finally, rinse with cool water to 
close the pores and help retain the nourishing benefits of the facial ingredients. 

The recipes below will get you started. Blend all ingredients 
thoroughly. Using a food processor or blender will ensure a smooth 
mixture. A small processor like the one in the picture is very useful 
if you plan to make facials very often.

After you try these, experiment on your own to find combinations 
that work best for your skin. 
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My Favorite Facial
My favorite homemade facial also happens to be about the easiest 
you can get! This is one you really have to try. 

It consists simply of applying kefir cheese to the face, leaving for 
about 10-15 minutes to dry, and rinsing.

Kefir cheese is a thick, smooth, creamy substance much like sour 
cream, but with more body, and it actually feels a lot like facial cream as it's applied. 

After two days of using this facial, my skin was incredibly smoother, softer and 
firmer, and small blemishes had disappeared. I could both see and feel the 
difference. 
Kefir is a cultured milk product, so it includes the alpha-hydroxy acid, lactic acid. It has 
also been shown to have antibiotic effects (among a multitude of other health benefits), 
which could potentially be a plus for those with acne.

And, when you make the cheese, you'll end up with whey to use for whey toner (below 
on this page).

If you only want one, simple homemade facial to use — this one is it! 

Yogurt Facial Recipes

These recipes all include yogurt, a great nourishing and moisturizing agent. 

Yogurt Facial Recipe #1
This one really moisturizes, and leaves skin super soft.

• 1 Tbsp. goat milk yogurt 
• 1 Tbsp. honey 
• enough corn starch to thicken 

Yogurt Facial Recipe #2 
The oatmeal in this recipe helps dry excess oils, while the yogurt 
and honey nourish and moisturize. It's best to blend the oatmeal in a 
food processor or blender first (before cooking), to make the 
particles smaller. 

• 2 Tbsp. cooked oatmeal 
• 1-2 Tbsp. goat milk yogurt 
• 1 Tbsp. honey 

Yogurt Facial Recipe #3 

Cucumber makes this recipe cool and refreshing, and leaves skin 
feeling smooth, clean and toned.

• 1/2 of a small cucumber, seeded 
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• 1/2 cup goat milk yogurt 
• 1-2 tsp. goat milk powder to thicken 

Other Facials

Dry Milk Facial
Powdered milk makes it easier to get a thick paste in this facial, and the use of buttermilk 
for the liquid gives you the benefit of alpha-hydroxy acid for smoother skin. 

• 1/2 cup powdered goat milk 
• enough buttermilk to make a paste 

Whey Toner 

Whey is a fantastic product for the skin, and can also be used for 
hair care. This toner is my favorite for mornings. Make the night before and store in the 
refrigerator. Use ice-cold over face and eyes for a great way to start the day. Leave on for 
5 minutes, then rinse with cool water. Your face will feel incredibly clean, but not dry.

If you already have leftover whey from making cheese, then great! Just use 1/2-1 cup of it 
to make the tea as instructed below. But, if you don't, this recipe is a quick way to make 
whey and toner in one step.

• 1/2 cup goat milk buttermilk 
• 1 chamomile tea bag 

Place the tea bag and the buttermilk in a 
small, microwaveable bowl. Microwave on 
high for about 1 minute, or until the 
buttermilk has separated into "curds and 
whey," and is steaming hot, but not boiling. 
Strain through a tea strainer into a jar and 

refrigerate. Use the next morning to make your face feel alive! 

More Ideas

Experimenting with homemade facials is a lot of fun, and no doubt you'll find original 
combinations that are even better than these. So, get off the beaten path, and make your 
own recipes! Here are a few more ideas to fuel your thoughts. 

1. Sour cream can usually be substituted for yogurt. When trying this, reduce the 
amount of thickeners, such as corn starch or powdered milk, as the sour cream is 
usually a good bit thicker than yogurt. 

2. Most fruits make great additions to facials. Pineapple, papaya, bananas and 
grapes are commonly used. Orange juice and lemon juice contain vitamin C, but 
use carefully, as these may irritate some skin types. 
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3. Add in crushed fresh herbs, like peppermint, catnip, or chamomile, or use tea 
from the herbs as the liquid portion of the facial. 

And, don't forget that skin needs to be nourished from the inside, too. 

So, in addition to using your homemade facials, drink your goat milk every day to 
give your skin and the rest of your body the protein and other nutrients it needs to 
look and feel great! 
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Elderly Skin Care and Goat Milk Products
Elderly skin care is a very important health concern for aging adults. While our skin is 
generally ignored throughout life unless we have an itch, a cut, a rash, or a burn, etc., the 
skin is actually an important organ that plays a much bigger part than just holding 
everything together in one package!

Healthy skin keeps infectious agents from entering the body, 
synthesizes essential vitamin D from sunlight, and provides our 
sensation of touch through the various nerves running throughout. 

It also helps regulate our body temperature, allowing pores to 
open for sweat to exit for cooling our bodies, and restricting surface 
blood circulation in cold weather in order to prevent loss of heat 
from internal organs.

The acid mantle of skin keeps the pH in the range of 4.5 to 6.0--a 
scope that's hostile to many bacterial and viral agents. Skin that has lost this protective 
mantle is dry, itchy and easily damaged, thus allowing harmful agents into the vulnerable 
body tissues.

The skin also acts as a conduit for certain substances to enter the body. This function is 
best recognized as the method of application of medicines through adhesive patches that 
are applied to the skin. The skin can also absorb nutrients, such as vitamins, through the 
skin. 

The Effects of Aging on Skin

The aging process creates several changes in the properties of skin, and without proper 
care, can lead to serious problems for the elderly. These changes result from both internal 
and external factors. 

Internal factors include inevitable changes related to the decline of bodily functions. 
Circulation slows, providing less blood, and thus fewer nutrients, to the skin, resulting in 
longer healing times for damage, such as cuts and bruises. 

Unfortunately, aging skin also loses much of its elasticity due to collagen breakdown, 
which means that it becomes thinner, and more prone to being torn.

As the skin becomes thinner, it is also less able to retain moisture. This, combined with a 
normal reduction in the natural oil secretion, means that mature skin is often dry. 

External aging factors include things such as smoking, air pollution 
and radiation from sunlight. 

Sunlight is implicated in many age-related skin issues, like age or 
liver spots, wrinkles and roughness. More seriously, extended sun 
exposure can result in various skin cancers, some of which are fatal. 
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Elderly Skin Care Recommendations

Caring for aging skin involves methods and products that will hydrate, rather than further 
dry the skin. 

For cleansing elderly skin, recommendations include the following: 

• Bathe less frequently. Three to four baths or showers, with 
sponge baths as needed in between, and daily facial cleansing, 
are usually sufficient. 

• Use warm, rather than hot, water. Hot water will strip all the 
natural oils away, and because many elderly have a reduced 
sensation of temperature, they could actually be burned by hot 
water and not recognize it.

• Avoid bubble bath products. Bubble baths typically contain 
harsh detergents that also strip away the skin's oils.

• Use gentle, moisturizing soaps. Milk and cream-based soaps rank highly for their 
gentleness and moisturizing properties.

• Rinse skin well, so as not to leave any soap residue that would further dry 
skin. 

In addition to regulating the bathing process so as not to excessively dry or otherwise 
irritate elderly skin, it's also important to add moisture to compensate for the body's 
reduced ability to produce it's own oils. 

After bathing is an excellent time to apply a hydrating lotion over the entire body. This 
will help seal in moisture and reduce itching. Preventing itching from dry skin is very 
important, as scratching, especially with the fingernails, could easily tear the thin skin and 
lead to infection. 

Hands and feet are typically rougher than other parts of the body. 
These could benefit from a thicker cream or body butter that will 
provide a better moisture barrier. 

Gloves and socks worn over the lubricated hands and feet, 
especially at night, will aid in softening the skin. 

A humidifier is often helpful for elderly skin care during the winter, or year-round if the 
elderly person lives in a dry climate. This not only helps the skin stay hydrated, but also 
prevents drying of the mucous membranes in the mouth, eyes and sinuses. 

Goat Milk Skin Care for the Elderly

The hallmark of goat milk is its gentleness and nutritive properties in digestion, but those 
same properties carry over to the skin care products, too. 
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Goat milk skin care products are especially suited for caring for the special 
challenges that aging skin presents.
For cleansing, goat milk soap has the benefits of a lower pH, making it more friendly to 
the skin's protective acid mantle, and a high fat content that supplies moisture, while 
gently removing dirt and dead skin cells. 

Goat milk soaps also come in a vast array of combinations that include nourishing herbs 
and other natural ingredients tailored for specific skincare needs. Read the labels or 
inquire as to the suitability of particular ingredients for elderly skin care, or for other 
special skin care needs. 

We offer a large selection of herbal, all natural and 
fragrance free 100% goat milk soap selections that are 
formulated with conditioning oils and butters and a 
generous amount of superfatting, with FREE SHIPPING in 
the U.S.A.

Lotions, creams and body butters made from goat milk are also especially nourishing 
for elderly skin. The special fat and protein molecules from goat milk, along with an array 
of vitamins and minerals, are easily absorbed through the skin, providing hydration, a 
protective moisture barrier, and nourishment for the skin all at the same time. 

Isolated rough patches of skin might also benefit from the application of a homemade 
facial solution containing goat milk yogurt, sour cream or buttermilk. These fermented 
products contain lactic acid, one of the alpha hydroxy acids, known for helping to remove 
dead surface layer skin cells to leave skin smoother. 

These goat milk versions of alpha hydroxy acid contain no additional chemicals or 
preservatives and are not as harsh as commercial products.

Finally, it's also important to nourish skin from the inside out. Proper nutrition is an 
imperative component in elderly skin care.

You can read how goat milk is especially suited for nutritional needs of the elderly in 
Elderly Nutrition and Goat Milk. 

Summary

As the saying goes, "The proof is in the pudding." (That pudding was made with goat  
milk, right? Ha Ha) 
If you or an elderly loved one suffers from dry, itchy skin, try a cleansing and hydration 
program based on goat milk. Products are widely available, and come in a range of scents 
(or unscented) and added ingredients. You can even make many yourself.
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I believe from my own experience that you'll see a difference with the first use. 
Experiment with different brands and varieties to find one that works best for your special 
needs.

After all, our skin is more than just a covering; it's a living organ that provides us 
with a lot of benefits, so take the best care of it that you can!

View live web page.
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Homemade Facials Super-Guide: 

The Naturally Skinsational Ebook
If you enjoy making your own homemade facials, get ready to take it to 
a whole new level with 

Naturally Skinsational Rejuvenating Skin Care Recipes Ebook
by Sue Dolan

My interest in utilizing goat milk for health led to my accidental 
discovery of its benefits for skin care. Once I started using dairy and other natural 
products on my face, I stopped buying all commercial products because the results were 
SO much better--and, do I even need to say it--SO much less expensive!

In fact, several times when I've passed by the television and heard an infomercial on some 
"remarkable, new discovery" for a facial cream, I had to just stand and shake my head as I 
listened to their "incredible" results. 

Of course, these discoveries also come with an "incredibly" high price; however, I have 
no doubt at all from my experience and research that an all-natural skin care routine is 
more effective than any of their expensive creams.

I actually get a little upset that the cosmetic companies are making huge amounts of 
money by creating poor imitations of what's available naturally--and naturally affordable 
by almost anyone!

That's why I am so excited to be able to recommend the 
Naturally Skinsational Rejuvenating Skin Care Recipes Ebook! 
The ebook is a total guide to using all-natural products for skin care. Whether your 
concern is with anti-aging, wrinkles, age spots, acne or just healthy skin maintenance, 
Naturally Skinsational has a recipe for it. 

What I love best about the book is that it doesn't just throw out a lot of different recipes 
with a hodge-podge of ingredients. The beginning of the book explains: 

• the agents and processes that cause skin problems,
• the essential components for repairing skin damage, and 
• a basic rejuvenation regimen

Furthermore, "Skinsational Tips" featured throughout the book provide short, interesting 
skin care facts, and a natural ingredient glossary at the end of the book explains the 
benefits and uses of each ingredient. 

With all the information provided, you can easily go beyond the 150+ recipes 
included in the book and learn how to tailor a skin care regimen JUST for your 
special skin care needs, and with ingredients that you have available.
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And, if you're looking for more ways to use goat milk for homemade facials, Naturally 
Skinsational has over 40 recipes that include dairy products! 

Dairy products--especially goat milk--are one of the oldest known beauty treatments, and 
these recipes increase their power by combining them with other natural substances with 
specific skin rejuvenation properties.

Natural skin care has been part of my life for over a year now, and I would never go back 
to helping the cosmetic companies get rich from their overpriced, inferior products, when 
I know that everything I need for beautiful skin is in my kitchen!
If you're ready to "toss the tube" and try natural skin care methods, Naturally 
Skinsational for only $19.95 is a great way to take charge of your skin and your 
pocketbook! 

A portion of the sales of Naturally Skinsational from the links on this page supports the costs of running this 
website and providing the free information available through it. I support only affiliate advertisers and 
products that I know are superior quality and are beneficial to visitors to this site. 

View live web page.
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Goat Milk Skin Care Products
We're extremely pleased to announce that Everything Goat Milk is launching its own line 
of goat milk skin care products! 

Our opening line includes a selection of 20 varieties of Goat Milk Soap in both bath bar 
and fleur-de-lis styles. 

And — shipping to anywhere in the U.S.A. is FREE. 

Our pure and natural soap is crafted with fresh goat milk and quality vegetable oils and 
produces a luxurious lather. 

Goat milk products are renowned for gentleness and moisturizing properties. If you've 
never tried goat milk for skin care, you'll notice the difference right away!

Goat milk soaps and other cleansers are gentle and moisturizing due to the beneficial 
proteins and fats in goat milk. You'll never be left with itchy, dry skin caused when harsh 
soaps strip away the natural protective oils.

And, if you're looking for a gift to make someone feel extra-special, goat milk skincare 
products are a great idea, as they have that "luxury" aura to them, without the luxury 
price! 
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Coming Soon

Our product line will be expanding in the upcoming months to include the following 
products:

• Sugar Scrubs 
• Cream Soaps 
• Bath Teas 
• Lotion and Body Butters 
• Shower gel 
• ...and more! 

Thank you for shopping Everything Goat Milk for your skin care products! 

View live web page.
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Goat Milk Soap for Sale!
Our handmade goat milk soap is finally available 
through the internet! 

We're very excited about this new step, and hope this 
marketing adventure will be successful in matching 
our soaps to the skin care needs of even more people.

If you've never tried goats milk soap before, you're in 
for a   treat! 

And, you don't have to worry about paying more for 
shipping than for the soap, because we offer FREE SHIPPING to anywhere in the 
U.S.A.
Soaps are shipped first class or priority mail, and should arrive within 3-5 days of 
shipping (which is usually 24-48 hours from receipt of the order).

International customers — please send us your selections through our contact form. We 
will then email you an invoice with shipping charges and instructions for completing 
payment.
Checkout is through the PayPal system, so you can rest assured your transaction is 
secure. 
The soaps include a picture, description and ingredient list, but if you have any questions, 
you can always contact us first.

Note: If a soap you select should happen to be sold out, I will contact you about a 
substitution or refund.
You can click on any "View Cart" button on any of the pages to review your 
selections, or to change the quantities. 

FREE bath sponge with any order of 4 or more bars! 
Colors may vary.
Start shopping now, and enjoy your goat milk soap as soon 
as possible! 

Shop by Category

• Traditional scent goat milk soaps 
• All natural soaps only 
• Herbal and fragrance free soaps only 
• Fleur de lis soaps only 
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Thank you for shopping Everything Goat MilkTM soaps! We truly believe our soap 
will be the best you've ever tried! 

Ebook users: To view the current selection of soaps for sale, use the following link:

View live web page.
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Pure and Natural Soap from Everything Goat MilkTM 

Skin Care

Everything Goat Milk™ pure and natural soap is created from premium ingredients like:

 

• fresh goat milk 
• quality vegetable oils 
• natural botanicals, and 
• top-of-the-line phthalate-free fragrance and essential 

oils 

Every batch is made from one of our original recipes designed to produce soaps that are 
balanced for gentle, effective cleansing and superior, luxurious lather. Every 
ingredient is selected for specific properties that enhance the final product. 

No filler oils or other non-contributing ingredients are added. 
Our soaps contain a large percentage of olive oil, and at least one "luxury" oil or butter 
selected specifically for its skin benefits is used in each recipe. These include widely 
recognized ingredients such as 

• shea butter 
• cocoa butter 
• mango butter 
• avocado oil, and 
• grapeseed oil 

Our soap is handmade in small batches, and allowed to cure for four to six weeks. Curing 
produces bars that are gentler (have a lower pH) and last longer. 

Handmade soaps also retain all the natural glycerin that is 
produced as a by-product of the process of making soap. 

Glycerin is a humectant that helps the skin to retain moisture. 
Commercial soap manufacturers strip away the glycerin to sell 
separately. 

The benefits of goat milk for skin care have been recognized for thousands of years. We 
now know that goat milk's short strand proteins and unique fatty acid composition make it 
easily absorbed into the skin, providing valuable nutrients. 
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Goat milk soap is widely acclaimed by users for its gentleness and non-drying cleansing 
properties. We formulate our soaps with a generous amount of extra oils to ensure a 
gentle cleansing experience for even those with delicate skin. 

But, don't try it just because it's good for you! Our soaps are 
designed to make bathing your own special indulgence. 

Our bars are crafted to produce a product that captivates the 
senses, from their unique appearances and rich fragrances, to 
the wonderful feel of the gentle, creamy lather. 

After all, with today's busy schedules, that bath or shower may 
be the only "alone" time you have to rejuvenate...so, make the most of it with genuine, 
handmade goat milk soap!

Start shopping now! 
View Goat Milk Soap for Sale.

View live web page.
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More Information     
     

To read more about the properties and uses of goat milk, including articles that 
may not yet be included in this ebook, go to:

www.everything-goat-milk.com 

For cheesemaking supplies and kits, I use and recommend products from 
TheCheesemaker.com.  I have every confidence from my experience with them, 

that you will be impressed by the products and speed and quality of service. And, 
shipping to anywhere in the U.S. is FREE!

TheCheesemaker.com also has a great selection of books to provide you with more 
information about cheese and cheesemaking. Below are a few of their selections 
you may be interested in. To purchase, click on the image, then go to "Books" on 

the lefthand side of the home page.

http://www.everything-goat-milk.com/
http://www.marketerschoice.com/app/?af=1036960
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More Information (cont.)

If you're interested in all-natural skin care, you don't want to miss Sue Dolan's 
Naturally Skinsational Rejuvenating Skin Care Recipes Ebook. With over 150 
natural skin care recipes you can make at home from common items, plus a 

wealth of information on skin care and properties of natural ingredients, it's the 
best education on natural skin care you can buy.

Dairy products are used in over 40 of the recipes, so you can put your goat milk 
yogurt, buttermilk and other homemade products to good use! Click on the 

image to read more and purchase for immediate download.
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More Information (cont.)
 

For more information on how YOU can build your own successful website on any 
topic that you're passionate about, spend some time here:

Tell me more about Site Build It!

It could be the key to unlocking the future you always wanted! This is absolutely 
THE best home-based business solution ever. But, don't take my word for it, try 

it at no risk for yourself with their 30-day, money-back guarantee.

To read more about my story with Site Build It! and www.everything-goat-
milk.com, check out:

About Me

Are you interested in learning exactly HOW you can build a successful online 
business as a Work-at-Home-Mom? 

Sitesell is so interested in your success that they offer this FREE 82-page guide. 
With lots of case studies and practical advice, this guide will give you the 

knowledge you need to make your work-at-home dreams a reality. Download it 
now by clicking on the image.

http://www.everything-goat-milk.com/about-me.html
http://www.sitesell.com/mynewlife0.html
http://www.everything-goat-milk.com/support-files/wahm-masters.pdf
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Sitemap to Everything Goat Milk
The links below will take you to the live web pages at www.everything-goat-
milk.com.

About Me

The Story Behind "Everything Goat Milk"

Goat Milk Soap for Sale

Pure and Natural Soap from Everything Goat Milk  TM   Skin Care  

Traditional Scent Goat Milk Soaps

All Natural Goat Milk Soap Selections

Fragrance Free Soaps and Herbal Soaps

Fleur-de-lis Goat Milk Soap

Goat Milk Skin Care Products at Everything Goat Milk

Goat Milk Skincare

Homemade Facials Using Goat Milk Products

Elderly Skin Care and Goat Milk Products

Goat Milk Recipes

How to Make Cajeta

Goat Milk Fudge Recipes

Goat Milk Flan Recipe

Cream Pie Milkshake Recipe

Citrus Mexican Candy Recipe

Homemade Ice Cream Recipes

Ice Cream Recipe: Blueberry-Pineapple

How to Make Ice Cream: Tips for Beginners

Goat Cheese

Chevre Goat Cheese

Cottage Cheese

Drunken Goat Cheese
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Labneh Yogurt Cheese

Quark Cheese

Ricotta Cheese

Goat Cheese Making Recipes

How to Make Goat Cheese (Chevre)

How to Make Cottage Cheese

How to Make Cream Cheese

How to Make Feta Cheese

Making Mozzarella Cheese

How to Make Ricotta Cheese

How to Make Quark Cheese

Homemade Queso Blanco

How to Make Yogurt Cheese

Goat Cheese Making

The Process of Cheese Making

Cheese Cloth

Goat Cheese Recipes

Warm Goat Cheese Salad Recipe

Double Goat Cheese Salad with Tomato and Cucumber

Goat Cheese Dressing in Blue

Goat Cheese Fajita Recipe

Goat Cheese Pizza Recipes

Goat Cheese Quesadillas

Goat Cheese Appetizer Recipes

Fried Goat Cheese Recipes

Goat Cheese Dessert Recipes

Orange-Vanilla German Cheesecake Tarts

Marinated Cheese: Feta

Easy Greek Salad Recipe

What Is Kefir?
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Kefir Grains: An Introduction

Health Benefits of Kefir

How to Make Kefir

Yogurt Recipes

Goat Milk Yogurt Desserts

Goat Milk Yogurt Dips

Lassi Yogurt Drink

How to Make Yogurt Cheese

Making Other Goat Milk Products

How to Make Butter

How to Make Yogurt

How to Make Buttermilk

How to Make Sour Cream

Making Whipped Cream

Milk Nutrition Facts for Goat Milk

Goat Milk Composition

Goat Milk Ingredients

Carbohydrates in Goat Milk

Goat Milk Fat and Corresponding Health Implications

Protein in Milk for Goat Dairy Products

Vitamins in Milk: Goat Milk Compared to Cow's Milk

Natural Minerals from Goat Milk

Goat Milk vs Cow Milk: A Quick Comparison

Lactose Intolerance and Goat Milk

Elderly Nutrition and Goat Milk

Goat Milk Composition by Nutrient
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